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ABSTRACT: According to the most modern trend, performance-based seismic design is aimed at the evaluation of
the seismic performance of structures in terms of mean annual frequency of exceeding a threshold level of damage,
i.e. a limit state. A procedure for performance-based seismic assessment is herein briefly summarised and applied to
concentrically “V” braced steel frames, designed according to different criteria. In particular, two design approaches
are examined. The first one corresponds to the provisions suggested by Eurocode 8, while the second approach,
proposed by the authors, is based on a rigorous application of the capacity design criteria aiming at the control of the
failure mode. In addition in this work a new conception of bracing members is developed and applied with reference
to V-braced frames designed according to the methodology proposed by the authors.
It is well known that aiming at the safeguard of brace connections, Eurocode 8 provides a limitation to the brace
slenderness. The drawback of this limitation is the oversizing of brace diagonals at the upper storeys, which prevents
the development of a collapse mechanism of global type. This is the starting design issue for the conception of new
bracing members. In fact, by introducing in the brace members a zone characterized by a reduction of the cross
sectional area (Reduced Section Solution), it is possible to calibrate the yield strength leaving substantially
unchanged the slenderness, so that the limits provided for the normalized slenderness can be still satisfied without
brace oversizing.
The aim of this work is to focus on the seismic performance of V-braced frames designed according to both Eurocode
provisions and the proposed methodology. For the structures dimensioned according to the proposed criteria, the
Reduction Section Solution is also applied with the aim to safeguard the connection without increasing the structural
weight. Finally, a probabilistic approach based on the combination of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA),
probabilistic seismic demand analysis (PSDA) and probabilistic seismic capacity analysis (PSCA) is applied aiming
to investigate the seismic performance of the designed structures.
It is pointed out how the proposed design method leads to a very important improvement of the seismic performances
with a negligible increase of the overall building cost.
Keywords: Seismic reliability; concentrically braced frames; seismic hazard; probabilistic seismic demand Analysis;
structural capacity

1.

INTRODUCTION

Chevron braced frames exhibit a limited ductility capacity under cyclic loads. In fact, the seismic
response is characterized by a substantial strength degradation because, under load reversals, the
previously buckled member probably could not return in its original alignment and the member
which was in tension could exceed its capacity in compression. As a consequence, both diagonal
members could be in a buckled condition. In addition, when the compressed member is buckled
and the tensile diagonal is yielded, a vertical action, resulting from the unbalanced brace axial
forces, acts on the beam and, is transmitted to the columns increasing the axial force demand. For
this reason the modeling of the post-buckling behaviour of bracing members and an appropriate
evaluation of the design forces for non-dissipative members are the main issue for a rigorous
application of the capacity design method. To this aim, a plastic design method for concentrically
braced frames has been recently developed (Longo et al. [1]). The proposed methodology is based
The Hong Kong Institute of Steel Construction
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on a rigorous application of capacity design principles aiming at the achievement of a collapse
mechanism of global type, i.e. a collapse mechanism involving all the storeys so that it is
characterized by the yielding of all the tensile diagonals and the buckling of the all compressed
diagonals. The main feature of the proposed methodology is that the dimensioning of beams and
columns is carried out accounting for the forces, transmitted by both the tensile braces and the
compressed braces according to their post-buckling behaviour, occurring when all the tensile braces
are yielded (Longo et al. [1-2]). In other words, the attention is focused on the internal action
distribution occurring when a global mechanism is completely developed.
Preliminary investigations, based on a deterministic approach, have been carried out with reference
to concentrically braced frames designed according to the proposed methodology and a comparison
with the same structures dimensioned according to Eurocode 8 provisions has been also carried out
(Longo et al. [1]). Such preliminary results showed that the proposed method allows to drive a
better seismic response in terms of both PGA values corresponding to collapse and in terms of
energy dissipation capacity. Conversely, V-braced frames designed according to Eurocode 8
exhibited soft storey problems due to the premature out of plane buckling of columns.
Even though the seismic behaviour of concentrically braced frames designed according to the
proposed methodology (Longo et al. [2-3]) is better than the behaviour of the same structures
designed according to Eurocode 8 provisions (CEN [4]), the problem regarding the oversizing of
the diagonals of upper storeys still remains. In fact, the bracing members are designed to satisfy the
limitation provided by Eurocode 8 concerning the normalized slenderness (   2.0 ). The above
provision allows to safeguard the brace connections, but it leads to the oversizing of the diagonals
of upper storeys preventing their yielding so that the development of a collapse mechanism of
global type is undetermined. Aiming at avoiding the problems coming from the oversizing of
diagonal members, the idea of the Reduced Section Solution (RSS) has been presented (Longo et al.
[5], Giugliano et al. [6]). The RSS allows to avoid the oversizing of bracing members, but still
satisfying the brace slenderness limitation provided by seismic codes. The idea is based on the
reduction of the brace section at the member ends in order to calibrate the axial resistance to a value
equal to the internal action occurring under the design seismic load combination, so that there is not
any overstrength. In addition, the brace slenderness remains substantially unchanged.
In order to evaluate the seismic performance obtained by means of the considered design
methodologies, a probabilistic method has been adopted. The comparison between different
structural solutions, such as the proposed methodology and Eurocode 8 provisions, of the same
design problem is immediately understandable when it is made in terms of mean annual frequency
of exceeding pre-defined limit states.
Even though the methodology provides the designer with the theoretical basis to account for all the
sources of uncertainty, in the present work, only the aleatory uncertainty (due to record-to-record
variability) is considered.
Finally, it is recognized that design solutions leading to the increase of the structural weight are
likely accompanied by performance improvements. Therefore, a cost versus benefit comparison
between the different design solutions is also presented.
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SUMMARY OF EXAMINED DESIGN APPROACHES

In the case of concentrically braced frames, dissipative zones are constituted by the brace diagonal
members. Conversely, beams, columns and connections to foundation are non dissipative zones.
Regarding the connections between the brace and the primary structure, the traditional design
approach is based on the use of non-dissipative connections. According to the traditional
philosophy of capacity design, dissipative zones have to be designed considering the internal
actions occurring under the seismic load combination; conversely, non dissipative zones have to be
designed considering the maximum internal actions that dissipative zones, yielded and
strain-hardened, are able to transmit.
The structural scheme commonly adopted for evaluating the internal actions in beams, columns and
diagonals of V-braced frames (VBFs) subjected to seismic actions considers as active both the
tensile and the compressed diagonals. In addition, an hinge connection is assumed between the
bracing members.
In the case of VBFs, Eurocode 8 (CEN [4]) provides the following limitation regarding the
normalized slenderness of braces:
  2.0

with




y

and

y  

E
fy

(1)

where fy is the yield stress and E is the Young modulus. The aim of this limitation is the reduction
of the plastic out of plane deformation of the gusset plates, due to brace buckling, which otherwise
are prone to failure due to low cycle fatigue.
Regarding the design of beams and columns, Eurocode 8 provisions define for each storey an
overstrength coefficient i of bracing elements:
i 

N br ,Rdi

(2)

N br ,Sdi

where Nbr,Sdi is the design value of the brace internal axial force and Nbr,Rdi is the corresponding
design resistance. Beams and columns, respectively, are designed to satisfy the following hierarchy
criteria:
N b ,Rd ( M Sd )  N bSd ,G  1.1   ov    N bSd ,E 

(3)

N c ,Rd  N cSd ,G  1.1   ov    N cSd ,E 

(4)

where NRd is the buckling resistance of the element (beam or column), NSd,G is the axial force due to
the non seismic loads included in the seismic load combination, NSd,E is the axial force due to the
seismic loads, MSd is the bending moment due to the seismic load combination, 1.10 is the
amplification coefficient accounting for strain-hardening effects, ov is an overstrength factor
accounting for random variability of material properties and  is the minimum value of the
overstrength coefficients i:
np

  min i
i 1

with

np = number of storeys

(5)
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The value of ov factor is taken equal to 1.25 with the aim of including all random effects of
material properties. The present work, conversely, is aimed at the evaluation of the non linear
seismic response from a probabilistic point of view, but accounting only for the uncertainty due to
record-to-record variability, therefore, being random material variability not included, a ov factor
equal to 1.00 has been considered in the following analyses. This choice is justified considering that
record to record variability of earthquake motion is the prominent source of uncertainty.
The beams have to be verified accounting for the vertical action resulting from the unbalanced
brace axial forces, due to the fact that the compressed diagonal is buckled when the tensile one
yields. In Eurocode 8, this force is approximately evaluated according to the following relationship:
V  N br . Rd ,t  sen 1   pb  N br . Rd ,t  sen 2 

(6)

where 1 and 2 are the angles between the diagonal axes and the beam axis (typically 1 = 2),
Nbr.Rd,t is design resistance of the diagonal in tension and pb is used for the evaluation of the post
buckling resistance of brace members. The suggested value is 0.3.
Regarding the proposed design methodology, its aim is the evaluation of the axial forces in non
dissipative members (beams and columns) occurring when all the dissipative ones (diagonals) are
completely yielded. Therefore, the evaluation of these forces is made by focusing the attention on the
distribution of the internal actions occurring when a collapse mechanism of global type is developed.
The considered structural scheme is characterised by the column continuity as shown in Figure 1(a)
where the structure is considered in a deformed configuration, showing that the collapse mechanism
is governed by only one parameter: i.e. the base rotation  of the structure where real hinges are
located. The  value corresponds to the yielding of all the diagonals in tension while the
compressed ones are buckled.
buckling
Py

+P
Py,i

i

di
hi

i

P c ( i)

0
i

i

+

i
i

PU
-P

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. (a) V-Braced Frame in the Deformed Configuration Corresponding to the
Global Failure Mode; (b) Evaluation of Compression and Tension Axial Force
It is assumed that the cross-sections of bracing members are known as they are designed to resist
internal axial forces due to the seismic load combination (CEN [4]). For this structural typology,
braces are considered acting both in tension and in compression. Therefore, as first step, the
post-buckling behaviour of bracing members has to be predicted. In the present work, this step is
performed according to the suggestions of Georgescu (Georgescu et al. [7]). The unknowns of the
design problem are the beam and the column sections required to guarantee the yielding of all the
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bracing members, i.e. the participation of all the storeys to the dissipation of the earthquake input
energy.
The axial deformation corresponding to the yielding of the bracing member of the i-th storey is
given by:
 pi 

Pyi  Li
E  Ai



f y  Li

(7)

E

where Pyi is the yield load of the i-th diagonal, fy is the yield stress, E is the elastic modulus, Li and
Ai are the length and the cross-section area of the i-th diagonal, respectively.
For each storey, it is possible to define the value of the interstorey drift angle i corresponding to
the yielding of the i-th bracing member by means of the following yielding condition:
 i  i  di  cos i   pi

for i  1....n

(8)

where di is the corresponding interstorey height and i is the angle between the bracing member
and the beam axis:
i 

 pi
d i  cos  i

for i  1....n

(9)

The value of the base rotation  corresponding to the yielding of all the diagonals can be expressed
as:
 m  max in1 (i )

(10)

Therefore, for each storey, the value of the axial deformation occurring in the diagonal members
when the collapse mechanism is completely developed, can be easily computed as:
 i  m  di  cos i

(11)

The above value provides both the elongation of the diagonal in tension and the shortening of the
compressed diagonal subjected to buckling. Therefore, in the collapse condition, the axial force in
the tensile diagonal of the i-th storey is equal to Pyi, while the axial force in the corresponding
buckled compressed diagonal can be derived according to Figure 1b.
With reference to beams, the net downward force resulting from the combinations of the forces
acting in the diagonals of i-th storey is equal to:
Vi  Py ,i sin  i  Pc  i   sin  i

(12)

The horizontal force transmitted by the braces to the beam is equal to:
H i  Py ,i cos  i  Pc ( i ) cos  i

(13)
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The unbalanced action (Vi) applied to the beam, due to the post-buckling behaviour of braces, is
used both to design the beam and to evaluate the axial force in the columns, while the horizontal
force Hi applied at the midspan of the beam is used only for beam design.
Therefore, by focusing the attention on the distribution of the internal actions in the kinematic
mechanism condition, according to the second principle of capacity design, the design value of the
axial force in the non-dissipative members is computed. In particular, with reference to columns,
the axial force to be considered in design is given by:
N c.Sd . E .i 
N c.Sd . E .n 

 Pc  j  sin  j 
n

j i 1



Py ,n  sin  n  Pc  n   sin  n
2



1 n
 Py , j  Pc ( j )  sin  j  N c.Sd .G.i
2 j1
 N c.Sd .G .n

for

in

(14)
for

in

where Py,j and Pc(j) are the tension and compression forces in the j-th brace respectively, while
Nc.Sd.G.i is the axial force in the column due to the gravity loads acting in the seismic load
combination.

3.

DESIGN OF BRACING MEMBERS WITH “REDUCED SECTION SOLUTION”

The idea of bracing members with reduced section solution (Figure 2) has been suggested by the
need to overcome the drawbacks coming from the design of conventional concentrically braced
frames. In fact, the use of code suggested design criteria and the fulfilment of the limitation to the
normalized slenderness of bracing members, provided by Eq. 1, leads to oversize the upper storey
diagonals. As a consequence the overstrength coefficient i of the top storey is approximately 30%
greater than those of the other storeys. As a consequence, non-linear dynamic analyses show that,
the energy dissipation mechanism is not global, because the oversized braces of the top storey
remain in elastic range. Conversely, on one hand, the use of bracing members without any
slenderness limitation leads to a more uniform distribution of the overstrength coefficients along
the building height and a collapse mechanism of global type can be obtained provided that of
properly conceived design procedures are applied for the failure mode control (Longo et al. [2]).
However, on the other hand, the use of excessively slender braces can lead to the premature
collapse of diagonal braces due to the out-of-plane bending which, in turn, gives rise to the low
cycle fatigue fracture of the gusset plates connecting the braces to the primary members. Therefore,
in order to limit the slenderness of diagonal members, without oversizing them, to safeguard the
brace-to-column connections, RSS can be suggested. In the following, the theoretical background
for RSS is laid down and, successively, a detailed design procedure is proposed.
The first issue to be solved in designing VBFs with RSS is the development of design criteria for
establishing the length of the reduced section zone. Under this point of view two criteria can be
identified providing a range of values. In fact, taking into account that bracing members have to
yield in tension, it can be suggested that the minimum length of the reduced section zone (Lred.min)
has to satisfy the limitation commonly adopted for coupon tensile tests (UNI EN 10002/1 [8]):
Lred , min  5 .65  Ared

(15)
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where Ared is the area of the reduced section zone. Both experimental analyses and theoretical
simulations (Skuber et al. [9]; Skuber and Beg [10]) confirm the validity of the suggested limit
corresponding to Eq. 15. In fact, a smaller length of the reduced section can lead to the spreading of
the plastic deformations also in the gross cross section.
Regarding the upper bound (Lred.max) of the length of the reduced section zone, it has to be taken
into account that, during the whole post-buckling behaviour in compression, yielding of the
midspan section has to occur while the yielding of the reduced section zone has to be prevented. To
this scope, by assuming a sinusoidal curve for the deflected shape of diagonal braces the upper
bound can be easily derived. In fact, the deformed configuration is given by:

v(x)  v 0  sin

πx
L

(16)

so that the second order bending moment is equal to:
M(x)  N  v0  sin

πx
L

(17)

where N is the axial load, v0 is the midspan deflection, L is the brace length and x is the generic
abscissa of the brace member. Therefore the yielding condition of the reduced section zone can be
written as:
Nv0  sin

πLred .max
 M p .red (N)
L

(18)

where Mp.red(N) is the plastic moment of the reduced section as affected by the axial force (CEN
[10]). The yielding condition of the midspan section is given by:
Nv0  M p(N)

(19)

where Mp(N) is the plastic moment of the gross unreduced section of brace member as affected by
the axial force.
Combining Eqs. 18 and 19, the maximum length of the reduced section zone is provided by:
Lred .max  arcsin

M p.red (N) L

M p(N) π

(20)

Therefore, the length of the reduced section zone Lred has to satisfy the limitation:
Lred .min  Lred  Lred .max

(21)

where the lower and upper bound values are provided by Eqs. 15 and 20, respectively.
However, the need to keep as small as possible the influence of the reduced section zone on the
overall slenderness of the brace member suggests the use for Lred of the lower bound Lred.min. In
particular, regarding the influence of the reduced section zone on the brace slenderness, the
following relationship can be derived:
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(22)

where eq is the overall slenderness of the brace member with RSS and  is the slenderness without
RSS; I and I red are the inertia moments of whole and reduced section, respectively.
The graphical representation of Eq. 22 is depicted in Figure 3 which shows that varying
significantly the moment of inertia and/or the length of the reduced section zone, only minimum
variations of the slenderness are obtained. In particular, for Lred/L≤0.20 the increase of the
slenderness due to RSS is always less than 2.5%.

i

SEC. A-A

i

i

Ø

i
A
A

Figure 2. Geometry of Tubular
RSS Braces

Figure 3. Influence of Section Reduction on
Brace Slenderness

The setting up of the above theoretical basis for the design of bracing members with RSS allows
the development of a design procedure for VBFs with RSS braces. Figure 4 shows the algorithm
for designing bracing members with RSS. The first step for this application is the choice of the
bracing member profile. To this scope, by means of common procedure for preliminary design, it is
possible to determine the design value of the internal axial force occurring in bracing members
under the design seismic load combination, so that the profiles and the corresponding reduced
sections can be chosen.
The Eurocode 8 limit value ( lim  2.0 ) for the normalized slenderness governs the value of eq given
by Eq. 22 whose value cannot exceed lim   y . If the above requirement is not satisfied the brace
section has to be increased. Finally, the buckling design resistance (NbRd) of the bracing member
can be evaluated according to Eurocode 3 formulation (CEN [11]).
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Figure 4. Procedure for Designing Bracing Members with RSS

4.

JALAYER AND CORNELL APPROACH

In this paper, the seismic reliability of V-braced frames has been evaluated by means of Jalayer and
Cornell [12]) approach which allows to determine the mean annual frequency of exceeding a limit
state by using three variables: a seismic intensity measure (IM); an engineering demand parameter
which is a structural response parameter related to the damage measure (DM) and a structural
capacity measure (CM). The mean annual frequency of exceeding a limit state can be expressed as:


 LS   FC ( dm )   f DM IM ( dm im ) 



d IM (im )
 dim   ddm
dim


(23)

where FC (dm )  P[C  DM | DM  dm ] represents the probability that the capacity is less than or equal
to the structural demand conditioned to a given demand value dm; fDM|IM(dm|im) represents the
probability density function of the structural demand dm for a given value of im and it can be
obtained by means of a probabilistic seismic demand analysis of the structure; IM(im) represents
the mean annual frequency of exceeding a given im value and it can be obtained by means of a
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis for a given site. In the following, the spectral acceleration Sa is
the parameter used for the seismic intensity measure because of its sufficiency, efficiency and
computability (Giovenale [13]).
A closed form solution of Eq. 23 can be obtained under the following assumptions (Jalayer and
Cornell [12]):
for probability values close to LS, the seismic hazard curve can be expressed through a
linear relation in the logarithmic paper:

1)

S ( sa )  PS a  sa   k 0  sa  k
a

(24)
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the median value of the damage measure DM/IM, coming out from non linear dynamic
analyses, given the intensity measure IM, can be expressed through the following
relationship:

2)

(25)

 DM IM  a  sa b  

where a and b are linear regression parameters obtained in the logarithmic paper and ε is a
lognormal variable with median value equal to one and standard deviation ln(ε) equal to:
(26)

 ln     DM IM

The value of DM/IM, i.e the standard deviation of the log-normally distributed DM for a given
value of IM, will, in general, depend to some degree on the level of Sa, however, it is assumed to be
constant for analytical tractability. As suggested by Jalayer and Cornell [12] the value of DM/IM
should be chosen in the range of primary interest.
the function FC(dm), where C represents the structural capacity, follows a lognormal
distribution with median value equal to C  Cˆ and dispersion equal to C.

3)

The first step of the procedure consists in the evaluation of the mean annual frequency that
structural demand DM exceeds a specific value dm (demand hazard), i.e. the solution of the integral
function contained in brackets in Eq. 23. The demand hazard function can be expressed as:



DM (dm)  f DM IM (dm im) 

1 k 2 2 
d IM (im)
 dim  Sa ( sadm )  exp  2   DM

Sa
dim

 2 b

(27)

where:
1/ b

sa

dm

 dm 


 a 

(28)

Eq. 27 combines the variability of structural demand due to record-to-record variability (PSDA)
with the seismic hazard of the site (PSHA). By combining the probabilistic structural capacity
analysis (PSCA) with the probabilistic seismic demand analysis, using the third simplifying
hypothesis, the mean annual frequency of exceeding a limit state LS can be expressed as:



 LS  FC ( dm) 


1 k 2

d DM ( dm)
2
ddm   Sa ( s a C )  exp   2    DM
  C2  
Sa
 
ddm
 2 b 

(29)

where:

 1/ b
C
sa  C / a





(30)

Eq. 29 shows that the  mean annual frequency of exceeding a limit state is proportional
both to the

seismic hazard Sa ( sa C ) , calculated for the spectral acceleration value sa C corresponding to the
median value of the structural capacity, and to another factor that is related to the uncertainty
(dispersion) of the structural demand and of the structural capacity. The formulation briefly
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described above accounts just for the uncertainty due to the seismic input (record-to-record
variability) and to the uncertainty due to the structural capacity. In this paper, epistemic uncertainty
has not been considered. However, Jalayer and Cornell [12] developed a formulation able to
account also for this kind of uncertainty.

5.

MODELLING OF SEISMIC HAZARD

The site seismicity can be represented by a function Sa(sa) providing the mean annual probability
that the random variable Sa (spectral acceleration corresponding to the fundamental period of the
structure) is equal to or greater than a specified value sa. The hazard curve can be obtained
performing a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) for the considered site. In the present
work, a curve representing high seismicity zones of Europe has been used. In particular, the
formulation suggested in Eurocode 8 (CEN [14]) for evaluating the PGA corresponding to seismic
events having a return period different from the reference one (475 years) has been used. The
design value ag,475 of PGA corresponding to the reference return period tr0 is related to the regional
seismicity. Typical values of ag,475 are 0.35g, 0.25g, and 0.15g for seismic zones of high, medium
and low seismicity, respectively. Eurocode 8 (CEN [14]) provides a formula which represents, with
a good approximation, the relation between ag,475 and ag, i.e. the PGA corresponding to a return
period tr different from 475 years:
ag
a g , 475

t
  r
 t ro





1/ k

(31)

The value of the exponent 1/k is strictly related to the seismicity of the considered zone. According
to Eurocode 8, this value ranges between 0.30 and 0.40. Aiming at the evaluation of the coefficient
k0 the above formulation can be rearranged in the form given by Eq. 24; it is easy to show that,
given the shape of the elastic design response spectrum, Eq. 31 leads to (Longo et al. [15]):
k0 

a g , 475
t r0

k

f

(32)

k

where f is the ratio between the spectral acceleration corresponding to the fundamental period of
the analysed structure and the PGA value.

Figure 5. Considered Seismic Hazard Curve
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The use of Eqs. 31 and 32, rather than the use of spectral acceleration hazard curves directly, has
been preferred, because the aim of the paper is the comparison of the seismic performances of
concentrically braced frames designed according to the two approaches summarized in Section 2,
without reference to a specific site. However, it is useful to note that the coefficients k0 and k,
corresponding to Eurocode 8 suggestions, are close to the ones provided for the Campania region
(south Italy) by Creèmer et al. [16]. In Figure 5 the seismic hazard curves in terms of PGA are
depicted.
6.

PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC DEMAND ANALYSIS (PSDA)

2.00

The study case herein investigated is constituted by the 4 storey structure depicted in Figure 6.
Dead load and live load are, respectively, equal to 4kN/m2 and 2kN/m2. S235 steel grade has been
adopted. The seismic design has been carried out with reference to high seismicity zone (ag=0.35g)
considering a q-factor equal to 2.5. The chosen profiles for the “V”-braced frames are given in
Table 1 and 2 both for the structure designed according to Eurocode 8 provisions (VBF-EC8) and
for the structure designed according to the proposed methodology. With reference to the building
designed by means of the proposed methodology, two cases have been analysed corresponding to
bracing members with and without RSS (VBF-RSS and VBF-P respectively). In the same tables
also the values of the overstrength coefficients i, the normalized slenderness and the geometry of
the section reduction for RSS braces, are reported.
4.00
4.00

4.00

V-BRACED

2.00
2.00

2.00

4.00

2.00

6.00

2.00

2.00

6.00
V-BRACED

2.00

6.00

2.00

V-BRACED

V-BRACED
6.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

Figure 6. The Analysed Structure
Table 1. Results for Eurocode 8 Design Criteria and for the Proposed Design Methodology
Storey
1
2
3
4

VBF-EC8 [T0=0.58 sec]
Bracing

Columns

Beams

i

i

355.6×6.3
323.9×5.9
273×5.6
219.1×5

HE 340 B
HE 240 B
HE 180 B
HE 100 A

HEM 500
HEM 400
HEM 320
HEM 300

1.12
1.08
1.11
1.40

0.43
0.47
0.56
0.70

Bracing
355.6×6.3
323.9×5.9
273×5.6
219.1×5

VBF-P [T0=0.60 sec]
Columns
Beams
HE 320 B
HE 260 B
HE 200 B
HE 120 B

HEM 280
HEM 260
HEM 260
HEM 240

i

i

1.12
1.08
1.11
1.40

0.43
0.47
0.56
0.70

Table 2. Results for the Proposed Design Methodology including RSS
Storey

Bracing

Columns

1
2
3
4

355.6×6.3
323.9×5.9
273×5.6
219.1×5

HE 320 B
HE 260 B
HE 180 B
HE 120 B

VBF-RSS [T0=0.61 sec]
Beams
i
i
HEM 220
1.0
0.43
HEM 240
1.0
0.47
HEM 220
1.0
0.56
HEM 220
1.0
0.70

i

i

19.30°
12.63°
17.39°
46.74°

0
0
0
4.58°
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Due to the different method used for the evaluation of the post buckling behaviour of compressed
diagonal, a significant difference arises regarding the beam size. In particular, the net downward
force acting on the beam provided by Eurocode 8 (Eq. 6) is significantly greater than the one
obtained by the application of the proposed design methodology and, as a consequence, greater
beam sections have to be chosen.
It is important to underline that the fundamental period of vibration is very close to 0.60 sec for all
VBFs, for this reason the coefficients k and k0 defining the site hazard curve have been evaluated
considering the same structural period. In Figure 7 the values of k and k0 evaluated for T=0.60 sec
are reported.
The evaluation of demands and their uncertainties needs the availability of a set of ground
acceleration time histories to represent the seismic hazard at different return periods and to describe
intensity, frequency content and duration with sufficient comprehensiveness so that central values
and measures of dispersion of demand parameters can be determined with confidence. A rigorous
demand prediction needs inelastic time history analyses, so that records have to be selected for the
aforementioned purpose.
Table 3 reports the name and other information of selected records from PEER database (web site)
[17]. In the same table the spectral ordinate corresponding the fundamental period of the examined
structures (equal to 0.60 sec) are reported. The records are selected so that the mean spectrum shape
is compatible with the design spectrum of Eurocode 8 for rigid soil (Figure 8).

Figure 7. Hazard Curve in Terms of Spectral Acceleration
The application of the PSDA requires the selection of damage parameters (DM) able to describe the
structural seismic response. In this work, the following damage parameters are considered:
 maximum interstorey drift ratio (MIDR);
 ratio between cyclic ductility demand f of diagonal member and its limit value

fmax, computed
according to the formulation suggest by Tremblay [18];
 ratio between the maximum column axial force and the corresponding out of plane buckling
resistance provided by Eurocode 3 (CEN [11]) formulation (Nmax/Nb.Rd, being Nmax the maximum
axial force obtained from dynamic non linear analysis and Nb.Rd the buckling resistance
computed according to Eurocode 3).
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Table 3. Selected Records
N

Record

Date

Component

S a (T  0.60)
g

a max
g

length [sec]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Irpinia, Italy (Bagnoli)
Cape Mendocino
Elcentro
Montenegro (Ercegov)
Ferndale 1
Ferndale 3
Gazli USSR (Karakyr)
Tokaki-Kenoki (Hachinoe)
Helena Montana (Carrol College)
Hollister (City Hall)
Kern County (Taft Lincoln School)
Kobe (Takarazuka)
Livermore (Morgan Terr Park)
Los Angeles
Mammoth Lakes (Convict Creek)
Ken-Oki (Miyagi)
Northridge (Sylmar - Olive View)
Olympia
Parkfield (Templor)
Montenegro (Petrovac)
San Fernando (Hollywood Stor Lot)
Friuli, Italy (San Rocco)
Seattle
Spitak, Armenia (Gukasian)
Superstitn Hills (A)(Wildlife Liquef. Array)
Taft 1
Taft 3
Friuli, Italy (Tarcento)
Tokyo
Vernon

23/11/1980
25/04/1992
19/05/1940
15/04/1979
19/09/1939
03/10/1941
17/05/1976
17/05/1968
31/10/1935
09/03/1949
21/07/1952
16/01/1980
27/01/1980
10/03/1933
25/05/1980
1978
17/01/1994
13/04/1949
28/06/1966
15/04/1979
09/02/1971
15/09/1976
13/04/1949
07/12/1988
24/11/1971
21/07/1952
21/07/1952
15/09/1976
1956
10/03/1933

N-S
E-W
E-W
E-W
S-E
N-E
N-S
N-S
E-W
S-W
S-E
N-S
N-W
N-E
E-W
N-S
N-W
N-E
S-W
N-S
E-W
N-S
N-W
N-S
E-W
N-W
S-E
N-S
N-S
S-E

0.364
0.369
0.516
0.307
0.078
0.146
1.037
0.410
0.175
0.251
0.298
1.533
0.326
0.156
0.697
0.269
1.952
0.707
0.249
1.525
0.307
0.138
0.128
0.340
0.206
0.281
0.295
0.119
0.144
0.119

0.133
1.039
0.226
0.230
0.091
0.112
0.608
0.229
0.153
0.117
0.178
0.629
0.252
0.065
0.416
0.140
0.842
0.325
0.357
0.438
0.210
0.035
0.076
0.199
0.132
0.157
0.179
0.139
0.075
0.192

72.61
30.00
29.78
25.00
20.52
17.05
16.25
36.00
9.67
17.03
54.13
35.00
30.00
25.78
29.95
58.00
15.55
30.28
30.31
19.62
27.98
16.92
20.10
19.90
29.81
30.00
54.90
20.10
11.40
42.17

(a)
Figure 8. Spectra of Considered
Ground Motions

(b)
Figure 9. Ground Motions Spectra Scaled to
the Same Spectral Acceleration at T=0.60
sec.

These parameters have been selected, because they correspond to three different structural failure
modes:
 excess of storey damage;
 fracture of diagonal members;
 out-of-plane buckling of columns.
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Aiming to determine the statistical distribution of demand parameters characterizing the seismic
response of the considered structures, non-linear dynamic analyses have been carried out by means
of the PC ANSR computer program (Maison [19]).
The considered structural model accounts for column continuity, so that the columns are modelled
by means of beam-column elements whose plastic domain accounts for moment-axial force
interaction. The hysteretic behaviour is elastic-perfectly plastic without stiffness and strength
degradation. In addition, the columns are assumed to be perfectly hinged at their base, while the
beam-to-column connections transmit the shear forces only, so that the beams have been modelled
as hinged at their ends. In other words, the structure is a pure CB-frame rather than a dual system.
Therefore, the braces are the only lateral load resisting system. A preliminary prediction of the
hysteretic behaviour of brace elements has been performed by means of Georgescu model
(Georgescu et al. [7]). Successively, with reference to FE analysis, the modelling of the brace
behavior has been performed by means of the Ikeda and Mahin model (Ikeda and Mahin [20])
whose parameters have been calibrated in order to provide the same energy dissipation as the more
refined Georgescu model. In addition, for RSS bracing system the Georgescu model and the
simplified Ikeda and Mahin model, are properly applied considering an equivalent slenderness and
an equivalent stiffness. Regarding the modelling of columns, both in-plane and out-of plane
buckling have been considered by performing, at each time step of numerical integration of motion
equations, the stability checks according to Eurocode 3 (CEN [11]), considering the actual
distribution of bending moments along the columns. The same check has been performed also for
the beams.
Incremental dynamic non linear analyses (IDA) (Vamvatsikos and Cornell [21] have been
performed according to the multi stripe method (MSA) where each stripe represents a set of results
obtained by scaling all the earthquake records to provide the same spectral acceleration value
corresponding to the fundamental period of the structure (Figure 9). IDA analyses have been
performed starting from a value of Sa equal to 0.05g and increasing the Sa value of 0.05g until the
occurrence of dynamic instability. This phenomenon is due to the fact that, under load reversals, the
previously buckled member could not return in its original alignment and the member which was
previously in tension could exceed its capacity in compression. As a consequence, both diagonal
members could be in a buckled condition. The dynamic instability phenomenon occurs when, at
any storey, both diagonals are in a buckled configuration so that a soft-storey develops. The spectral
acceleration corresponding to the attainment of dynamic instability can be defined as the value for
which a very little increase of Sa causes an exponential increase of all damage parameters (DM)
leading to numerical instability and lack of convergence in dynamic analysis. In the Figure 10, with
reference to the designed structures, the results of IDA analyses are depicted in terms of the
considered DM corresponding to storey 1. IDA curves show an horizontal asymptote when
dynamic instability arises.
As already noted, PSDA requires estimation of the statistical parameters of the distribution law of
the structural demand (DM). The great variability of non linear dynamic analyses results, combined
with the dynamic instability phenomenon (absence of numerical convergence), requires a more
robust method than the moment method for evaluating the median DM|Sa and the dispersion DM|Sa.
In the study case herein presented, the so called “three parameters model” has been adopted
(Shome et al. [22]).
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Figure 10. IDA Curves Corresponding to First Storey for the Designed Structures
According to this method, fractiles can be calculated by means of the following relationships:



1
dm p ( sa )  a'sa  exp  DM NC   DM
( p)
NC
b'





if sa  sa 0

1
dm p (sa )  a'sa  exp  DM NC  DM
 p sa sa 0 
NC
b'

C



if

sa  sa 0

(33)
(34)

where a’ and b’ can be obtained by means of a power regression of median values of the considered
demand parameter, calculated with the ordered statistic method with reference to the subset of data
corresponding to records for which dynamic instability does not occur. Therefore, DM|NC=a’·sa b’
is the median value of DM conditioned to Sa and conditioned to the above sub-set, DM|NC is the
corresponding dispersion and  is the standard normal probability function. The coefficients sa0 and
C are evaluated by modelling the non collapse probability (function of spectral acceleration) by
means of following expressions:
p NC|S ( sa )  1
a

if sa  sa 0

 s 
pNC | S a ( sa )   a 
 sa , 0 

(35)

C

if sa  sa 0

(36)
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where sa0 is the highest IM value for which the non collapse probability is equal to 1 (i.e. the
highest Sa value not leading to dynamic instability). The variability of the collapse probability
versus the spectral acceleration is depicted in Figure 11(a), while in Figure 11(b) the power
regression of median values of DM evaluated for the subset of data corresponding to the
non-collapse condition, is reported.

(a)
(b)
Figure 11. (a) Collapse Probability Versus Spectral Acceleration; (b) Regression in Log-Log Plane
of Median Demand Value Versus Spectral Acceleration with Reference to the Subset of Data
Corresponding to Non Collapse Situation
For a given value of Sa, median value and fractiles corresponding to 16% and 84% can be obtained
with Eqs. 33 and 34 by imposing p values (non collapse probability) equal, respectively, to 0.50,
0.16 and 0.84. For each DM parameter, using the fractiles and the median value, the dispersion
DM|Sa can be evaluated as:
 DM Sa  ln

dm84%
for
dm16%

p > 0.84 and

 DM Sa  ln

dm 50%
for 0.84  p  0.50
dm16%

(37)

However, it has to be underlined that, as testified by Eq. 37, DM|Sa can be evaluated only when the
non collapse probability (due to dynamic instability) is greater than or equal to 0.50.
In Figure 10, with reference to the considered concentrically braced frames (VBF-E, VBF-P and
VBF-RSS) and for all the damage parameters taken into account, the 16th, 50th and 84th fractiles
of IDA curves, referred to the first storey damage parameters, are also depicted. The dispersion
measure DM|Sa has been computed (as a function of the spectral acceleration) starting from the
knowledge of 16th and 84th.
Starting from the knowledge of median value of demand parameter DM|Sa, the a and b coefficients
provided by Eq. 25 can be obtained for each structure, for each storey and for each demand
parameter by a linear regression in a log-log plane.
In the case of chevron braced frames, with reference to all the considered demand parameters, the
assumption corresponding to Eq. 25 is not satisfied, so that a linear regression of median demand
versus spectral acceleration cannot be performed with reference to the whole range of Sa. This
result can be easily explained in the case of NSd.i/NRd.i damage parameter. In fact, in this case, the
column axial force increases as far as the spectral acceleration increases, but this trend is obviously
limited by the internal actions that the dissipative zones are able to transmit. As a consequence, the
column axial force attains a maximum value when all the diagonal braces, above the considered
storey, are yielded. As a result, both in the case of VBF-E and in the case of VBF-P structures, for
high values of the spectral acceleration, the curve relating the median value of the considered
demand parameter (NSd.i/NRd.i) to the spectral acceleration shows a vertical asymptote (Figure 10),
unless dynamic instability does not occur.
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The log-log representation of the median demand versus spectral acceleration curve shows two
ranges where a linear regression, leading to a relationship in the form of Eq. 37, can be applied. The
Sa value separating the two ranges has been evaluated by means of a procedure aiming at the
maximization of the correlation coefficient for each regression curve. The above representation is
provided in Figure 12 where reference is made, as an example, to the demand parameter NSd/NRd
evaluated for the first storey.

Figure 12. Regression in Log-Log Plane of Demand Median Value Versus Spectral
Acceleration: NSd.1/NRd.1 Damage Parameter (Storey 1 and VBF-EC8 Structure)
Table 4 summarizes the statistical parameters of demand distribution for each considered damage
parameter, for each storey and for each structure. In the aforementioned table the notation MIDRi
represents the maximum interstorey drift ratio for ith storey, (f/fmax)i represents the ratio
between cyclic ductility demand f of diagonal member and its limit value fmax for ith storey and
(NSd/NRd)i is ratio between the maximum column axial force and the corresponding out of plane
buckling resistance provided by Eurocode 3 for ith storey.
In particular the values of a and b and the range of Sa for the applicability of Eq. 25, which have
been evaluated by means of a power regression of the median values obtained with the three
parameters model described above, are reported. In the same table, also the mean values of DM|Sa
evaluated in the range of application of Eq. 25 are pointed out. In addition, the notation N.D. points
out cases for which the median value of the demand parameter DM|Sa cannot be defined, because
the number of earthquake records leading to dynamic instability exceeds 50%. However, it has to
be underlined that the above occurs for high Sa values so that other failure modes are already
relevant as testified by the LS (mean annual probability of exceeding a limit state) values presented
in Section 8.

7.

PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC CAPACITY ANALYSIS (PSCA)

The structural capacity defines the limit (threshold) value for the demand (state) variable to identify
acceptable structural behaviours. In this work, three demand variables have been considered;
therefore, three limits of capacity have been defined, corresponding, to three different structural
failure modes: excess of storey damage, fracture of diagonal members and out-of-plane buckling of
columns.
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Table 4. PSDA Results for the Three Designed Structures
DM
MIDR1

MIDR2

MIDR3

MIDR4
(f/fmax)1
(f/fmax)2
(f/fmax)3
(f/fmax)4
(NSd/NRd)1
(NSd/NRd)2
(NSd/NRd)3
(NSd/NRd)4

VBF-EC8
Sa /g
≤0.70
0.70÷2.05
2.05÷2.95
≤1.00
1.00÷1.8
1.80÷2.95
≤1.00
1.00÷1.80
1.80÷3.15
≤1.00
1.00÷1.80
1.80÷3.20
≤0.80
0.80÷2.25
2.25÷2.60
≤0.80
0.80÷2.25
2.25÷2.75
≤0.45
0.45÷0.60
0.60÷2.75
≤0.45
0.45÷0.60
0.60÷2.75
≤0.45
0.45÷2.75
≤0.45
0.45÷2.75
≤0.45
0.45÷2.75
≤0.40
0.40÷0.65
0.65÷3.15

a
4·10-4
7·10-6
3·10-9
6·10-4
2·10-5
3·10-9
6·10-4
1.6·10-3
5·10-4
8·10-4
2·10-3
6·10-4
6.5·10-2
1·10-3
2·10-9
6.7·10-2
5·10-4
1·10-7
5.7·10-2
1.3·10-3
2·10-1
4.4·10-2
2·10-3
0.110
0.288
0.7551
0.3371
0.7001
0.3610
0.5631
0.5270
0.0278
0.7011

b
0.9240
3.0002
5.6107
0.8962
2.4376
5.6107
11.778
0.7173
1.1293
1.0297
0.6015
1.0024
0.8648
2.8672
7.147
0.7953
2.9151
5.7118
0.9733
3.5136
0.6659
1.019
3.136
0.8323
0.6588
0.0814
0.6064
0.0927
0.5184
0.2174
0.0304
2.3509
0.5267

VBF-P
DM|Sa

0.2728
0.8997
1.4850
0.3892
1.0087
1.7705
0.3984
0.4812
0.3369
0.2982
0.2676
0.3379
0.200
0.7997
1.1649
0.3162
1.039
1.4640
0.1815
0.560
0.4556
0.2713
0.6588
0.3425
0.0088
0.0689
0.0997
0.0371
0.1225
0.0784
0.1033
0.6315
0.1552

Sa /g
≤0.90
0.90÷1.60
N.D.
≤1.10
1.10÷1.45
N.D.
≤1.45
N.D.
N.D.
≤1.45
N.D.
N.D.
≤0.85
0.85÷1.45
N.D.
≤1.10
1.10÷1.45
N.D.
≤0.85
0.85÷1.45
N.D.
≤1.5
N.D.
N.D.
≤0.45
0.45÷1.55
≤0.45
0.45÷1.55
≤0.45
0.45÷1.55
≤0.45
0.45÷0.60
0.60÷1.45

a
4·10-4
7·10-6
N.D.
6·10-4
3·10-9
N.D.
6·10-4
N.D.
N.D.
7·10-4
N.D.
N.D.
0.066
9·10-4
N.D.
0.0619
5·10-9
N.D.
0.0527
2·10-4
N.D.
0.0381
N.D.
N.D.
0.3057
0.7181
0.2931
0.6122
0.2761
0.4715
0.2535
0.0115
0.2190

b
0.9796
2.8675
N.D.
0.9204
5.9048
N.D.
1.3374
N.D.
N.D.
1.2212
N.D.
N.D.
0.8697
2.8896
N.D.
0.8394
7.6712
N.D.
1.2317
3.7724
N.D.
1.3612
N.D.
N.D.
0.6604
0.0934
0.6052
0.1023
0.5236
0.1465
9.8·10-3
2.2904
0.5529

VBF-RSS
DM|Sa

0.4237
1.5396
N.D.
0.5270
1.3173
N.D.
0.6819
N.D.
N.D.
0.3607
N.D.
N.D.
0.2802
1.5266
N.D.
0.4791
1.6981
N.D.
0.4638
1.5684
N.D.
0.5025
N.D.
N.D.
0.0906
0.0505
0.1010
0.0403
0.1224
0.0345
0.0856
0.4993
0.2777

Sa /g
≤0.70
0.70÷0.85
N.D.
≤0.70
0.70÷0.90
N.D.
≤0.65
0.65÷0.80
N.D.
≤0.65
0.65÷0.85
N.D.
≤0.75
0.75÷1.10
N.D.
≤0.75
0.75÷1.10
N.D.
≤0.70
0.70÷0.85
N.D.
≤0.45
0.45÷0.90
N.D.
≤0.45
0.45÷0.85
≤0.45
0.45÷0.85
≤0.45
0.45÷0.85
≤0.45
0.45÷0.60
0.60÷0.85

a
5·10-4
9·10-11
N.D.
6·10-4
7·10-5
N.D.
8·10-4
1·10-7
N.D.
0.001
2·10-5
N.D.
0.0745
7·10-7
N.D.
0.0256
0.0702
N.D.
0.0637
2·10-7
N.D.
0.0650
5·10-4
N.D.
0.3087
0.6337
0.2970
0.6276
0.3542
0.7214
0.2558
0.0039
0.3295

b
0.9353
9.3014
N.D.
0.9164
2.0714
N.D.
1.1017
5.7252
N.D.
1.0225
3.2325
N.D.
0.9666
6.7209
N.D.
1.5077
0.9626
N.D.
1.0856
7.6772
N.D.
1.0674
3.6051
N.D.
0.6592
0.1686
0.6106
0.0815
0.5125
0.0314
5·10-5
2.8381
0.2936

DM|Sa

0.3219
1.0786
N.D.
0.2945
0.4578
N.D.
0.4371
1.2468
N.D.
0.4253
0.7962
N.D.
0.1981
1.8433
N.D.
0.1668
0.4283
N.D.
0.4481
1.5627
N.D.
0.4160
0.8397
N.D.
0.0655
0.0892
0.0663
0.0507
0.0892
0.0182
0.0840
0.5631
0.5240

The limit value of MIDR is not simple to establish. Different suggestions can be found in FEMA
273 [23] and FEMA 350 [24]. In the following, reference is made for the collapse prevention limit
state to a median value of capacity C equal to 2% while the dispersion value C has been assumed
equal to 0.20 (FEMA 350 [24]).
Regarding the limit value of the cyclic ductility of bracing members, the following expression
suggested by Tremblay [18] on the basis of experimental results has been considered:
μ f ,max  2.4  8.3  

(38)

As shown by Eq. 38, the cyclic ductility limit is a function of the normalized slenderness  and
this limit increases as far as the normalized slenderness increases, i.e., the limit is more restrictive
for stocky braces rather than for intermediate or slender braces. However, by considering as
damage parameter the ratio between the brace ductility demand and the corresponding ductility
supply, the normalized limit value is equal to 1.0 and, therefore, independent of the considered
storey. The dispersion capacity associated with the f/f.max damage parameter can be derived from
the available experimental data. In particular, according to the experimental data collected by
Tremblay [18], the ratio between the experimental value of the cyclic ductility supply exp and the
theoretical value provided by Eq. 38 has a mean value equal to 1.0, with a coefficient of variation
equal to 0.25.
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The third considered damage parameter is related to the column axial load and it is equal to NSd/NRd,
where, NSd is the maximum axial load obtained by the non linear analysis and NRd, is the theoretical
limit value corresponding to the out-of-plane buckling computed according to Eurocode 3 [11]).
The theoretical limit value of the above ratio is equal to 1.0. Regarding the dispersion, a coefficient
of variation equal to 0.10 has been assumed according to the general suggestions given in EN 1990
(CEN [25]).

8.

MEAN ANNUAL FREQUENCY OF EXCEEDING A LIMIT STATE

The application of Jalayer and Cornell [12] approach allows to determine the mean annual
frequency of exceeding a limit state. With reference to the examined structures, for each storey and
for each considered damage parameters, the results obtained, by means of the application of Eq. 29,
using the statistical parameters reported in Table 4 (a, b and DM|Sa), are given in Table 5. In
particular, the parameters a, b and DM|Sa are chosen in the range of Sa wherein the median value of
the considered damage parameter DM is equal to the corresponding capacity value. In the case of
NSd/NRd damage parameter, Eq. 27 cannot be applied, because the range of interest of Sa the b value
is very close to zero. Therefore, in order to overcome this drawback, the evaluation of the mean
annual frequency of exceeding the considered limit state, for this damage parameter, has been
carried out by means of the numerical integration of Eq. 23.
Eurocode 8 [4] provisions (VBF-EC8) lead to a satisfactory behaviour in terms of MIDR and cyclic
ductility of diagonal members. In fact, the mean annual frequency of exceeding such limit states,
LS, is low and the corresponding return period TR,LS (equal LS-1) is clearly greater than the return
period assumed for defining the design seismic action (T475=475 years). Conversely, regarding the
damage parameter corresponding to column buckling, Eurocode 8 provisions exhibit the worst
behaviour. In fact, the probability of failure of VBF-EC8 is significant and the return period
corresponding to the considered limit state is lower than 475 years. On the other hand, the
structures designed by means of the procedure proposed by the authors (Longo et al. [1]; Longo et
al. [2, 3, 26]) with and without RSS (VBF-RSS and VBF-P) exhibit a good performance with
reference to all the considered damage parameters. Comparing the maximum probability of failure
occurring with reference to the designed structures (maximum value between all the damage
parameters and for all the storeys), it can be recognized that in the case of the structure designed
according to Eurocode 8 provisions (VBF-EC8) it is almost 3.5 times greater than that
corresponding to the same structure designed according to the proposed methodology with
traditional conception of bracing members (VBF-P). In fact, in this case the return period associated
with the attainment of the collapse condition for VBF-EC8 is equal to 262 years while for the
VBF-P this value is equal to 884. The seismic improvement observed with reference to VBF-P is
also confirmed in the case of the structure designed according to the proposed procedure with RSS
bracing members because the return period of VBF-EC8 is almost 3.0 times less than the one
computed for VBF-RSS structure (263 years versus 806).
The above results show that the seismic performance in terms of storey damage (MIDR) and
ductility demand of dissipative members (f/f.max) of VB-Frames designed according to Eurocode
8 is comparable to that obtained in the case of VB-Frames designed according to the proposed
methodology.
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Conversely, a significant difference arises dealing with the failure mode due to the out-of-plane
buckling of columns which prematurely arises in case of VB-Frames designed according to
Eurocode 8. This result is due to the fact that Eurocode 8 design provisions dealing with member
hierarchy criteria are not rigorous. In fact, the column axial force provided by Eq. 4 basically
represents the axial load occurring when the first diagonal brace is yielded and strain-hardened,
rather than the axial load occurring when all the dissipative members are engaged in plastic range
as a rigorous application of capacity design principles would require.
Table 5. Results of the Analyses for the Three Designed Structures
VBF-EC8
VBF-P
VBF-RSS
DM
TLS
TLS
TLS
LS
LS
LS
[years]
[years]
[years]
MIDR 1
0.0002921
3423
5.373E-05
18611
0.0008045
1243
MIDR 2
0.0001521
6577
0.0002496
4007
0.0002135
4684
MIDR 3
6.824E-05 14654
0.0005672
1763
0.00093
1075
MIDR 4
4.241E-05 23580
0.0002463
4060
0.0009651
1036
1888
0.0009356
1069
0.0010758
930
(f/fmax)1 0.0005296
2699
0.0003801
2631
0.0003813
2623
(f/fmax)2 0.0003705
767
0.0011316
884
0.0012401
806
(f/fmax)3 0.0013042
2081
0.0006945
1440
0.0010192
981
(f/fmax)4 0.0004805
(NSd/NRd)1
0.000211
4740
0.0005244
1907
0.0007112
1406
(NSd/NRd)2 0.0005682
1760
3.78E-05
26453
2.951E-05
33891
(NSd/NRd)3 0.0006498
1539
3.034E-06
329578
4.064E-05
24609
(NSd/NRd)4 0.0038197
262
0.0005382
1858
0.0004237
2360
In addition, aiming at a preliminary evaluation of the economic consequences related to the
adoption of more stringent design procedures, the seismic performances of the considered
structures, expressed in terms of mean annual frequency of exceeding a limit state, have been
compared with the cost needed to realize the whole building. Starting from the assumption that the
cost of the structure is almost 30% of the whole cost of the building (including non structural
elements), it is possible to evaluate the ratio between the cost necessary to realize the building
designed according to the proposed procedure, both with and without RSS, and the cost required by
the building designed according to Eurocode 8 provisions. In particular, the proposed design
criteria, with and without RSS, provide a decrease of the structural building weight and, as a
consequence, a decrease of the cost to realize the whole building when compared with the structure
dimensioned according to Eurocode 8. In Table 6 the value of the decrease in structural weight and
the corresponding cost decrease are reported. It is important to underline that proposed design
methodology leads to an important result both in terms of seismic reliability and in terms of costs to
realize the building. This aspect testifies the economic convenience of using the proposed
procedure for designing VBFs. Finally, with reference to the structures designed by means of the
proposed methodology, the use of braces with RSS leads to an improvement only in terms of
structural weight, while the seismic reliability is almost the same (comparison between VBF-RSS
and VBF-P).
Table 6. Comparison in Terms of Weight and Cost Increase
VBF-P VBF-RSS
Structural weight decrease for the horizontal force resisting system
-12.89 % -25.41 %
Structural weight decrease for the whole building
-4.74 % -9.34 %
Building cost decrease
-1.42 % -2.80 %
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the procedure proposed by Jalayer and Cornell [12] for the evaluation of seismic
reliability of structures has been applied for “V” braced frames designed according to two different
methodologies. In addition, the influence of the weakening of the brace at its ends has been
evaluated. The obtained results have pointed out a good seismic behaviour of the structures
designed according to the proposed methodology (VBF-P without RSS and VBF-RSS with RSS) for
all the considered damage parameters. In particular, by comparing these results with those obtained
for the structure designed according to Eurocode 8 provisions (CEN [4]), a big difference arises due
to the premature out of plane buckling of columns. Conversely, the return period associated with
this limit state (i.e. column buckling), with reference to the structures designed according to the
proposed methodology (VBF-P and VBF-RSS), is very large when compared with the return period
associated to the ultimate limit state (475 years). In addition, it has to be stressed that the proposed
methodology leads to lighter structures and, as a consequence, to a reduction of the whole building
cost. This result is more evident in the case of the structure designed according to the proposed
procedure and with RSS bracing members. In fact, the structural weight of the whole building is
about 9% less than the weight of the building with concentrically braced frames designed according
to Eurocode 8 provisions. A possible development of the work could be the consideration of
random material variability too.
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ABSTRACT: This paper deals with the problems of the fastening of steel structures to concrete constructions using
the post-installed anchoring elements. The paper is oriented to the presentation of some results of the analysis
concentrated to the actual behaviour of the particular type of steel mechanical anchors, so called expansion anchors,
during the loading process. Within the frame of the experimental verification, using the realized tests results and their
elaboration, the load-carrying capacities for the corresponding failure mechanisms were obtained. Within the frame
of the theoretical analysis, using the tests results statistic evaluation, the probabilistic models were created, for the
subsequent reliability analysis leading to the derivation of the characteristic and design resistances. The problems
mentioned above were solved for some selected failure mechanisms and load-carrying capacities of expansion
anchors under tensile force namely, for static loading actions and eventually for dynamic loading actions.
Keywords: Fastening, expansion anchors, steel, concrete, experiment, design assisted by testing, design resistance,
characteristic resistance, mean value

1.

INTRODUCTION

The effectiveness and accurate placement together with the new easy techniques and technology are
the most important advantages of the post-installed anchor systems increasingly used for the
connection of other structural or constructional parts to hardened concrete and masonry supporting
structures.
In the new construction as well as in repair and strengthening works the anchor behaviour can be
rather complicated considering the influence of concentrated loads, their different direction and
especially the type of the failure mode depending on the way of the load transfer from anchor body
into the concrete or masonry base. Thus the experimental verification together with statistical
analysis of appropriate results should be an authority for the theoretical modelling and practical
design procedures of the fastening systems. Recently a wide range of post-installed anchor systems
have been developed. Well-known producers in this area are HILTI or FISCHER for example
(http://www.hilti.com and http://www.fischer.de). The application of fastening systems to
reinforced concrete and masonry, in general, is based on experimental and theoretical investigations
and continuous work of international technical groups and committees, for example.
In this paper the brief information on analysis of results of the experimental research program
directed to problems of actual behaviour of torque-controlled expansion anchors produced in our
country is presented.
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BASIC INFORMATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH PROGRAMME

During recent decade, in our workplace, the research oriented to the anchorage to concrete or
masonry is developed. As one of the parts of this research the large experimental programme of
steel expansion anchors to concrete was realized in our testing laboratory. Within the frame of the
realized experimental programme the expansion anchors under tension static loading and also
tension cyclic loading and under shear static loading were tested. These tests were directed to the
experimental verification of the actual behaviour of the investigated anchor elements – so called
torque-controlled expansion anchors (see Figure 1). The strain mechanisms during the loading
processes and the failure mechanisms with the corresponding load-carrying capacities were
monitored, especially. As follows, the partial results of the design resistance of steel expansion
anchors to concrete loaded by static tensile force or static shear force, obtained from the
experimental verification and the probabilistic analysis, are presented.

Figure 1. Typical Scheme of Torque-Controlled Expansion Anchor
So far the results of 343 tests of torque-controlled expansion anchors to concrete under static
loading actions and 58 tests of anchors under cyclic loading actions (in the first part 13 “pilot” tests
and later 45 continuing “new” tests), in both cases by tensile force, have been elaborated. Among
343 tests of expansion anchors under static loading by tensile force (239 tests) and also by shear
force (104 tests) the typical failure mechanisms and corresponding load-carrying capacities have
been obtained as the bases for the anchor resistances determination. Among 58 tests of expansion
anchors under cyclic (repeated) loading by tensile force the typical failure mechanisms and
corresponding load-carrying capacities have been obtained too. The research directed towards the
experimental verification of the actual behaviour and load-carrying capacity of expansion anchors
to concrete is continuing and the set of about 150 results of newly tested specimens (for loading
cases mentioned above) is prepared for the following elaboration but so far these tests results have
not been evaluated quietly, so these new tests results are not included to the information here
presented.
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EXPANSION ANCHORS TO CONCRETE UNDER STATIC LOADING
BY TENSILE FORCE

For the test specimens under tensile loading the expansion torque-controlled anchors according to
Figure 1 with following parameters have been used: For the anchor bolts the steel grade of 8.8 –
with the nominal values of ultimate tensile strength fub = 800 MPa, and diameters of d = 10, 12 and
16 mm have been used. The external diameters of anchor sleeve have been D = 14, 18 and 24 mm.
The concrete cube strength fcc of the specimen bodies was in the range about from 20 MPa to
70 MPa and the effective anchor embedment depth hef was in the range from 50 mm to 80 mm.
For anchors to concrete under tension loading (realized by axial tensile force action) the following
basic types of failure modes – steel failure mode or concrete failure mode can occur. Because steel
bolt failure mode and its corresponding strength are generally known the solution was directed to
the concrete failure, namely.
3.1

Concrete-Cone Failure Mode for Anchor in Large Edge Distance

For the large edge distance of anchor the concrete-cone failure (see Figure 2) occurred in 86 cases
of tests. Based on two methods most often used for the determination of concrete-cone failure
load-carrying capacity – so called “Concrete Cone Method” and “Concrete Capacity Method”
(Eligehausen [1]) – load-carrying capacity mean values have been determined (Karmazínová et al.
[2-4]), (Karmazínová [5, 6]), by the regression analysis used for the comparison of the test and
theoretical results.

Figure 2. Illustration of Concrete-Cone Failure Mode: Tension Loading,
Anchor in Large Edge Distance
For “ACI – method” (ACI – American Concrete Institute) based on the “Concrete Cone Method”
(see Figure 3a) the mean value of the load-carrying capacity using the test results can be given by
the format of

N um  0 .74    hef2  f cc0.5

[N],

(1)

where hef is the effective anchorage depth (see Figures 1 and 3) and fcc is the concrete cube strength.
For so called “ψ – method” (in the name of this method ψ represents the general symbol for
coefficients of various parameters influencing load-carrying capacity) based on the principle of
“Concrete Capacity Method” (see Figure 3b), the mean value of the load-carrying capacity using
the test results can be given by the equation of
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N um  16 .8  hef1.5  f cc0.5

[N].

(2)

Usually in formulas for the load-carrying capacity determination – see (1), (2), the effective anchor
depth hef and concrete cube strength fcc are considered only but in some cases (short anchors, e.g.)
for the more exact expression of the load-carrying capacity it is suitable to take into account also
the sleeve diameter D. Based on Eq. 1 and considering the anchor sleeve diameter D as the added
parameter the mean value of load-carrying capacity using the test results can be given by the
format of


D
N um  0.56    hef2  f cc0.5  1 
 h
ef







[N].

(3)

Similarly, based on Eq. 2 and taking into account the anchor sleeve diameter D the mean value of
load-carrying capacity can be written as


D
N um  13.2  hef1.5  f cc0.5  1 
 h
ef


a) ACI – Method






[N].

(4)

b) ψ – Method

Figure 3. Principles of “ACI” and “ψ” Methods – Concrete-Cone Failure Mode:
Tension Loading, Anchor in Large Edge Distance
The elaboration of the test results based on the statistical evaluation of the actual objective
load-carrying capacities was directed to the determination of the mean values and their
corresponding statistical parameters and then to the determination of the characteristic values and
design values of the load-carrying capacities applying the methods of design assisted by testing.
For the methods mentioned above (ACI, ψ or the methods considering the diameter D) the
statistical characteristics (mean values, standard deviations and variation coefficients) of the ratio of
the experimental values to the mean values calculated according to (1) or (2) and (3) or (4) are seen
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Statistical Parameters of the Nu,ex / Num Ratios
Statistic Analysis

Mean Value m

Stand. Deviation s

Var. Coefficient v

Num according to (1)

1.086

0.302

0.278

Num according to (2)

0.990

0.246

0.248

Num according to (3)

1.057

0.265

0.251

Num according to (4)

0.972

0.224

0.231

These statistical parameters can give general view about the differences between experimental
values and theoretical mean values.
In the following Figures 4 and 5, for the graphic illustration of the equations for the mean values of
load-carrying capacity the ratios of experimental to mean values Nu,ex / Num are shown. In Figure 4
for the Eqs. 1-4 the ratios Nu,ex / Num depending on the effective embedment depth hef are drawn; in
Figure 5, for the Eqs. 3 and 4 taking into account the sleeve diameter of D the ratios Nu,ex / Num
depending on the anchor sleeve diameter D and also depending on the ratio of D / hef respectively
(for better illustration), are plotted.
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The formulas in the format of Eqs. 1, 2 or 3, 4 respectively, are generally useful for the
determination of the load-carrying capacity for the anchors in tension. Here, for basic input random
variables the variation coefficients were considered as follows: the variation coefficient of effective
anchorage depth vhef = 0.03; the variation coefficient of concrete cube strength vfcc = 0.20; the
variation coefficient of sleeve diameter vD = 0 (D was considered deterministically). Consequently,
using the standard procedure for characteristic and design resistances determination (EN 1990 [7]),
we can obtain the characteristic value Nk and the design value Nd of load-carrying capacity for the
expansion anchor in tension (Karmazínová et al. [2, 4, 6]) as:
for the mean value according to Eq. 1

N k  0.38    hef2  f cc0.5 [N],

(5)

N d  0.24    hef2  f cc0.5 [N],

(6)

for the mean value according to Eq. 2

N k  10.2  hef1.5  f cc0.5

[N],

(7)

N d  6.7  hef1.5  f cc0.5

[N],

(8)

for the mean value according to Eq. 3


D
N k  0.313    hef2  f cc0.5  1 
 h
ef







[N],

(9)


D
N d  0.204    hef2  f cc0.5  1 
 h
ef







[N],

(10)

for the mean value according to Eq. 4


D
N k  7.89  hef1.5  f cc0.5  1 
 h
ef







[N],

(11)


D
N d  5.36  hef1.5  f cc0.5  1 
 h
ef







[N].

(12)
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Lateral Concrete-Cone Failure Mode for Anchor in Small Edge Distance

In 61 cases of tests, for the small edge distance of anchors, the lateral concrete-cone failure mode or
edge failure mode occurred (see Figure 6). Considering those two basic methods mentioned above
the load-carrying capacity for anchor closed to the edge was determined as the load-carrying
capacity for the large edge distance reduced by the edge influence. Usually the load-carrying
capacity for full concrete-cone failure mode is decreased using the reduced projected area (see
Figure 7).

Figure 6. Illustration of Lateral Concrete-Cone Failure (Edge Failure) Mode:
Tension Loading, Anchor in Small Edge Distance

Figure 7. Principle of the Reduced Projected Area – Lateral Concrete-Cone Failure Mode:
Tension Loading, Anchor in Small Edge Distance
The mean value of load-carrying capacity (Karmazínová et al. [2, 6]) with the edge influence Num,e
can be written in the form of


e 
N um ,e   0.2  0.8    N um ,
ecr 


(13)

where Num is the mean value of load-carrying capacity for full concrete-cone failure mode
according to Eq. 1, or respectively, in the form of
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e 
N um ,e   0.3  0.7    N um ,
ecr 
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(14)

where Num is the mean value of load-carrying capacity according to Eq. 2, but in the most simple
case in the form of

N um ,e 

e
 N um ,
ecr

(15)

where Num can be the mean value according to both expressions, Eqs. 1 or 2 too. In all Eqs. 13-15 :
e is the edge distance and ecr = 2 hef is so called critical edge distance for the full concrete-cone
failure.
For the mean value Num expressed by Eq. 1 the relationships between the ratios of Num.e / Num and
e / hef according to Eqs. 13 and 15 are drawn in Figure 8. For Num expressed by Eq. 2 the similar
relationships according to Eqs. 14 and 15 too are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Relationships According to Eqs. 13 and 15
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Figure 9. Relationships According to Eqs. 14 and 15

4.

EXPANSION ANCHORS TO CONCRETE UNDER REPEATED LOADING
BY TENSILE FORCE

For experimental verification concrete specimens of the size of 500 x 400 x 300 mm have been
used. The concrete cube strength (on the cubes of 150 mm) of specimen bodies was ranged from fcc
= 20 MPa to 40 MPa and the effective anchor depth was ranged from hef = 50 to 60 mm. The
anchor bolts of following parameters were used: the steel grade of 8.8 (nominal value of the
ultimate tensile strength fub = 800 MPa) and diameters of d = 12 and 16 mm (the corresponding
sleeve diameters D = 18 and 24 mm).
4.1.

Concrete-Cone Failure Mode for Anchor in Large Edge Distance

For repeated loading only limited number of experiments on the test specimens of various
geometrical and mechanical properties was realized. The following partial results were obtained by
test data processing and by their evaluation based on the comparison of test “cyclic” tensile
strengths with the adequate “static” strengths determined by usual calculating formulas. For typical
failure modes the relationships between Nc,max / Nuc,stat ratio and the number n of loading cycles was
derived. The corresponding ultimate “static” strengths for concrete-cone failure were calculated
according to Eq. 1 or Eq. 2. For the evaluation of the test results and for their comparison with
calculated values of the strengths the regression analysis using the least square method was applied.
For example, based on the “ψ – method” (see above) the ultimate strength of anchor under static
tension loading for concrete-cone failure mode can be expressed by Eq. 2. Then, for concrete-cone
failure mode the following relationship between Nc,max and Nuc,stat based on the test results for
repeated cyclic loading by tensile force can be derived as follows (Karmazínová [5, 6]):

N c ,max  0.84  0.04  log n   N uc ,stat .

(16)
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Figure 10. Nc,max / Nuc,stat Ratio in the Relation to the Number of Cycles n Accord. to (16)
In Eq. 16, which is graphically presented in Figure 10 (in logarithmic scale), n is the number of
loading cycles and Nuc,stat is the mean value of load-carrying capacity according to Eq. 2 for
concrete-cone failure mode in the case of static tension loading.

5.

EXPANSION ANCHORS TO CONCRETE UNDER STATIC LOADING
BY SHEAR FORCE

For the test specimens under transverse force (shear loading) the expansion torque-controlled
anchors with following parameters have been used:
The anchor bolts of following parameters were used: the steel grade of 8.8 (nominal value of the
ultimate tensile strength fub = 800 MPa) and diameters of d = 10, 12 and 16 mm; the external
diameters of anchor sleeve have been D = 14, 18 and 24 mm. The concrete cube strength fcc of the
specimen bodies was ranged from 19 to 37 MPa, the effective anchor embedment depth hef was
ranged from 60 to 80 mm and the anchor edge distance e was ranged from 60 to 195 mm.
5.1

Lateral Concrete-Cone Failure Mode for Anchor in Small Edge Distance

For anchors under shear loading realized by transverse force action two basic types of the failure
modes – steel failure or concrete failure mode can occur. Mainly here the attention is concentrated
to the typical concrete failure mode for anchors placed in small edge distance – lateral
concrete-cone failure mode.
For anchors closed to the edge the lateral concrete-cone failure mode in the form of half
concrete-cone (see Figure 11) occurred in the case of 43 tests. Similarly as for tension loading also
for concrete-cone failure mode (half concrete cone) in the case of shear loading the load-carrying
capacity (Karmazínová et al. [4, 6]) can be determined using the principles of two most known
methods (Eligehausen [1]) – Concrete Cone Method or Concrete Capacity Method, (methods
principles – see Figure 12).
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Figure 11. Illustration of Lateral Concrete-Cone Failure (Half Concrete Cone) Mode:
Shear Loading, Anchor in Small Edge Distance

a) ACI – Method

b) ψ – Method

Figure 12. Principles of “ACI” and “ψ” Methods – Lateral Concrete-Cone Failure Mode:
Shear Loading, Anchor in Small Edge Distance
For “ACI – method” (see Figure 12a) based on “Concrete Cone Method” the mean value of the
load-carrying capacity using the test results can be given by the format of

Vum  0.24    e 2  f cc0.5

[N],

(17)

where e is the anchor edge distance (see Figure 12) and fcc is the concrete cube strength. For “ψ –
method” (see Figure 12b) based on “Concrete Capacity Method” the mean value of load-carrying
capacity can be given by the following equation

Vum  7.30  e1.5  f cc0.5

[N].

(18)

Similarly as for tension loading taking into account also the anchor sleeve diameter D the
load-carrying capacity using the test results can be given as following: based on equation (17) the
mean value Vum can be written as

 D
Vum  0.199    e 2  f cc0.5  1  
e


[N],

(19)
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based on equation (18) the mean value of load-carrying capacity can be written as

D

Vum  6.15  e1.5  f cc0.5  1  
e


[N].

(20)

For the methods mentioned above (ACI, ψ or methods taking into account also the diameter D) the
statistical parameters of the ratio of the experimental values to the mean values according to Eqs.
17 or 18 and according to Eqs. 19 or 20 are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Statistical Parameters of the Vu,ex / Vum Ratios
Statistic Analysis

Mean Value m

Stand. Deviation s

Var. Coefficient v

Vum according to (17)

1.140

0.265

0.232

Vum according to (18)

1.001

0.201

0.201

Vum according to (19)

1.095

0.234

0.214

Vum according to (20)

0.978

0.202

0.207

In Figures 13 and 14, for the illustration of the expressions of the load-carrying capacity mean
values the ratios of experimental to mean values Vu,ex / Vum are drawn. In Figure 13 for the Eqs. 17,
18 the ratios Vu,ex / Vum depending on the edge distance e are drawn; in Figure 14 for the Eqs. 19, 20
considering also the sleeve diameter D the ratios Vu,ex / Vum depending on the anchor sleeve
diameter D and also depending on the ratio of D / e respectively, are shown.
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Figure 13. Ratios of Experimental to Mean Values Vu,ex / Vum Depending on e
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The Eqs. 17, 18 and 19, 20 respectively, are useful for the determination of the load-carrying
capacity mean values for anchors subjected to shear. Using the procedures of the design assisted by
testing (EN 1990 [7]) the load-carrying capacities characteristic and design values Vk, Vd
considering variation coefficients of random variables (e, fcc and D respectively) ve = 0.10, vfcc =
0.20 (and vD = 0 respectively) can be determined according to the following formats (Karmazínová
et al. [3, 6]:
for the mean value according to Eq. 17

Vk  0.110    e 2  f cc0.5 [N],

(21)

Vd  0.066    e 2  f cc0.5 [N],

(22)

for the mean value according to Eq. 18

Vk  4.41  e1.5  f cc0.5

[N],

(23)

Vd  2.87  e1.5  f cc0.5

[N],

(24)

for the mean value according to Eq. 19

 D
Vk  0.101    e 2  f cc0.5  1  
e


[N],

(25)

 D
Vd  0.062    e 2  f cc0.5  1  
e


[N],

(26)

for the mean value according to Eq. 20
[N],

(27)

 D
Vd  2.33  e1.5  f cc0.5  1  
e


[N].

(28)
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 D
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6.

CONCLUSIONS

For full concrete-cone failure mode in the case of expansion anchors under tension loading the
expressions for the determination of load-carrying capacity based on Eq. 2 or Eq. 4 respectively
(with hef powered to 1.5) gives lower scatters than the expressions based on Eq. 1 or Eq. 3
respectively (with hef powered to 2). On the other side, the expressions based on Eqs. 1 or 3 follow
the transparent expression of the load-carrying capacity (failure area multiplied by concrete
strength) and give higher reliability and safety however they are too conservative comparing the
expressions based on Eqs. 2 or 4. Using the formulas taking into account not only the effective
embedment depth and concrete strength but also the sleeve diameter D, more exact expressions for
the load-carrying capacity can be obtained but these ones are not so transparent for the practical use.
So the equations going from the format (2) can be taken as the most suitable formulas for the
load-carrying capacity expression in the case of full concrete-cone failure mode, for their simplicity,
transparency and relevancy.
Adequately, for the expansion anchors subjected to shear, the equations based on (18) or (20)
respectively (with e powered to 1.5) are more acceptable formulas for the determination of the
load-carrying capacity for lateral concrete-cone failure mode comparing the formulas based on (17)
or (19) (with e powered to 2). Then the equations going from the format (17) can be taken as the
most suitable formulas for the load-carrying capacity expression in the case of lateral concrete-cone
failure mode obtained by shear loading, for the same reasons as in the case of tension loading.
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ABSTRACT: The failure assessment diagram (FAD) has been widely accepted for assessing the safety and integrity
of cracked and damaged metallic structures. Recently, the usage of this method for offshore structures has been
validated extensively and included in the Annex B of BS7910 [1]. However, the recommended equations are valid
only for uni-planar circular hollow section (CHS) T, Y, K and KT tubular welded joints. In this paper, an actual
assessment has been carried out on cracked (CHS) tubular K-joint containing a surface crack located at the crown
location. The fatigue crack depths a and lengths 2c vary from 3.30 mm to 20.83 mm and 70.40 mm to 191.78 mm
respectively. The value of β, ratio of brace to chord diameter, is 0.52, which is within the validity range specified in
the codes of practice. The recommended correction factor FAR, is used to calculate the plastic collapse load Pc, and
the usage of BS7910 [1] Level 2A FAD for cracked CHS tubular K-joint is demonstrated accordingly.
Keywords: Crack; circular hollow section (CHS); failure assessment diagram (FAD); fracture toughness;
K-joint; plastic collapse load; stress intensity factor

1.

INTRODUCTION

In practice, the safety of any welded structure depends very much on the usage of non-destructive
inspection to detect crack before it develops to a critical size, and hence to permit component repair
or replacement before catastrophic failure occurs. To determine the critical crack size, the structure
should be assessed according to the knowledge of the service stresses and the knowledge of the
fracture properties of the material.
Therefore, fracture mechanics is an indispensable tool for performing a critical assessment of a
defect discovered in any steel structure. The main objective of this assessment is to establish the
maximum tolerable defect size which would not compromise the service requirements. At the
design stage, the ability to evaluate the tolerance of a structure to possible defects may be used to
optimize the design with respect to properties of the material, geometric shape, and ease of
inspection. During operation an assessment may be used to reassess a structure that has been found
to contain defects, thus helping in making rational repair or no-repair decisions and improving the
inspection strategy.
Recently, American Petroleum Institute API RP579 [2], British Standard BS7910 [1] and Central
Electricity Generating Board CEGB R6 [3] procedure give guidance for assessing the acceptability
of defects in welded structures based on the failure assessment diagram (FAD) method. The FAD
method was originally derived from the original two-criterion approach reported by Dowling and
Townley [4]. This approach states that a structure can fail by either of two mechanisms, brittle
fracture or plastic collapse, and that these two mechanisms are connected by an interpolation curve
based on the strip yield model. If the service (assessment) point falls inside the assessment curve,
the structure is considered safe, otherwise, the structure is deemed unsafe. This method enables the
The Hong Kong Institute of Steel Construction
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analyst to go directly from linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) calculations to plastic
instability calculations (Wiesner et al. [5]).
The assessment curves specified in the BS7910 [1] are different for different materials and
geometries. However, the lower bound curves are always used to assess all types of structures
including the cracked circular hollow section (CHS) T, Y, K and KT-joints. In this paper, the
standard Level 2A FAD curve is used to assess a typical cracked tubular CHS K-joint specimen.
The plastic collapse correction factor FAR , as recommended in Annex B of BS7910 [1], is used to
calculate the plastic collapse load Pc. Knowing the elastic stress intensity factor K I and the
fracture toughness K IC , the corresponding values of K r and Lr for different crack sizes are
plotted in the FAD curve accordingly. The loading paths are then used to study the fracture
assessment sensitivity analysis as the flaw (crack) increases with time.

2.

FAILURE ASSESSMENT DIAGRAM (FAD)

According to BS7910 [1], any uni-planar cracked tubular CHS T, Y, K and KT-joints can be
assessed using the normal assessment route. The standard FAD curve has two curves, namely Level
2A and 2B as shown in Figure 1 respectively.
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Figure 1. BS7910 [1] Levels 2A and 2B FAD Curves
The Level 2A and 2B curves can be described respectively by the following equations:
K r  (1  0.14 L2r )[0.3  0.7 exp(0.65L6r )]

(1a)

and
 E
L3
K r   ref  r Y
 Lr  Y 2 E ref







1
2

(1b)

where E is Young’s modulus,  ref is reference strain and  Y is yield stress of the material, and

Kr 

KI
K IC

(2)
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Lr 

total applied load giving to  P stresses ( P)
plastic collapse load of flawed structure( Pc )
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(3)

The application of Level 2B requires the knowledge of a complete stress-strain curve; in particular
the region around the yield point has to be available in a detailed manner. However, there are many
cases where this information is not available to the users. Therefore, Eq. 1b is applied for a number
of materials to generate a material independent lower bound curve of Level 2A as shown in Figure
1, which is the more conservative curve.
As it can be seen, this method adopts the assessment curve which uses the ratio of the stress
intensity factor K I to the fracture toughness K IC , defined as K r as the vertical (fracture) axis,
and the ratio of the applied load P to the plastic collapse load Pc , defined as Lr as the
horizontal (plasticity) axis. If the service (assessment) point falls inside the assessment curve, the
structure is considered safe, otherwise, the structure is deemed unsafe.
It is also important to recognize that the K r parameter of the assessment diagram uses the linear
elastic stress intensity factor with no allowance for the effect of plasticity on the crack tip driving
force. As Lr value increases, plasticity also increases the effective crack tip driving force. If it is
considered that fracture actually occurs when the total effective crack tip driving force, the elastic
plastic value of J ep reaches a critical value equivalent to the fracture toughness, then this will
occur at

EJ ep  K IC . Since the applied linear elastic stress intensity factor is equivalent to

EJ e

where J e is the linear elastic J-integral, then

Kr 

KI

K IC

Je
J ep

As plastic increases so the ratio

(4)

J e / J ep reduces, and this defines the shape of the assessment

curve with the increasing of Lr . The standard assessment curve is originally derived for the case of
a large plate under tension loading with a central crack (Dawes and Denys [6]). They have been
shown to represent a lower bound curves for other common simple geometries.
2.1

Fracture Axis Kr

For assessing the safety and integrity of an existing cracked structure, the fracture parameter K r
given by Eq. 2 is usually used in practice. The elastic stress intensity factors K I along the 3D
crack front of the K-joint specimen can be obtained from a finite element analysis (Lie et al. [7]),
and the material fracture toughness K IC can be determined from the standard CTOD or J values
tests (BS7448-1 [8]). When the joint is subjected under a mixed mode condition, the effective stress
intensity factor K eff should be used to replace the K I as

K eff  K I2  K II2  K III2 (1  )

(5)
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where K I , K II , K III are the Mode-I, II and III stress intensity factors respectively, and  is the
Poisson’s ratio. However, it was shown that the Mode-I stress intensity factors are the dominant
ones (Lie et al. [9]), and they are almost equal to K eff for the K-joint subject under axial (AX) and
in-plane bending (IPB) loads shown in Figure 3.
Axial (AX)

In-plane Bending (IPB)

Crown

Figure 3. The Full-scale K-joint Specimen
2.2

Plasticity Axis Lr

As it is very difficult to obtain the plastic collapse load of any offshore cracked tubular welded joint,
BS7910 [1] has recommended that the plastic collapse load of the cracked geometry Pc is
determined by reducing the plastic collapse load for the corresponding uncracked geometry
Puncracked using the correction factor FAR . The plastic collapse load of an uncracked K-joint can be
obtained from the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) [10]. The correction factor FAR for axial
load is given by

FAR

 1

cracked area
 1 

 intersection length  T   Qβ






mq

where T is chord thickness, Q is 1 for   1.0 and mq is 1 for (CHS) tubular K-joints.
For in-plane bending moment, the correction factor FAR is given by

(6)
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FAR  cos   1  sin   
2 
 2 
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(7)

where the angle  is defined in Figure 2.
Outer weld path along

Crack Tip 2

the weld toe

2c

O



Crack Tip 1

Z

Y

Figure 2. Definition of the Angle  Used in Equation 7
In Annex B of BS7910 [1], the Lr parameter for any tubular joint subjected under combined loads
is given by the following equation:
σ
Lr   F
 σY

 Pa  M ai   M ao
  

 
P
M
 c  ci   M co
2





(8)

where σ F and σ Y are the flow and yield stresses; Pa , M ai and M ao are the applied axial load,
in-plane bending and out-of-plane bending; and Pc , M ci and M co are the plastic collapse load
in the cracked condition for axial load, in-plane bending and out-of-plane bending respectively. The
plastic collapse load is obtained by reducing the plastic collapse load of the corresponding
uncracked geometry on the basis of the net load-bearing area for axial load and the effect of the
flaw area on the plastic collapse modulus for bending moments.

3.

FRACTURE ASSESSMENT OF A CRACKED k-JOINT

3.1

Specimen Dimensions

A full-scale cracked tubular K-joint shown in Figure 3 containing fatigue cracks will be assessed in
this paper. In the fatigue test carried out earlier (Lie et al. [11]), an axial (AX) and an in-plane
bending (IPB) were applied at the brace end. As the hot spot stress was located at the crown of the
chord, and the applied loads were symmetrical, the crack was found to initiate and propagate
symmetrically from this position.
The notations used to describe the joint parameters, namely  = 2L/D, β = d/D, γ = D/2T, τ = t/T
and 2ς = g/D are given in Figure 4, and the overall dimensions are tabulated in Table 1.
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d1 or d

Brace 1

Brace 2

d2 or d

t1 or t

t2 or t
g
Saddle




Heel

Crown

D
e

T

Chord
L

Figure 4. Parameters of the K-joint Specimen
Table 1. Overall Dimensions of the K-joint Specimen

Specimen
D
d
T
t
g
L
1 ,
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)
(mm)








0.52

5.38

0.37

2

K-joint

273.1 141.3

25.4

19.1

102

45

5395.82 39.52

To capture the crack details during the earlier test (Lie et al., [11]), an alternating current potential
drop (ACPD) technique shown in Figure 5 was used in the fatigue test (Dover et al. [12]). The
results showed that the captured crack profile by the ACPD technique agreed quite well with the
actual crack shape. It is especially so at the deepest points where the ACPD measurements are
capable of providing accurate and useful information such as the stress intensity factors. The
measured crack depth a and the corresponding crack length 2c are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3
respectively.

Figure 5. ACPD Test Set-up and Location of the Crack
The crack shapes at different propagation stages were plotted from the ACPD readings, and they
were compared with the actual crack shape measured by manual method. The two types of crack
shapes were then compared with a semi-elliptical shape having the same depth and length (Figure
6). From the earlier fatigue test (Lie et al. [11]), it can be seen that it is reasonable to assume a
semi-elliptical crack shape in the numerical model.
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2c
a

T

Crack front

Figure 6. Semi-elliptical 3D Surface Crack
3.2

Mesh Generation of Cracked K-joint

To generate the mesh of the completed tubular K-joint model with a surface crack which can be
located at any position with any length and depth, five types of elements are used in the present
mesh generation procedure. Quarter-point crack tip elements are used along the crack front to
simulate the displacements singularity. For these elements, the mid-side nodes are moved to the
quarter point for the edge connected to the crack front. Prism elements are employed to model the
transition zone between the region near the crack surface and the far field region. Tetrahedral
elements are used to link the quarter-point crack tip elements and other types of elements which
enclose the crack front. Pyramid elements are used to connect the prism elements with tetrahedral
elements around the crack front. In the fields far away from the crack, hexahedral elements are used
to model the remaining part of the members. The locations of these different types of elements are
illustrated in Figure 7.
Tetrahedral Elements

Surface Crack Front

Prism Elements

SFBLOCK-A

Pyramid Elements

Second ring – (Prism
Elements)
First ring (QuarterPoint/Crack Elements)

Face to be
connected to
DCUBE-A

Figure 7. Detailed Mesh Along the Crack Front
In the mesh generation, all the zones are classified into three main types: refined (Zone CF, Zone
CF1 and Zone CRBLOCK), coarse zones (Zone A, Zone ER, Zone EL, EXTENCHL, EXTENCHR
and Zone H) and transition zones (Zone B, Zone D, Zone G1 and Zone G2) as shown in Figure 8.
In the zones with refined mesh, three layers of elements are generated in the thickness direction so
as to model the crack depths. The mesh of the surface crack is extracted from Zone CF1. In the
coarse mesh zones, only one layer of elements is generated in thickness direction. In the transition
zones, Zone B connects Zone A and Zone CF or Zone CF1.
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Figure 8. Mesh Generation of the Tubular K-joint
Figure 9 shows the mesh of CRBLOCK in a detailed view. CRBLOCK is extracted from Zone
CF1. It should be emphasized that the number and location of elements extracted from Zone CF1
will depend on the crack length and position. Once the crack length and the crack position are
determined, the number of elements to be extracted will be calculated automatically. Therefore, a
surface crack with any length at any fixed position can be generated automatically.
DCUBE-B

DCUBE-B
SFBLOCK-A

SFBLOCK-B
DCUBE-A

DCUBE-A

Figure 9. CRBLOCK Extracted from Zone CF1 and Zone D
After extracting CRBLOCK from Zone CF1, all the elements used in Zone CF1 are hexahedral
elements since no crack in this zone. The mesh in details of Zone CF1 after extracting CRBLOCK
is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Mesh of Zone CF1 After Extracting CRBLOCK
After the mesh of all the zones has been completed, they are then merged together to form the mesh
of the entire structure. Figure 11 shows the mesh of a K-joint after merging the mesh of all the
zones.

Figure 11. Mesh of Tubular K-joint After Merging All the Zones
According to the joint dimensions and the 3D crack size, a finite element model shown in Figure 12
is generated automatically (Lie at al. [7]) to calculate the stress intensity factors at the critical
locations, namely, at the deepest point and at the crack tips. The K-joint specimen is subjected with
an axial load (AX) of 150 kN and an in-plane bending (IPB) of 38 kNm (13.5 kN  2.815 m)
respectively.
Pa = 150 kN

Mai = 13.5 kN

Crown

Figure 12. Finite Element Mesh and Loading Conditions
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3.3

Stress Intensity Factors

To estimate the remaining life of tubular K-joints, the fracture parameter called the stress intensity
factor (SIF) is frequently used by many researchers. There are several methods which can be used
to evaluate this fracture parameter. In practice, the two most commonly used methods are the
J-integral and the displacement extrapolation. The J-integral has been found to be insensitive to
mesh refinement, but it can not be used directly in the mixed mode problems. However, the
Mode-I, II & III SIFs can still be obtained from the J-integral using an indirect way by introducing
an interaction integral method (Shih and Asaro [13]). It is also noted that J-integral lacks path
independence in the region where the crack meets the weld toe because the stress at the toe and the
crack tip is singular. On the other hand, displacement extrapolation method is based on
Westergaard’s equations which relate the displacements in the vicinity of the crack front to the
stress intensity factors. This method is not applicable for inelastic behaviour.
3.3.1

J-integral method

J-integral method is then used to obtain the stress intensity factors along the crack front and at the
two crack tips. Although this method can not be used directly for the mixed mode problems, it can
still be able to produce the Mode-I, II & III stress intensity factors through an indirect way by
introducing an interaction integral method as proposed by Shih and Asaro [13]. The relationship
between the J-integral and the SIFs can be written as
J

1 T
K BK
8

(9)

where K  [ K I , K II , K III ]T and B is called the pre-logarithmic energy factor matrix.
Shih and Asaro [13] gave the relationship between the SIF and the interaction J-integral, J int , as
follow:

K  4  B  J int

(10)

I
II
III T
where J int  [ J int
, J int
, J int
] .

Therefore, once J int is obtained, K can be easily calculated from Eq. 10. The detailed
calculations of J int can be found in the paper published by Shih and Asaro [13], and this method
has been implemented in the ABAQUS [14] general finite element software. The values of Mode-I
stress intensity factors K I corresponding to the crack depth a and crack length 2c at the deepest
point and the crack tips are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3 respectively.

4.

ASSESSMENT POINTS OF K r AND Lr

In order to assess the safety and integrity of this cracked tubular K-joint subjected under the
combined loads, BS7910 [1] Level 2A failure assessment diagram (FAD) method is employed in
this study. FADs are used to consider failure by linear elastic fractures as one limiting criteria and
failure by plastic collapse as the second criteria. When performing a structural integrity assessment
of a flaw in a stressed structure, an assessment point is derived from two different calculations and
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plotted on the diagram. The structure is deemed unsafe if the point calculated lies on the curve or
falls outside it, and it is safe if the point is within the curve.
For offshore tubular joints, the plastic collapse loads for the cracked geometry Pc are determined
by multiplying the plastic collapse loads for the corresponding uncracked geometry Puncracked with
the reduction factor FAR . The plastic collapse loads of uncracked K-joint Puncracked can be obtained
from the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) [10], and the correction factors FAR for axial load
and in-plane bending are given by Eqs. 6 and 7 respectively.
The brace and chord members were fabricated from standard API 5L Grade B specifications pipes,
and the fracture toughness measured at room temperature is approximately 147 MPa.m1/2
(Somerday [15]). Because the material exhibits significant strain-hardening, the flow stress  F
will be used and it is given by
F 

Y  u
2

(11)

to obtain the Lr parameter. From the standard coupon tests, the measured yield stress
 Y  352 MPa and  u  493 MPa respectively.
Then, the corresponding values of K r and Lr for different crack sizes can be computed and they
are tabulated in Table 2 at the deepest points and Table 3 at the crack tips subsequently. The
assessment points of this cracked K-joint are plotted in the assessment curve shown in Figures 13
and 14 respectively. For the surface cracks in the K-joint, the maximum crack driving force (SIFs
or CTOD) seems to be at the crack tips. Therefore, the SIFs or CTOD at this point should be used
to calculate the K r values.
A s s e s s m e n t p o in t

1 .2
U n a c c e p t a b le

1 .0

K
r

0 .8
0 .6

A c c e p t a b le

0 .4

C u t o f f f o r m ild s t e e l

0 .2
0 .0
0 .0

0 .4

0 .8

1 .2

1 .6

2 .0

2 .4

Lr

Figure 13. Plot of Assessment Points at the Deepest Points
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A s s e s s m e n t p o in t

1 .2
U n a c c e p t a b le
1 .0

K

r

0 .8
0 .6

A c c e p t a b le
C u t o f f f o r m ild s t e e l

0 .4
0 .2
0 .0
0 .0

0 .4

0 .8

1 .2

1 .6

2 .0

2 .4

Lr

Figure 14. Plot of Assessment Points at the Crack Tips
Table 2. Calculated Values of K r and Lr at the Deepest Points
a
(mm)

a/T
(mm)

c
(mm)

2c
(mm)

KI
MPa.m1/2

Lr
K I K IC

Kr
P Pc

3.30
5.33
8.13
10.41
13.46
15.75
18.03
20.83

0.130
0.210
0.320
0.410
0.530
0.620
0.710
0.820

35.20
44.82
58.98
66.12
75.33
82.67
88.19
95.89

70.40
89.64
117.96
132.24
150.66
165.34
176.38
191.78

25.12
25.51
26.39
28.21
30.10
30.94
32.51
35.42

0.210
0.390
1.335
2.988
10.947
41.518
148.174
1712.024

0.171
0.173
0.180
0.192
0.205
0.210
0.221
0.241

Table 3. Calculated Values of K r and Lr at the Crack Tips
a
(mm)

a/T
(mm)

c
(mm)

2c
(mm)

KI
MPa.m1/2

Lr
K I K IC

Kr
P Pc

3.30
5.33
8.13
10.41
13.46
15.75
18.03
20.83

0.130
0.210
0.320
0.410
0.530
0.620
0.710
0.820

35.20
44.82
58.98
66.12
75.33
82.67
88.19
95.89

70.40
89.64
117.96
132.24
150.66
165.34
176.38
191.78

14.34
21.27
25.73
29.66
36.50
37.30
35.80
34.50

0.210
0.390
1.353
2.988
10.947
41.518
148.174
1712.024

0.098
0.145
0.175
0.202
0.248
0.254
0.244
0.235

In accordance with the FADs shown in Figures 13 and 14, it can be seen that only three assessment
points fall inside the standard Level 2A curve, i.e. for a T is less than 0.4. Therefore, the critical
load value is less than the crack initiation load value and the crack K-joint is still safe. When a T
goes beyond 0.4, it is noted that the Lr values are substantially larger, and therefore the cracked
K-joint is deemed to fail beyond this crack size.
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The increase of K r is more gradual compared to the increase of Lr as the stress intensity factors,
both at the deepest points and crack tips, do not increase drastically as the crack size increases. An
increased load or larger crack size will move the assessment point along the loading path toward
the failure line as shown in Figures 13 and 14. The reliability of the method depends on how
accurately the intersection zone is described by the failure curve which depends on the structural
geometry, type of loading and crack size.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper demonstrates the usage of BS7910 [1] to assess the safety and integrity of a typical
cracked tubular CHS K-joint where failure is characterized by two criteria, namely, crack tip failure
where failure occurs when the applied load equals the LEFM failure load, i.e.
Kr 

KI
load

1
K IC LEFM failure load

(12)

and failure by plastic collapse of the ligament given by

Lr 

load
P

1
Pc ligament area   F

(13)

where  F is the material flow stress.
This approach enables the integrity of cracked circular hollow section (CHS) tubular joints to be
assessed through two separate calculations based on the two extremes of fracture behaviour, linear
elastic and fully plastic. A design curve is used to interpolate between the two failure criteria. The
relative position of the assessment point on the diagram, derived from the two separate calculations,
determines the integrity of the structure. If the assessment point falls inside the failure curve, the
structure is deemed safe; if the assessment point is on or outside the curve, then failure is predicted
to occur. For the cracked K-joint considered, it is found that only three assessment points fall inside
the standard Level 2A curve, and hence this damaged joint is still safe if a T is less than 0.4
operating under the specified conditions.

NOMENCLATURE

J ep

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

crack depth of surface crack
pre-logarithmic energy factor matrix
brace diameter
chord diameter
Young’s modulus
correction factor
gap distance between two braces
value of J determined using an elastic analysis
value of J determined using an elastic-plastic analysis

J
J int

=
=

J-integral matrix of [ J I , J II , J III ]T
I
II
III T
J-integral matrix of [ J int
, J int
, J int
]

a
B
d
D
E
FAR
g
Je
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K IC
Kr

=
=
=
=
=
=

Mode-I stress intensity factor
Mode-II stress intensity factor
Mode-III stress intensity factor
effective stress intensity factor
fracture toughness
ratio of elastic stress intensity factor to fracture toughness

K
L
Lr
mq

=
=
=
=

stress intensity factor matrix of [ K I , K II , K III ]T
half chord length
ratio of applied load to plastic collapse load
a factor equal to 1.0 for circular hollow section (CHS) tubular joints

M ai
M ao
M ci
M co
P
Pa
Pc
Puncracked
Q

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

applied in-plane bending
applied out-of-plane bending
in-plane bending plastic collapse
out-of-plane bending plastic collapse
total applied load
applied axial load
plastic collapse load
plastic collapse load of the uncracked joint
a factor equal to 1.0 for   

t
T



 ref

1 ,2

P
F
u
Y



=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

brace thickness
chord thickness
ratio of twice chord length to chord diameter
ratio of brace to chord diameter
ratio of brace diameter to twice chord thickness
reference strain
ratio of gap distance of two braces to chord diameter
brace to chord angles
Poisson’s ratio
total applied stress
flow stress of the material
ultimate stress of the material
yield stress of the material
ratio of brace thickness to chord thickness
extended angle of surface crack

KI
K II
K III
K eff
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ABSTRACT: The paper focused on the study on semirigid joint of steel-concrete composite beam to CFST column
with stiffening ring. Two specimens were tested by incremental loading and cyclic loading. The finite element
package ABAQUS was used to study the nonlinear behavior of such specimens. Shell elements were used to simulate
the behavior of steel girder and steel tube. Continuum elements were used to simulate the behavior of concrete slab.
The model was validated by comparing the computed values with experimental results. Based on the model, some
factors, such as the dimensions of beam and column, were verified to influence on semirigid composite joint. A
M   r model for the composite joint was proposed.
Keywords: Finite element method, ABAQUS, semirigid joints, CFST column, Steel-concrete composite beam

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, CFST (concrete-filled steel tubular) structures have been popularly applied in
civil engineering. Because of the special formation of CFST column, the study on beam to
column joint in high and high-rise building construction has been carried out all over the world.
The subject is a sub-item of the project, which is the study on restraining stiffness of joints of CFST
frame. The previous researchers have done a lot of study on the project. Joint of steel beam to
CFST column with stiffening ring, continuous web plate joint of steel beam to CFST column, and
joint of steel beam to CFST column in frame structure have been researched. Some conclusions
have been attained.
The first research was the stiffness of joint of steel beam to CFST column with stiffening ring.
Chen et al. [1] used the finite element package ANSYS, created and analyzed the solid model of
the joints, manufactured seven joints with stiffening ring to process joint test, and then verified the
applicability of the finite element models with the experimental results. Base on the models,
changed its dimension to confirm each factor influence on joint stiffness and created the joint’s
M   r model, applied the joint’s M   r model to analyze the influence of both semirigid
connection and joint stiffness on frame structure.
Wang et al. [2] made four continuous web plate joints of steel beam to CFST column. The joints
were tested by using static test method. Experimental results showed the semirigid characteristic
and transmutation state of connection areas of continuous web plate joint. Also the moment-rotation
curve was gained.
Two CFST frames were tested by Chen and Wang [3]. The result was compared with the finite
element analysis. The flexibility of connections and the rigid zones were considered in the
member-bar model of the CFST frame.
The Hong Kong Institute of Steel Construction
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The paper put forward a joint, which is steel-concrete composite beam to CFST column with
stiffening ring. The specimens were tested by monotonic loading and cyclic loading. The finite
element package ABAQUS [5] has been used to simulate the behavior of such specimens. The
finite element model has been validated by comparing the computed values with available
experimental results. The analysis of joint of steel-concrete composite beam to CFST column is
useful to designer for predicting the behavior of composite joint.

2.

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

2.1

Finite Element Model

A three-dimensional finite element model with the following characteristics had been used in the
study:
(1)

Concrete slab and the core concrete of CFST – modeled with continuum element C3D8R
(8-node linear brick, reduced integration with hourglass control).

(2)

Steel beam and steel tube – modeled with shell element S8R5 (8-node doubly curved thin
shell, reduced integration, five degrees of freedom per node).

(3)

Steel reinforcement – modeled with truss element T3D2 (2-node linear displacement)
embedded in the concrete slab.

Full composite action between steel beam and concrete slab was assumed. This is based on the
assumption that there is no slip at both ends between the concrete slab and steel girder. The shear
connectors were omitted in the finite element analysis, tie constraints in ABAQUS [4] were used to
attach concrete slab to steel flange. Surface-to-surface contact (ABAQUS/Standard) was used to
simulate the contact between steel tube and concrete filled in the tube. A typical three-dimensional
model used in the study is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Finite Element Mesh
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Material Modeling

Steel was assumed to behave as an elastic-plastic material with strain hardening in both tension and
compression. Strain hardening had been modeled based on incremental plasticity theory. The
idealized stress-strain curve used in the numerical analysis is shown in Figure 2. Material properties
of steel are specified using the elastic-plastic with strain hardening options. For this purpose,
ABAQUS [4] requires the input of the Young's modulus, Es; Poisson's ratio, γs; yield stress, fsy; and
the ultimate stress, fsu, shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of Steel Material
Material

Yield strength
(MPa)

Ultimate strength
(MPa)

Young's modulus
(MPa)

Poisson's
ratio

Steel tube

350.0

460.0

2.06 E+5

0.30

Flange

270.0

370.0

2.06 E+5

Web

290.0

390.0

2.06 E+5

Steel girder

0.30

σ
σu
σy

εy

εu

ε

Figure 2. Stress-Strain Relationships for Steel
There are three concrete material models in ABAQUS [4]: concrete smeared cracking, cracking
model for concrete, and concrete damaged plasticity. Among these models, the concrete damaged
plasticity model is designed for applications with concrete subjected to monotonic and cyclic
loadings and has good convergence characteristics. The concrete damaged plasticity was used to
simulate concrete slab. The extended Drucker-Prager model was used to simulate the core concrete
of CFST.
For concrete, the elastic properties are defined by the elastic option and its compressive
stress-strain relationship outside the elastic range is specified using the concrete option. The values
of Young's modulus, Ec; Poisson's ratio, γc; and the values of fc for several values of εc and the
corresponding values given by (ε-fc/Ec) are required as input. The material properties of concrete
are specified in Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters of Concrete Material
Material

Uniaxial ultimate
compressive strength (MPa)

Uniaxial ultimate
tensile strength (MPa)

Young's
modulus (MPa)

Poisson's
ratio

Concrete

25.50

2.32

3.20 E+4

0.20
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Analysis of FEM Results

While solving equation, implicit solution (ABAQUS/Standard) was adopted. The initial and final
load increments as well as the allowable minimum and maximum load increments are required in
input file. The program iterates to reach the equilibrium condition for the initial load increment and
all the subsequent increments automatically.
The ABAQUS analysis results include all stress and strain components, equivalent stress and total
deformation. Through particular analysis, the details under loading were understood, and the
information contributed to comprehend the mechanics behavior of joints. Analysis result of finite
element offers guidance for design and measure of joint test.

3.

THE EXPERIMENT OF JOINT

3.1

Design of Experiment

Two one-third scale joint specimens were manufactured according to Zhong [5]. The section of
steel tube was Φ159×5, and the section of steel beam was HN200×100×5.5×8. The thickness of
concrete slab was 120mm, and the width of concrete slab was 700mm. Longitudinal reinforcements
were Φ12-120. Lateral reinforcements were Φ6-70. Shear connectors were Φ16×90, yield strength,
390MPa; ultimate strength, 440MPa. The cross-section of the composite beam is shown in Figure 3.
The two specimens were tested by incremental loading and cyclic loading. Loading system is
shown in Table 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5.

Φ6-70
朴
6-70

Concrete slab

朴12-120
Φ12-120

Shear stud

HN200x100x5.5x8

Figure 3. Cross-Section of Composite Beam
Table 3.

Loading System

Number

CFST (kN)

Composite beam (kN)

HN200A

0→400

0→10→20→30→40→50→60→65→70→75→80→85→90→95

HN200B

0→400

0→20，0→40，0→60，0→80，0→95
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Reaction Portal Frame

Actuator
M TS

M TS

Specimen

LVDT
Hinge

Figure 4. Sketch of Loading System

Figure 5. Specimen Loading
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Analysis of Experiment Results

In area of negative moment of the joint, there was no obvious stress concentration in the top flange
of steel beam. Elastic neutral axis and plastic neutral axis were close to top flange. The joint was
damaged owing to the lower flange buckling firstly. The concrete slab was tensioned and cracked in
the region about 300mm from the joint.
Load-strain curves of the steel beam section are shown in Figure 8. From zero point to 200mm
(the height of steel beam) of the y-axis, strains of gauge 44#, 3#, 2#, 1#, 33# (see Figure 6) are
specified. From the figures we can see that plane cross-section is acceptable in design of the joint.
Figure 9 is load-strain of longitudinal rebar 20#, 19#, 7#, 8# and 9# (see Figure 7). At the same load
value, the strain values of rebar 20#, 19#, 7#, 8# are increasing, while 9# is smaller. It may be due
to that rebar end was weld end plate. The cyclic load-deflection curves of specimen HN200B are
shown in Figure 10. Precise values of the specimen HN200B were not attained from experiments.
However, all curves are approximately linear.

Figure 6. Gauges Layout of Joint

Figure 8. Load-strain of Cross-Section

Figure 7. Gauges Layout of Rebar

Figure 9. Load-strain of Longitudinal Rebar
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Figure 10. Load-displacement Curves for Specimen HN200B
4.

COMPARISONS OF EXPERIMENT AND FEM RESULTS

Strain at each direction, stress at each direction, ultimate load and total deformation were obtained
from the finite element analysis. These results have been compared with the corresponding
experimental results. The comparison of strains of steel beam section (see Figure 6) is presented in
Figure 11 and the comparison of strains of rebar 7# (see Figure 7) in Figure 12. The values of
finite element analysis are similar to those of experimental results. The load-deflection curves are
shown in Figure 13. Close agreement between the finite element and experimental results can be
observed. However, there seems to be some deviation between the results. The discrepancy may
be due to the inadequacy in concrete modeling. The concrete is not a homogeneous material and the
concrete material model used in the analysis significantly simplifies the actual behavior.
Constitutive calculations are performed independently at each integration point in the finite element
model. However, when a crack developed in the concrete during the experiment, the moment of
inertia of the whole section decreased and the ratio of the deformation to loading increased
considerably.

Figure 11. Load-strain of Cross-Section

Figure 12. Load-strain of Rebar 7#
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Figure 13. Load-displacement Curves for HN200A

5.

RIGIDITY OF COMPOSITE JOINT

The connection of beam to column transfers a set of generalized force components including axial
force, shear, moment, and torsion. The influence of torsion can be neglected in plane problem. For
most connections, axial deformation and shearing deformation are relatively very small and cal also
be neglected. Therefore, only rotational deformation is considered generally. The relative rotation
may be defined as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Relative Rotation between Beam and Column
The moment-rotation curves are shown in Figure 15. The experimental results illustrated that the
composite joint is semirigid, not fixed. The finite element results are in relatively close agreement
with the corresponding experimental results. The finite element model for the joint is valid and
acceptable, although there are still some differences between experimental results and finite
element analysis.

Figure 15. Moment-rotation Curves for HN200A
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Analysis of Influence Factors

For a typical joint, influencing factors on its rigidity include geometrical and mechanical properties.
Different joint must account for the contribution of the different components. In this paper, mainly
geometrical factors are considered. Influencing factors are shown in Figures 16-20, including
height of steel beam, width of steel beam flange, diameter of steel tube, equivalent width of
concrete slab and height of concrete slab. Others are not ploted here because of their little influence.
According to the analysis, height and equivalent width of concrete slab and height of steel beam
are the major factors. More details were provided by Pan [6].

Figure 16. M -  r Curves on the Height

Figure 18. M-θ r Curves on Diameter

Figure 17. M -  r Curves on Width of
of Steel Beam Web Steel Beam Flange

Figure 19. M-θ r Curves on Equivalent
of Steel Tube width of Concrete Slab

Figure 20. M-θr Curves on Thickness of Concrete Slab
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M-θ r Model

According to the analytical theory of semirigid steel frame in reference Chen and Lui [7] that
introduced Colson-Louveau and Kishi-Chen models, and the achievements that the previous
researchers had been attained, a power function is used as the M   r model for the composite
joint in Eq. 1. Because of the assumption of full composite action between the concrete slab and
steel beam in the analysis, the influencing factors, such as shear studs and reinforcement, are
ignored. Only geometrical factors are considered. In Colson-Louveau and Kishi-Chen models, M u
is the ultimate moment of connection, which is obtained by analytical method generally.
Considering that the failure may happen in beam for the joint, therefore, let M u be ultimate
moment of beam.
r 

M
K [1   M / M u  ]
C

(1)

Where M (N·m) is the beam moment of joint,  r (rad) is the relative rotation between beam and
column, C is a fitting parameter, C=4.118; K is a standard constant, and is determined by Eq. 2.

K  d s0.434 ts0.048b0.364
hs0.612 bs0.398 hc0.981bc0.913
j

(2)

Where ds (mm) is the diameter of steel tube, ts (mm) is the thickness of steel tube, bj (mm) is the
width of stiffening ring, hs (mm) is the height of steel beam, bs (mm) is the width of steel beam
flange, hc (mm) is the thickness of concrete slab, bc (mm) is the equivalent width of concrete slab.

6.

CONCLUSION

A numerical study was carried out by using the software package ABAQUS. The finite element
analysis was validated by experimental results. There are still some discrepancies between finite
element and experimental values. More vigorous modeling especially for concrete material is
essential in order to achieve better accuracy in theoretical prediction.
The joint between steel-concrete composite beam and CFST column with stiffening ring is
semirigid. Height and equivalent width of concrete slab and height of steel beam are the major
influence factors on semirigid composite joint. A M   r model of such joint was proposed.
The development of such an analytical model will be useful to designers as it will reduce the need
of carrying out expensive and time consuming full-scale tests to predict the behavior of the joints.
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ABSTRACT: The present paper describes experimental and numerical evaluation of moment-rotation behaviour of
semi-rigid bolted endplate connections. In the experimental programme of research, eight specimens of endplate
connections which have end plates extended in the tension side alone are investigated. The column webs are stiffened
at the beam flange column interface. Numerical studies are conducted using ABAQUS finite element program for all
the eight specimens. The finite element model is validated through a comparison of moment-rotation curves and
failure loads obtained from the experimental results. Further, the results of the experimental analysis are used in
reassessing the Frye-Morris [4] polynomial model which is recommended in the Indian limit state code for structural
steel design, the IS:800 [17].
Keywords: Semi-rigid connection; moment-rotation behaviour; endplate connection; Frye-Morris model

1.

INTRODUCTION

Connections play an important role in the design of any steel structure. In the past two decades the
incorporation of semi-rigid behaviour of steel connection in the design has attracted attention of
researchers since the consideration of real behaviour of the connections leads to simpler, reliable
designs and better economy in construction. In recent years, endplate connections have gained
popularity in steel building construction due to its simplicity of fabrication, and good ductile
performance under static and dynamic loadings. A simple endplate connection consists of a
rectangular steel plate welded at shop to the beam end, and bolted to the column flange at site,
either snug tight or fully pre tensioned. Adjustments can be made to a simple endplate connection
to meet the requirements of different situations. For example, stiffeners can be added to maintain
the stiffness of a connection while reducing the endplate thickness. A 3D view of an endplate
connection is shown in Figure 1. This semi-rigid connection comes in the upper end of the
semi-rigid connection moment-rotation behavior spectrum. Even though these connections exhibit
high stiffness, the end plate yielding is a major mechanism for strength and yielding.
2.

BRIEF REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Extensive research has been directed to the modeling, analysis and design of the end plate
connections employing elastic and plastic theories, finite element procedures and full scale testing.
Research starting in the early 1950s and continuing to the present, resulted in refined design
procedures for end-plate connections. The earlier design methods were based on simple statical
assumptions concerning prying forces. These methods resulted in larger end plate thicknesses and
larger diameter bolts. Recent studies have used the finite element method and regression analysis to
develop design equations. Accurate solutions can be developed using the latter technique.
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Figure 1. Bolted Extended End-Plate Connection
Prior to 1975, Doughty and McGuire [1], Kato and McGuire [2], Nair et al. [3], developed design
criteria for the end-plate connections based on the ‘Tee-Stub analogy’. In fact these methods predict
a high ‘prying action’ which in turn resulted in large end-plate thicknesses and also large bolt
diameters. For seven commonly used connection types, Frye and Morris [4] presented a polynomial
model for analysing steel frames with combination of pinned connections, fixed connections,
connections with any specified flexibility characteristics. A method is outlined for expressing, in a
non dimensional form, the moment-rotation characteristics for all connections of a given type. This
method is quite simple to use and it is dependent on geometrical parameter of the connection. Later,
Packer and Morris [5] used curved yield lines to predict end-plate capacity with testing directed at
the failure of the column flange. Finite element methodology for the analysis of end-plates was first
presented by Krishnamurthy et al. [6]. A 2-dimensional/3-dimensional finite element analysis was
conducted to determine adequate correlation between results. Krishnamurthy et al. [6] concluded
that prying forces do not exist in moment end-plate connections based on this study. Mann and
Morris [7] recommended a design procedure for four bolt extended-stiffened end plate connections.
The required end-plate thickness was determined using straight yield-line patterns passing through
the bolts. The values for end-plate thickness achieved by this design procedure were reported to
withstand the plastic moment strength of the beam. Maxwell et al. [8] used simple bending theory,
yield line theory, finite difference method and the finite element method to study the endplate and
other connections. They concluded that the finite element method was the best feasible alternative
for analyzing such a problem, because it will significantly reduce the number of full scale tests
normally required to establish behaviour with this type of investigations. Philips and Packer et al.
[9] conducted a series of tests to determine the influence of the endplate thickness on moment
rotation characteristics and the endplate collapse mechanism. The introduction of yield line theory
as the primary analytical tool in predicting end-plate strengths resulted in greater accuracy of
predicted strengths, leading to more economical plate design. Zoetemeijer et al. [10] used the yield
line theory for analysis of T-stub and end-plate connections with four bolts. In his study, a design
method for the tension side of the statically loaded connection is developed. The design
methodology is based on two different collapse mechanisms. Tests were performed to ensure that
the developed design rules would lead to connections that would satisfy the limit state of
deformations. The test results showed a satisfactory agreement with the proposed design rules. Tsai
and Popov [11] conducted three tests on four-bolt stiffened endplate connections under cyclic
loading. They found that the conventional design procedure for endplate connections subjected to
monotonic loading was satisfactory except for bolt sizing. Korol et al. [12] presented seven full
scale extended end plate beam to column connections under cyclic loading. Ghobarah et al. [13]
carried out five numbers of beam-to-column bolted end plate connections under cyclic loading
simulating the earthquake effects on steel moment resisting frame to validate the behaviour of
connection as well as the connecting elements. Foley and Vinnakota [14] proposed a three
parameter power model for the moment-rotation behaviour of extended end plate connections with
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unstiffened columns. More recently, Mofid et al. [15] developed a physically based yield line model
to predict the ultimate moment capacity and yield moment of the bolted extended endplate
connections, using the connection dimensions as input. The analytical method is proposed for the
extended endplate joints having four bolts in tension region, and without any stiffened plate.
Comparison is made to a series of test results for a range of bolted endplate moment connections,
and good agreement is achieved. Furthermore, this method has been claimed to efficiently serve
design engineers in real design condition. Also, Abolmaali et al. [16] developed two types of
moment rotation model equations using Finite Element Analysis. The accuracy of the FEM and its
results were compared with experimental results. The obtained FEM results were fitted with
Romberg-Osgood and Three Parameter Power models.
The Indian Code for general construction in steel IS:800 [17] has proposed the Frye and Morris [4]
model for the design of semi rigid connections. In spite of the criticism against this method, as it
yields negative derivatives, this method is simple to use and uses the geometrical parameters of the
connection. However the exponents of the Frye-Morris [4] model have not been extensively
verified by experiments. Various methods may be used for this verification such as empirical,
analytical, mechanical, numerical and experimental tests. In the present study it has been proposed
to conduct experimental and numerical investigation to assess the Frye and Morris [4] polynomial
model.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

Eight test cases are identified for experimental investigation on end plate connections by varying
the thicknesses of the end plate and the lever arm distance (distance from the centre of top tension
bolt to the centre of thickness of the compression flange of the beam). The details of the
experimental specimen are shown in Table 1, where ISMB 300 refers to Indian standard medium
beam of depth 300mm and the flange width is 170mm. All endplate connections are made using
High Strength Friction Grip (HSFG) bolts. The endplate connections are classified with respect to
the thickness of endplate and the lever arm distance. The values of the geometric variables for the
different endplate connections with HSFG bolt are presented in Figure 2 and Table 2.
Table 1. Endplate Connection Types and Sections Used
Endplate
Beam

Bolt type
Thickness in (mm)

Length in (mm)

8
8
10
10
10
12
12
12

400
420
440
420
400
400
420
440

High Strength Friction
Grip bolts of Class
8.8, 16Ø

EP-1-8
EP-2-8
EP-3-10
EP-4-10
EP-5-10
EP-6-12
EP-7-12
EP-8-12

Column

ISMB 300

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Test ID.

ISMB 300

No.
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Figure 2. Notations used in the Endplate Connections
Table 2. Geometric Variables of Different Endplate Connections
S.
No.

TEST ID.

Bf

tp

A

M'

N

M*

db

ep

lp

dbolt

apw

apf

1

EP-1-8

140

8

80

36.25

30

55

300

88.6

400

16

6

8

2

EP- 2-8

140

8

80

36.25

30

75

300

108.6

420

16

6

8

3

EP-3-10

140

10

80

36.25

30

55

300

88.6

400

16

6

8

4

EP- 4-10

140

10

80

36.25

30

75

300

108.6

420

16

6

8

5

EP-5-10

140

10

80

36.25

30

95

300

128.6

440

16

6

8

6

EP-6-12

140

12

80

36.25

30

55

300

88.6

400

16

6

8

7

EP-7-12

140

12

80

36.25

30

75

300

108.6

420

16

6

8

8

EP-8-12

140

12

80

36.25

30

95

300

128.6

440

16

6

8

3.1

Test Setup and Instrumentation

The present experimental test set up consists of two beams connected to a stub column by two
endplates connected on either side of the stub column as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. All the
beams and stub columns used in the test was ISMB300 section of FE 250 steel whose nominal
yield strength is 250 MPa. Each beam of length 1150mm is used for all endplate connections. The
beam assembly is supported on a roller and hinge assembly. Roller and hinge supports were made
up of mild steel. The length and diameter of the roller was 200 mm and 90 mm respectively. The
hinge was designed in such way that the support allowed the maximum rotation of 28.03o.
Endplates of grade Fe250 were used. By varying its thickness 8mm, 10mm and 12mm, using the
combinations with 400mm, 420mm and 440mm length of plate i,e varying only the distance of
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tension side bolts from the centre of beam flange by 55mm, 75mm and 95mm. The stub column
flanges are stiffened by 8 mm thick stiffeners fillet welded (6mm) to the column web and flanges.
This is done to avoid the yielding of column flange, so that the column can be repeatedly used for
other specimens also. The beam which is assumed rigid is welded to the endplate specimens on its
both sides, so as to use the beam by reverting and then studying a different connection parameter.
The stub column of height 650 mm is used. The span of the beam column joint assembly is 2.10 m.
A 60 T capacity hydraulic jack is used for applying load over the specimen. The jack is supported
by the cross beam of reaction frame.
Load transfer is achieved by pumping highly viscous oil over the piston. Jack is controlled by
instrumentation on an electrical panel board. Mild steel plate of size 190mm x 350mm was kept
over the specimen to distribute the load evenly over the stub column. The advantage of the present
setup is that since the column does not rotate and displaces only up and down, the relative rotation
between the column and beam is due to the contribution of the connection deformation alone;
hence the relative rotation r can be easily measured using an inclinometer. During testing the
verticality of the stub column is checked using plumb-bob.

Figure 3. Test Setup and Instrumentation
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Figure 4. Photographic View of Test Set-Up
The least count of the dial gauge used is 0.01mm. The maximum deflection allowed in one rotation
of dial is 25mm. The number of strain gauges is fixed based on the yield line pattern that will
develop on the endplate (Mofid et al. [15], Mann and Morris [7]. The major yield lines are as
follows (1) along the bottommost tension bolt row, (2) between the top of tension flange weld and
the endplate, (3) adjacent to the web weld and the plate, (4) Inclined line from the centre of the bolt
of the mid tension bolt row to the mid of the top tension flange weld and (5) inclined line from the
centre of the bolt of the mid tension bolt row to the centre of the compression flange of beam. All
specimens showed very stiff linear behaviour up to a minimum load of 7.5 tonnes. The contact
opening of the endplates with respect to the column flange on the tension side is symmetric on both
sides for all specimens and throughout the tests. Initially the neutral axis lies at centre (i,e., between
the compression bolt row and the tension bolt row) due to pre-tension and it slowly goes to the
compression flange of the beam as the load increases. It can be seen as an opening between the
compression bolt row and mid tension bolt row (Figure 5). Deflection is measured at quarter spans
from each end and at mid span. Dial gauge located near the roller support is named as D1, dial
gauge located near the hinge support is named as D3 and dial gauge located middle span is named
as D2. Deflection patterns of D1 and D3 are same. The general observations of the failure mode in
all the specimens are that the second tension bolt rows undergo bending along with axial tension.

Figure 5. Contact Opening of Endplate Connection
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Seven strain gauges are used to measure strain variation; out of which five are fixed in the
endplates and two are fixed in the stub column at the tension zone near the stiffener. The strain
variation with the applied load for the specimen EP-1-8 is shown in Figure 6. The strains observed
in the stub column are very less; hence the effect of buckling of the column flange can be
completely neglected.

Figure 6. Load vs Microstrain for EP-1-8
The combined moment-rotation and load-deflection curves of all the specimens are shown in
Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively.

Figure 7. M-θr Relationship of Different Endplate Specimens
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Figure 8. Load-Deflection Behaviour of Different Endplate Specimens
Focusing first on the end plate behavior, the relative displacements between the endplate and the
column flange for all the specimens are presented in Figures 9 - 11. The maximum relative
displacement of the specimen EP-1-8 is 24mm and for the specimen EP-2-8 is 30mm. The
maximum relative displacement of the specimen EP-3-10 is 45mm, for the specimen EP-4-10 is
28mm and for the specimen EP-5-10 is 24mm. The maximum relative displacement of the
specimen EP-6-12 is 37mm, for the specimen EP-7-12 is 42mm and for the specimen EP-8-12 is
28mm.

Figure 9. Endplate Relative Displacements of 8mm Thick Endplates
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Figure 10. Relative Displacement of 10mm Thick Endplates

Figure 11. Relative Displacement of 12mm Thick Endplates

5.

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON END PLATE CONNECTIONS

5.1

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING

Finite element analysis of all the eight test specimens was carried out using ABAQUS software
[Hibbit et al. [18])] to assess the design procedure. All the connecting members including the bolts
were modeled using the element C3D8R which refers to continuum three dimensional 8-noded
brick element with reduced order integration. This element has three degrees of freedom at each
node, translations in the nodal x, y, & z direction. As the solid elements do not have rotational
degree of freedom, the end-plate and the column flange are discretized across the thickness also to
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consider the effect of bending. Small sliding surface-to-surface contact was considered for all the
contacts in the connection which assumes relatively small sliding, but can undergo arbitrary
rotation of the bodies. The connection between the beam and the end-plate was assumed to be rigid.
Frictional (value µ= 0.3) contact using penalty stiffness formulation was considered for the
tangential contact between the end-plate and the column flange. The normal contact between the
end-plate and the column flange was considered as hard using augmented Lagrange formulation.
Hard constraint is used for the connection of bolt head/nut to the beam/column.
The yield and ultimate tensile stresses for the beams, column and end-plate were considered as 250
and 420 MPa respectively. The ultimate strain considered was 0.23. High strength friction grip bolts
(8.8 grade) were used in this study. The yield and ultimate tensile stresses considered for the bolts
were 640 and 800 MPa respectively. The ultimate strain considered was 0.12. A pretension force of
about 0.7 times the bolt yield stress [Maggi et al. [19]] was applied at the center section of the bolt
using the pretension option in ABAQUS. Hexagonal bolt heads and nuts are idealized as circular
bolt heads and nuts to simplify the model. Washers are not modeled. Bolt holes are assumed to be
1.5mm larger than the bolt size (D=17.5mm). One end of the beam-column assembly is supported
by a hinge and the other by a roller to simulate simply supported condition. The fillets in the angles
are not modeled in order to reduce the complexity of the model. Final arrangement of the finite
element mesh is decided based upon the computer time, convergence of solution and by
comparison with the experiment results. Mesh refinement is carried out for corners, holes and the
angles, where stress concentration is expected to occur. The sizes of meshes are controlled between
the components of connection to enable surface to- surface contacts and easy convergence.
The load application has been effected in two load steps. In the first step, pre tensioning forces are
applied to all the bolts. In the second step, uniform pressure load is applied over the stub column
(Figure 12). Non linearity arises from large displacement effects, material non linearity and
boundary nonlinearity due to contact and friction. In the present study, material and boundary
nonlinearities are considered. The highly non linear nature of this problem, leads to
non-convergence of the solution. It is overcome by using the nonlinear analysis option of ABAQUS.
Figure 13 shows the finite element model and the deformed configuration of a typical end-plate
connection. The deformations and rotations were observed to be higher than that observed from the
test near to the failure.
16 mm Φ 8.8 grade
HSFG bolts

Stiffener of 8
mm thick

910

ISMB: 300

ISMB: 300

950

ISMB: 300

910
All dimensions are in mm

Figure 12. Connection Details
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Figure 13. FE Model and the Deformed Configuration of a
Typical End-Plate Connected Beam Assembly Model

5.2

COMPARISON OF ABAQUS RESULT WITH EXPERIMENTS

Comparison of Moment-Rotation curves
Figures 14-16. show the comparison of moment-rotation curves obtained from the finite element
analysis with those obtained from the tests, and predictions by Frye-Morris [4] model. For EP-1-8
specimen, the experimental M-θr curve is linear and stiff upto 105 kN and beyond that the
flexibility of connection starts. The Frye-Morris model traces more or less the experimental curve.
The experimental M-θr curve show that the EP-2-8 specimen is linear and stiff upto 72 kN and
beyond that the flexibility of connection starts. This connection behaviour is more flexible than the
previous specimen. The Frye-Morris model is stiffer than the experimental curve. Similar to that of
8mm thick plate with 400mm plate length, the behaviour of EP-5-10 specimen matches with
experimental value. The experimental M-θr curve is linear and stiff upto 144 kN and beyond that
the ductility of connection starts. For EP-4-10 specimen, the experimental M-θr curve is linear and
stiff upto 90 kN and beyond that the ductility of connection starts. This connection behavior is more
flexible and similar to that of EP-2-8 specimen. The Frye-Morris model curve shows a stiffer
behaviour than the experimental curve. EP-3-10 specimen behaves stiffer than the previous
specimen 10 x 420 and the Frye-Morris model curve is conservative for this specimen. The curve is
linear upto 78kN and the ductility of the connection starts beyond that load. The behaviour of
experimental moment rotation curve of EP-6-12 specimen is similar to that of the 8mm & 10mm
thick endplate. The Frye-Morris model curves are unconservative when compared to the
experimental ones. The experimental M-θr curve is linear and stiff upto 174 kN and beyond that the
ductility of connection starts. The experimental M-θr curve of EP-7-12 specimen is linear and stiff
upto 132 kN and beyond that the ductility of connection starts. The connection behavior is more
flexible and similar to that of 8mm x420mm. The Frye-Morris model curve is slightly stiffer than
the experimental curve. The moment rotation is so stiff than the previous specimen 10 x 420 and
the Frye-Morris model is much conservative for EP-8-12 specimen. The curve is linear upto 114kN
and the ductility of the connection start beyond that load.
A good correlation of moment rotation curves obtained from the FEM with that obtained from the
tests can be seen up to a specimen deflection of L/100 which is well beyond the allowable
deflection for serviceability (L/180) as prescribed in the IS: 800 draft [17] for 10 mm and 12 mm
thick plates. The moment rotation curve for 8 mm thick plate slightly deviates from the test curve
after a deflection of L/525, but the initial and final stiffness correlate well with the test results. It is
also noticed that the stiffness of the connection increases with the increase in the thickness of the
end-plate and reduces as the lever arm increases both in tests as well as FEM.
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Figure 14. Comparison of Moment Rotation Curves for All 8mm Endplates

Figure 15. Comparison of Moment Rotation Curves for All 10mm Endplates
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Figure 16. Comparison of Moment Rotation Curves for All 12mm Endplates
Comparison of Failure modes and Loads
Figure 17. shows the stresses in all the parts of the connection at failure. Two types of failures (i)
end-plate rupture and (ii) bolt rupture were observed in the tests as well as in FEM analysis (Figure
18). Table 3 shows comparison of failure modes and loads obtained from FEM with that obtained
from the tests. The specimen with 8 mm thick and 400 mm depth end plate failed due to tearing of
end-plate. As the lever arm increases, the failure of the specimens is by fracture of the bottom row
of tension bolts. For plate with 10 mm thick and 400 and 420 mm depth, the failure is by tearing of
end-plate by finite element analysis against fracture of the middle row of bolts observed in tests. In
both the cases EP-3-10 and EP-4-10, these two limit states such as tearing of endplate and fracture
of bolts were close to each other. Since finite element analysis is based on ideal assumptions, in
which the fracture of the bolt occurred before the fracture of endplate. However in the experiments
the endplate fractured before the fracture of the bolt. For larger lever arm, failure is by fracture of
bottom row of tension bolts in finite element analysis and tests. For plate with 12 mm thick and 400
and 420mm, the failure is by fracture of bottom row of bolts by finite element analysis against the
fracture of the middle row of bolts observed in tests. For larger lever arm, failure is by fracture of
bottom row of tension bolts by both finite element analysis and tests. The failure loads obtained
from FEM analysis compare within 12% of the loads obtained from the tests.
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Table 3. Failure Modes and Loads
Failure load (kN)
Specimen
FE
Designation Experiment
analysis
EP-1-8
204
203.5

Mode of failure
Experiment

FE analysis

Tearing of end-plate

EP-2-8

185

174

Fracture of bottom row tension bolt

EP-3-10

252

221.3

EP-4-10

219

193.3

Tearing of
end-plate

EP-5-10

201

188.5

Fracture of bottom row tension bolt

EP-6-12

270

246.2

EP-7-12

225

214.9

EP-8-12

210

196.5

Fracture of
bottom row
tension bolt

Figure 17. Stress contour at failure

Fracture of middle row
tension bolt

Fracture of middle row
tension bolt
Fracture of bottom row
tension bolt
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FE model

(a) Bolt Rupture

(b) End-plate Rupture
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Experiment

Experiment

Figure 18. Failure Modes

6.

VALIDATION OF FRYE-MORRIS MODEL

As discussed earlier Frye-Morris [4] model, a non-dimensional polynomial model for
moment-rotation characterization of the connections, has been incorporated in IS:800 [17]. This
model has not been evaluated for Indian construction practices. The polynomial model for the
moment-rotation behaviour of the endplate connections is reassessed based on the present
experimental and numerical results.
The original Frye-Morris [4] equation for endplate connection is given by
θr =2.06x 10-1(KM)+5.36x 102(KM)3+1.31x 107(KM)5

(1)

(Moment kN-m, Parameters in cm) and the standardization factor for the endplate connection is
given as
K= tp-0.6.dg-2.4

(2)
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The above equations are based on limited experimental results numbering 15, which are reported in
the literature between 1948 - 1970. However the construction methods themselves have undergone
a sea change world over, resulting in very flexible endplate connections. This flexibility is not
reflected in the original equations which were based on tests with very stiff connection
characteristics. The size parameters for the endplate connections with the column stiffeners are
thickness of plate (tp) and the lever arm distance (dg). The moment-rotation curves are generated by
systematically varying the size parameters. After finding exponents of all size parameters, a
standardized moment – rotation curve is plotted for all specimens. Finally, the curve fitting
constants C1, C2, C3 of standardized moment – rotation relationship is derived by using the least
squares curve fitting procedure.
The revised standardization factor K obtained from the present study based on Frye-Morris [4]
procedure is
K= tp-1.04.dg4.20

(3)

The curve fitting constants C1, C2, C3 of standardized M-r relationship are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Curve Fitting Constants for All Endplate Connection Specimens
TEST - ID
EP-1-8x400
EP-2-8x420
EP-5-10x400
EP-4-10x420
EP-3-10x440
EP-6-12x400
EP-7-12x420
EP-8-12x440

C1
-1.00E-11
-3.24E-11
6.37E-12
-3.48E-11
-3.81E-11
4.02E-11
2.49E-11
2.06E-11

C2
2.11E-27
3.90E-27
9.90E-28
2.62E-27
2.58E-27
-1.16E-27
-3.87E-28
9.80E-28

C3
6.40E-45
-1.34E-44
1.49E-44
2.85E-46
-3.88E-45
3.61E-44
1.20E-44
1.03E-44

Therefore the average value of C1 = -2.91x10-12, C2= 1.45x10-27, C3= 7.83 x 10-45 and the Eq. 1
becomes,
θr = -2.91x10-12(KM)+1.45x10-27(KM)3+7.83x 10-45(KM)5

(4)

This proposed model is checked with the experimental values and with the original Frye-Morris
model for different thicknesses of the endplate varying with their bolt spacing. They are given in
Figures 19-21. From the comparative study it is found that the original Frye-Morris model
prediction overestimates the stiffness for all specimens except for EP-6-12 and shows closer results
to specimens EP-1-8, Ep-5-10. The proposed Frye-Morris model equation presents a best fit to all
ranges of endplate connections.
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Figure 19. Comparison of M-θr Curves of Proposed Model with
Experiment and Original Model for All 8mm Specimens

Figure 20. Comparison of M-θr Curves of Proposed Model with
Experiment and Original Model for All 10 mm Specimens
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Figure 21. Comparison of M-θr Curves of Proposed Model with
Experiment and Original Model for All 12 mm Specimens

7.

CONCLUSION

From the experimental study the following observations are made.
1.
2.
3.

In the case of endplate connections for a particular thickness, it is observed that the initial
stiffness reduces with the increase in bolt spacing. It is also observed that the contact
opening increases with the increase in bolt spacing.
For the same thickness, the load carrying capacity decreases with the increase in bolt
spacing and this is due to the increased prying action on the bolts due to increased prying
length.
For the same bolt spacing, the load carrying capacity increases with the increase in endplate
thickness and this increase is provided by the flexural yielding strength of the endplate. As
the thickness of the endplate increases, the endplate becomes stiffer and the failure is
observed to be by fracture of tension bolt. This is due to the fact that as the thickness of the
plate is increased, the tension is directly transferred to the bolts.

Finite element analysis of eight test specimens are carried out using the FE software, ABAQUS and
the results are compared with the tests results. The following conclusions are drawn from the
numerical study
1.
2.
3.

Moment rotation curves obtained from ABAQUS compare reasonably well with those
obtained from the tests.
Two modes of failure (i) end-plate rupture and (ii) bolt rupture of the connections are
observed in the tests as well as in finite element analysis
The failure loads obtained from FEM analysis compare within 12% of the loads obtained
from the tests
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It is observed that the results obtained from the tests compare well with those obtained using the
original Frye-Morris model for EP-1-8 and EP-5-10; whereas for all the other specimens, the
Frye-Morris model predicts higher stiffness compared with that obtained from the tests. Hence it is
concluded that the Frye-Morris model does not represent the different stiffness ranges in the
endplate connection. A modified Frye and Morris model has been developed for the
moment-rotation behaviour of endplate connection based on the test results. The revised
Frye-Morris model is proposed for incorporation in the next revision of IS:800 [17].
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an artificial neural networking (ANN) model developed to predict the behaviour
of semi-rigid bare-steel joints at elevated temperature. Data for three flush end-plate and one flexible end-plate
joints were considered. Sixteen parameters which included geometry of the joint’s components, material properties
of the joint, joint’s temperature and the applied moment were used as the input variables for the model whilst the
joint’s rotation was the main output parameter. Data from experimental fire tests were used for training and testing
the model. In total, fifteen different test results were evaluated with 331 and 61 cases were used for training and
testing the developed model, respectively. The model predicted values were compared with actual test results.
The results obtained indicated that the model can predict the moment-rotation behaviour in fire with very high
accuracy. The coefficients of determination (R2) for training and validation of the model were 0.964 and 0.956,
respectively.
Keywords: Bare-steel, flush end-plate, flexible end-plate, semi-rigid joints, artificial neural network, fire, elevated
temperature, rotation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Steel loses both its strength and stiffness when subjected to fire. Fire tests on steel structures have
shown that the temperature within the joints is lower compared to connecting steel members. This
is attributed to the additional material around joints (column, end-plate, concrete slab, etc.) which
significantly reduces the temperatures within the connections compared to those at the centre of
supported beams. The experimental results on the behaviour of steel connections under fire
conditions are relatively recent and limited, partly because of the high cost of the fire tests and the
limitations on the size of furnaces used. Only limited joint tests have been performed and they
were concentrated on obtaining the moment-rotation relationships of isolated joints (Al-Jabri et al.
[1]). Therefore, experimental fire joint tests are not anticipated to be performed on many
connection types with various end conditions. It is well known that even nominally ‘simple’
connections can resist significant moments at large rotation. At the severe deformation of
structural members in fire, moments are transferred through the joints to the adjacent members, and
hence, they may have a beneficial effect on the survival time of members.
Accurate prediction of the structural behaviour of steel beam-to-column connections, by estimating
the local deformations and induced stresses, is necessary to assess the capacity of the connections
and prevent their failure. Numerical modeling presents, in principle, an alternative way to predict
the response of structural steel joints in fire. Artificial neural network (ANN) modeling is an
artificial intelligence-based technique that emulates the human ability to learn from the past
experience and derive quick solutions to new problems. The developed ANN-based prediction
model can be used by structural engineers to predict the elevated temperature behaviour of similar
structural members.
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Few ANN models have been developed to predict the connection behaviour at ambient temperature.
Stavroulakis and Abdalla [2] and Stavroulakis et al. [3] described a neural network approach for
identification and classification of semi-rigid connections in steel structures.
The
moment-rotation law of the connection was obtained from experimental results by the use of a
neural network based on the perceptron model. Then the elastic plastic analysis problem was
formulated for the given moment-rotation law as a quadratic programming problem and solved by a
neural network based on the Hopfield model. The bi-linear moment-rotation characteristics for
minor axis steel connections were predicted by Anderson et al. [4] using ANN. The results from
the model were compared with experimental tests in which significant parameters have been varied.
The results were found to provide approximations to the experimental response that are satisfactory
for use in structural engineering design. Recently, a neural network model was proposed by
Demirtas et al. [5] to obtain nonlinear moment-rotation curves for semi-rigid connections. The
resulting model was then integrated into a non-linear frame analysis program to obtain nodal
displacements and corresponding frame element forces. Results from the analysis were compared
with experimental results for a two-storey one-bay frame with semi-rigid connections.
Al-Khaleefi et al. [6] reported the possibility of predicting the behaviour of structural members in
fire after investigating the fire resistance of concrete filled tubular steel columns using neural
networks. The fire resistance of thirty-five hollow steel columns filled with plain concrete was
predicted. Results were in good agreement with results obtained from experimental column tests.
This paper presents a new artificial network model developed to predict the behaviour of semi-rigid
bare-stee1 unstiffened joints under fire conditions. The developed ANN can be used for similar
connections under fire by observing various factors influencing the connection's behaviour such as:
(a) geometrical factors (i.e., member sizes), (b) material factors (i.e., strength and stiffness), and (c)
loading conditions (i.e., static and fire). The researcher is required to provide the magnitude of
these influencing factors as inputs to the neural network and the network will predict the behaviour
of the joint based on the combined effects of these factors. This model can be used to predict the
rotational capacity of the connection and the contribution of individual components of the
connection as well as the contribution of the loading to the overall connection's behaviour without
conducting costly fire tests.

2.

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANNs)

ANNs are computer programs that are trained in order to recognize both linear and nonlinear
relationships among the input and the output variables in a given data set. In general, ANN
applications in engineering have received wide acceptance. The popularity and acceptance of this
technique stems from ANN features that are particularly attractive for data analysis. These
features include handling of fragmented and noisy data; speed inherent to parallel distributed
architectures, generalization capability over new data, ability to effectively incorporate a large
number of input parameters, and its capability of modeling nonlinear systems.
One of the most common and frequently used ANN paradigm is the Back-propagation paradigm.
This supervised learning method was developed by Rumelhart [7] based on the generalization of
the least mean square error (LMS) algorithm. The Back-propagation algorithm uses gradient
descent search technique to minimize a cost function equal to the mean square difference between
the desired and the actual net output. The network is trained by selecting small random weights
and internal threshold and then presenting all training data repeatedly by using supervised training
technique. The weights are changed till the network reach the desired error level or the cost
function is reduced to an acceptable value.
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The major building block for any ANN architecture is the processing element or neuron. These
neurons are located in one of three types of layers: the input layer (weights), the hidden (bias) layer,
or the output (an activation function) layer. The input neurons receive data from the outside
environment, the hidden neurons receive signals from all of the neurons in the preceding layer, and
the output neurons send information back to the external environment. The neurons in the input
layer receive the input signals representing the input parameters which describe the system
modelled such as geometrical and material properties of the joint, loading, temperature, etc. The
output layer, on the other hand, consists of output neuron representing the predicted results obtained
from the ANN modelling such as joint’s rotation, internal forces of the joint’s components, etc.
Between the input and output layers, generally, there is one or more hidden layer. These neurons
are connected together by a line of communication called connection. Stanley [8] indicated that
the way in which the neurons are connected to each other in a network typology has a great effect
on the operation and performance of the network. ANN models come in a variety of typologies or
paradigms. Simpson [9] provides a coherent description of 27 different popular ANN paradigms
and presents comparative analyses, applications, and implementations of these paradigms.
In the back propagation (BP) architecture, shown in Figure 1, each element or neuron receives
input from the real-world environment or from other processing elements, processes this input, and
produces a specific output. Generally, many of these processing elements perform their operations
at the same time. This parallelism is a unique feature of the ANN that distinguishes it from the
serial processing that is usually performed by conventional computer systems. Each neuron has a
straightforward assignment. Input coming to the neuron is associated with a weight indicating its
strength. In the neuron, the values of the input are multiplied by the corresponding weights and
all products are added to obtain a net value (neti). After summation, the net input of the neurons is
combined with the previous state of the neurons to produce a new activation value. Whether the
neurons fire or not will depend on the magnitude of this value. For example, each neuron receives
inputs x1, x2,……..xn, attached with a weight wi which shows the connection strength for that input
for each connection. Each neuron is then multiplied by the corresponding weight of the neuron
connection. A bias bi can be defined as a type of connection weight with a constant nonzero value
added to the summation of inputs and corresponding weights u as expressed in Eq. 1.
H

u i   wij x j  bi

(1)

j 1

Activities
at
the
neural network node

Fc

Fa

W1

Net i

W2

node
V1
V2

Input
layer

Fb
Hidden
layer

Figure 1. Typical Back-Propagation Architecture

Output
layer
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The activation is then passed through an output or a transfer function (fui) that generates the actual
neuron output. The transfer function modifies the value of the output signal. f(ui) yielding a value
called the unit’s “activation”, given in Eq. 2.
Yi = f(ui)

(2)

This function can be either a simple threshold function that only produces output if the combined
input is greater than the threshold value, or it can be a continuous function that changes the output
based on the strength of the combined input. Activation functions serve to introduce nonlinearity
into neural networks, which makes ANNs so powerful (Guzelbey et al. [10-11]). Typical transfer
functions employed in building ANN applications include a linear threshold transfer function, step
function, sigmoid function, and others. In this work a sigmoid function was used to develop the
ANN Model.
Another important network design variable is the learning rate coefficient which represents the
degree by which the weights are changed when two neuron are excited. Each time a pattern is
presented to the network, the weights leading to a neuron are modified slightly during learning in
the direction required to produce a smaller error at the outputs the next time the same pattern is
presented. The amount of weight modification is proportional to the learning rate. The value of
the coefficient ranges between 0.0 to 1.0, where a value closer to 1 indicates significant
modification in weight while a value closer to 0 indicates little modification (Al-Khaleefi et al. [6]).
2.1

ANN Training and Testing

The first and the most critical step in developing an effective ANN model is input and output
definition and data preparation. This includes identifying variables of interest, gathering the
relevant data and inspecting them for possible errors, missing values, and outliers. Data accuracy
is vital for the development of an efficient model that can provide accurate prediction. If incorrect
or erroneous data are fed to the model, this will result in incorrect prediction. As the saying goes,
"garbage in, garbage out".
Once the ANN model architecture is defined, data are collected and fed to the model. The
network is then trained to recognize the relationships between the input and output parameters.
The BP algorithm uses the supervised training technique. In this technique, the interlayer
connection weights and the processing elements' thresholds are first initialized to small random
values. The network is then presented with a set of training patterns, each consisting of an
example of the problem to be solved (the input) and the desired solution to this problem (the
output). These training patterns are presented repeatedly to the ANN model and the error between
actual and predicted results is calculated. Weights are then adjusted by small amounts that are
dictated by the General Delta Rule (Rumelhart and McClelland [7]). This adjustment is
performed after each completed iteration whenever the network's Computed output is different
from the desired output. This process continues until weights converge to the desired error level
or the output reaches an acceptable level.
The ANN model can sometimes learn something different than the relationships in the data. It
also can memorize the data or part of this data without learning the relationships between variables
or trends in the data. Hence, to insure network accuracy and the generalization capability, the
network must be tested on a continuous basis and should be monitored during the training and
testing operations. The testing operation is performed by passing a separate testing set to the
trained ANN model and recording the results. These results are compared to actual results. The
trained model is assumed to be successful if the model gives good results for that test set. To
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insure that ANN models provide correct prediction or classifications, the prediction results
produced by ANN models can be validated against expert predictions for the same cases or it can
be validated against the results of other computer programs or experimental tests.

3.

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

The procedure adopted to model the rotational behaviour of semi-rigid joints in fire consists of the
following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.

Identification of the major factors that influence the behaviour of semi-rigid joints in fire.
Collection of a set of experimental cases with values for these identified factors along with
the respective joint’s rotation.
Coding of the laboratory test cases and corresponding value of rotation obtained based on
experiments.
Development of ANN model, from the coded cases, which is capable of predicting the
rotation of other similar joints in fire.
Compare results generated by the model with the corresponding experimental results and
identifying the contribution of each input parameter on the overall behaviour of joint at high
temperature.

GEOMETRY OF THE JOINTS

The cruciform bolted beam-to-column steel joints, tested experimentally by Leston-Jones [12] and
Al-Jabri et al. [1], were considered. Two of the joints (Fire1 and Fire2) have the same member
sizes but different end-plate thicknesses whilst the third joint (Fire3) has larger member sizes. The
first two joints consist of two 254x102UB22 beams connected to a 152x152UC23 column using six
M16 bolts and 8 mm (Figure 2) and 12 mm thick flush end-plates for Fires1 and 2, respectively.
The third joint (Fire3) comprised a pair of 356 x 171UB51 beams connected to a 254 x 254UC89
column by 10mm thick flush end-plates with eight M20 Grade 8.8 bolts (Figure 3). The fourth
joint (Fire4) is a flexible end-plate joint with beam and column sizes similar to Fire3 but the
end-plates dimension is different as shown in Figure 4. In total fifteen elevated temperature tests
were modelled with 331 and 61 cases were used for training and testing the proposed model,
respectively. Table 1 shows the loading level for each test.
152x152x23UC(S275)
130
5
8

254x102x22
UB(S275)

76
55

50
265
100

4mm fillet weld
All round

All holes 18mm dia. for
M16 Grade 8.8 bolts

Figure 2. Flush End-Plate Joint Detail for Fire1 Tests (FR1)
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254x254x89UC(50)
190
10
10

90
60

356x171x51
UB(50)

50
50

375
150

All holes 22mm dia. for
M20 Grade 8.8 bolts

6mm FW
All round

Figure 3. Flush End-Plate Joint Detail for Fire3 Tests (FR3)
245x254x89UC(S355)
150
8

90

25

356x171x51
UB(S355)

40
60

260

60
60
40
71
All holes 22mm dia.for
M20 Grade 8.8 bolts

6mm FW to
beam web

Figure 4. Flexible End-Plate Joint Detail for Fire4 Tests (FR3)
Column head restrained in position
Specimen located within furnace

Load

Load
2700

1500
A

Beam restrained
horizontally

1900
A = varies for each group

Figure 5. Elevated Temperature Testing Arrangement
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Table 1. Level of Loading for Joint Tests
Applied M
(kNm):
FR11
4
FR12
8
Fire1
FR13
13
FR14
17
FR21
5
FR22
10
Fire2
FR23
15
FR24
20
FR25
25
FR31
27
FR32
56
Fire3
FR33
82
FR34
110
FR41
8
Fire4
FR42
16
M = Moment applied at the joint
Test

Average recorded M
(kNm):
4.40
8.20
13.12
17.10
4.9
9.3
14.4
19
23
27.4
54.8
82.1
110
8.2
16.5

Comments:
Group 1, Test 1
Group 1, Test 2
Group 1, Test 3
Group 1, Test 4
Group 2, Test 1
Group 2, Test 2
Group 2, Test 3
Group 2, Test 4
Group 2, Test 4
Group 3, Test 1
Group 3, Test 2
Group 3, Test 3
Group 3, Test 4
Group 4, Test 1
Group 4, Test 2

The fire testing arrangement consisted of a symmetric cruciform arrangement of a single column
2.7m high with two cantilever beams 1.9m long connected either side to the column flanges as
shown in Figure 5. All specimens were major axis joints, i.e., beams connected to the column
flanges with mild steel end-plates. Tests were performed in a gas-fired portable furnace lined with
ceramic fibre specially designed for testing connections. A linear temperature ramp (at a rate of
about 10C per minute) achieving 900C in 90 minutes was adopted. The instrumentation
included clinometers for measuring rotations, displacement transducers, load cells and
thermocouples. The experimental elevated-temperature joint tests were conducted by keeping the
specimen at a constant load level and increasing the furnace temperature until failure. For all
specimens, ambient-temperature material properties were measured using standard tensile coupon
tests, and cross-sectional dimensions were recorded prior to testing in the furnace.

5.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANN MODEL

The ANN model for semi-rigid joints was developed using the back-propagation paradigm. As
shown Figure 6, 16 different input parameters were used to model the joint’s
moment-rotation-temperature response. These included the joint’s temperature, the applied
moment, material properties such as the yield strength of the joint’s components and the geometry
of the beams, the column, the end-plates and the bolts.
Having identified the factors that influence the rotational capacity of the joint at elevated
temperature, it is necessary to establish the training samples to develop the neural network model.
The experimental data were transformed into a numerical scale and coded to generate a set of
training and testing data. If the rotational behaviour for a certain joint and the factors affecting
this behaviour in fire are known, then it is possible to develop an empirical model for this
prediction process.
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Moment (kNm)
Temperature (°C)
Steel yield strength (N/mm2)
Beam depth (mm)
Beam width (mm)
Beam flange thickness (mm)
Beam web thickness (mm)
Column depth (mm)
Column width (mm)
Column flange thickness (mm)
Column web thickness (mm)
No. of Bolts
Bolt diameter (mm)
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Rotation (Millirad)

Output parameter

End-plate thickness (mm)
End-plate depth (mm)
End-plate width (mm)

Input parameters

Figure 6. The Architecture of the Developed ANN Models
In the development of this generalized model, a training set consisting of 331 cases was utilized
that were obtained from the experimental data and a testing and validation set of 61 cases that were
selected randomly from the experimental data. Each training and testing data set contains
variations of the 16 variables representing the different situations that could possibly take place as
input and its corresponding output. Typical training patterns used as part of the training data set
are shown in Table 1. The ANN model used in each case consists of 16 input nodes representing
the input variables, while the output node is one representing the rotation as shown in Figure 6.
To produce a successful model, it is necessary to have a sufficient number of training cases in order
to enable the ANN model to fit a continuous function to the training data. Further more, the
number of training points that are needed to develop an accurate continuous model depends on
other factors such as the complexity of the solution model being modelled, stochastic content of the
data in which adequate training cases are required to prevent bias due to random fluctuations and
the number of input variables (Al-Khaleefi et al. [6], Garson [13]).
A small learning rate of 0.4 was adopted for the current investigation since larger learning rates
have been found in some cases to lead to oscillations in weight changes resulting in never ending
learning process. In order to achieve an effective learning without oscillation, it is useful to make
the weight change as a function of the previous weight change. This weight change is represented
by the momentum coefficient. The modelling process was performed satisfactorily with a
momentum coefficient value of 0.6.
The factors that provide the power of the internal representation in capturing the non-linear
relationship between the input and output parameters are the number of hidden layer(s) and the
number of hidden neurons in the hidden layers. Determining the number of hidden layers to use
and the appropriate number of neurons to include in each hidden layer is not an exact science.
Research in this area (Garson [13], Goh [14], Hecht-Nielsen [15]) proved that one or two hidden
layers with an adequate number of neurons are sufficient to model any solution surface of practical
interest. Therefore, a larger number of hidden layers and hidden neurons provides a good mean
for developing a more effective network. However, the addition of more hidden neurons increases
the number of undetermined parameters (weights and biases) associated with the network. A large
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number of training examples is then needed to solve these parameters and get a good
approximation of the problem domain. When too few training examples are provided, the network
will try to memorize, resulting in poor generalization (Al-Khaleefi et al. [6]). In order to provide a
good approximation over the problem domain, it should be insured that the number of training pairs
should be more than the number of undetermined parameters which are the weights and biases
associated with the ANN approximations (Carpenter and Hoffman [16]). In this study, one hidden
layer with 8 hidden neurons was found adequate to give satisfactory results.

6.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results from the fifteen different tests conducted on the four bare-steel joints were
divided into a training set (331 cases) and a testing set (61 cases) which gives a total number of 392
cases that considered when developing the ANN model. The testing set (which constitutes about
15% of the data) was extracted randomly from the collected data to ensure that the developed ANN
model has the capability of predicting rotational behaviour of the joints to a good degree of
accuracy. The training process was performed using the NeuroShell® simulator [17]. Sixteen
input neurons and one output neuron with eight hidden neurons constitute the neural network
arrangement for the problem. After several adjustments to the different network parameters and
after completing 12417 iterations, the network converged to a threshold of 0.0001 in less than 5
min. with a learning rate of 0.4, a momentum value of 0.6.
Table 2 a provides a comparison between the experimental results and the ANN generated output
for some cases in the training set whereas Table 2b shows a comparison between the experimental
results and the ANN predicted output for selected cases in the testing set. It can be seen from
Table 2 that the developed model could capture the decision process very closely. The same trend
was observed in the data which is not presented in Table 2.
The trained model predictions were in good agreement with the actual experimental results as
demonstrated by Figure 7, hence, producing R2 value of 0.9639. These results indicate that
approximately more than 96% of the variation in the rotation values predicted could be explained
by the 16 selected input variables and the experimental data used for model development.
Rotation (Millirads)

140
120

Experimental
Predicted

100
80
60
40
20
0
1

31

61

91

121

151

181

211

241

271

301

331

Case number

Figure 7. Comparison between Predicted and Experimental Results for the Training Set Data
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Rotation (Millirads)

70
Experimental

60

Predicted

50
40
30
20
10
0
1

6

11

16

21

26

31

36

41

46

51

56

61

Case number

Figure 8. Comparison between Predicted and Experimental Results for the Testing Set Data
Having trained the network successfully, the next step is to test the network in order to judge its
performance and to determine whether the predicted results confirm with the actual results. The
ANN model can sometimes learn something different than the relationships in the data. It also can
memorize the data or part of this data without learning the relationships between variables or trends
in the data. Hence, to insure network accuracy and the generalization capability, the network must
be tested on a continuous basis and should be monitored during the training and testing operations.
The testing operation is performed by passing a separate testing set to the trained ANN model and
recording the results. These results are compared to actual or experimental results. The trained
model is assumed to be successful if the model gives good results for that test set or validation set.
Using the testing and validation set of 61 cases that were extracted randomly from the experimental
data for the model; the testing operations were then performed on the model separately. The results
were compared with the actual experimental results. The statistical analysis of these results
indicates that the R2 value for the testing set was 0.9562 as shown in Figure 8. This high
generalization capability indicates that the ANN model developed in this work can be used to
model and predict the relationship accurately based on the given input variables. However it
should be noted from Figures. 7 and 8 that at very low rotations the developed ANN predicting
higher rotations that the experimental ones while at very large rotational levels lower values of
rotation was predicted compared to experimental results. This variation was observed in both
training and testing sets respectively. This discrepancy between the experimental and predicted
rotations will not affect the reliability of the model since practically the actual behaviour of the
joint can rarely undergo very large levels of rotation beyond the levels closely predicted by the
model even at very high temperatures.
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Table 2. Comparison between Predicted Results from the Neural Network Model
Generated vs. Experimental Rotations on Some Training and Testing Cases

Table 3. Percent Contribution of the Input Variables to the Rotation in the Three Models
Joint’s Component

Beam

Column

Bolts
End-plate

TOTAL

Input parameter
Moment (kNm)
Temperature (°C)
Depth
Width
Flange thickness
Web thickness
Depth
Width
Flange thickness
Web thickness
No. of Bolts
Bolt diameter
Thickness
Depth
Width
Steel yield strength
100

% Contribution
33.04
28.65
1.47
1.73
1.73
1.80
1.82
2.02
1.80
1.87
1.55
1.92
3.58
5.92
9.35
1.75

RANK
1
2
16
14
13
10
8
6
11
9
15
7
5
4
3
12
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To find the percent contribution of each of the input variables with respect to the output variables,
the partitioning method of the connection weights of the network (Garson [13], Goh [14]) was used.
It was found that the highest contribution is due to the moment (33.04%), temperature (28.65%),
and end-plate width (9.35%), depth (5.92%), and thickness (3.58%). These results, as shown in
Table 3, clearly indicate that the temperature, the moment and the geometries of the end-plate are
important factors in determining the effect elevated temperature on the degree of rotation.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an artificial neural network (ANN) model developed to predict the rotational
behaviour of semi-rigid joints in fire. Data from three flush end-plate and flexible end-plate
bare-steel joints were modelled and results from fifteen different tests were evaluated. Data from
these tests were used for training and testing the neural network model. The results obtained from
the model compared very closely with the experimental results with R2 value of 0.964 and 0.956 for
training and testing sets, respectively demonstrating the capability of the ANN simulation
techniques in predicting the behaviour of semi-rigid joints in fire with high accuracy. Results also
showed that the applied moment, temperature and end-plate geometry have considerable effect on
the rotation of joints in fire more than the other input parameters studied. The described model
can be modified to study other important parameters that can have considerable effect on the
behaviour of joints at elevated temperatures.
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ABSTRACT: When a shallow steel arch is subjected to in-plane central step loading, the arch will oscillate about an
equilibrium position due to the kinetic energy imparted to the arch by the load. If the load is sufficiently large, the
motion of the arch may reach an unstable equilibrium configuration that leads to elasto-dynamic instability of the
arch. This paper presents a study of the in-plane elasto-dynamic instability of a shallow pin-ended circular arch under
central step loading with infinite duration. The principle of conservation of energy is used to establish the criterion
for elasto-dynamic instability, and analytical solutions for the lower and upper elasto-dynamic instability loads of the
arch are obtained. It is found that the elasto-dynamic instability loads of a shallow pin-ended arch under central step
loading with infinite duration are lower than its elasto-static counterparts.
Keywords: Bifurcation buckling, circular arch, dynamic instability, elastic, energy criterion, limit instability, step
loading

1.

INTRODUCTION

A shallow steel arch that is subjected to an in-plane central static load may buckle in the plane of
loading in an elastic bifurcation mode or in an elastic limit instability mode when the load reaches a
critical value. It has been found [1-5] that the prebuckling deformations have significant effects on
the instability of a shallow arch and that classical buckling theory cannot predict the instability load
of shallow arches correctly. Analytical solutions for limit instability and bifurcation buckling loads
for shallow arches under a central load have been obtained [1]. When the central load is suddenly
applied to the arch at time t = 0 as a step load (Figure 1), the load will impart kinetic energy to the
arch, and dynamic effects of the step loading on the instability of the arch have to be considered.
When the step load is sufficiently small, it causes the arch to oscillate about a stable equilibrium
position and the amplitudes of oscillation are sufficiently small. If this load is sufficiently large, the
motion of the arch may reach an unstable equilibrium position, which may then induce
elasto-dynamic buckling of the arch.
Commonly, the equations of motion of an arch are solved numerically for various values of the load
parameter to obtain the response of the system [6-12]. The load parameter at which there exists a
large increase of the transient response is considered as the critical one [6]. The major merit of this
method is that it considers the dynamic effects directly and intuitively. However, when this method
is applied to a continuum such as a shallow arch, a number of approximations have to be made.
Power series expansion of the displacement components are usually used to obtain approximate
solutions for the elasto-dynamic instability [13-14]. For convenience in obtaining dynamic
solutions, the effects of the transverse deformation on the axial deformation are usually ignored
[6-14]. However, the effects of transverse (normal) deformations on axial deformations in a circular
shallow arch are significant and so should be considered, particularly when exact closed form
solutions are sought, as was pointed out in [1-5]. In addition, most investigations of the dynamic
buckling of shallow arches using this method have focused on sinusoidal arches under loads
distributed as half sine-waves [6, 7, 9, 10].
The Hong Kong Institute of Steel Construction
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Figure 1. Arch and Load
The total energy phase plane of a structural system is also used to predict the elasto-dynamic
instability of arches [8, 9, 11, 12]. The motion of the arch can be represented by a trajectory in a
functional phase space which can be taken as a Euclidean space of infinite dimensions. Critical
conditions are related to the characteristics of the system's phase plane or space, and the emphasis
is on establishing sufficient conditions for stability and for instability [6-9].
The principle of conservation of energy [9, 15-17] can be applied to the elasto-dynamic instability
analysis of a conservative system. The major merit of the method is that it is devoted to finding the
criterion which allows the elasto-dynamic buckling load to be determined without actually having
to solve the equations of motion per se.
In this paper, attention will be directed to using the principle of energy conservation to investigate
the elasto-dynamic buckling of shallow pin-ended circular steel arches that are subjected to a
central step loading of infinite duration as shown in Figure 1.

2.

ENERGY CRITERION FOR ELASTO-DYNAMIC INSTABILITY

2.1

Equation of Motion Approach

In this section, a one degree-of-freedom idealized arch system shown in Figure 2 is used to
establish the energy criterion for dynamic instability. The system consists of two rigid bars with the
same length L pinned together and the other ends of the two bars are pin-ended or simply supported
(Figure 2). A mass m is attached to the pin-joint and a linear translational spring is connected to the
pin-joint with the dimensions as shown in Figure 2. The stiffness of the spring is k. The system is
assumed to have an initial angle 0. The motion of the system under a sudden horizontal load Q can
be described by the rotation angle .
Before developing the energy criterion for dynamic instability, the equation of motion approach is
used to investigate the dynamic instability of the one degree-of-freedom arch system. The equation
of motion for the system can be obtained in a dimensionless form as



   1 



1  sin   0  
 cos     Q sin     0 ,
1  sin    

(1)
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2
where θ   2θ τ is the dimensionless angular acceleration of the system, and the dimensionless

time parameter  is defined by   t k m , and

the dimensionless load Q is defined by

Q  2Q kL (Figure 2), in which t is the time.

Figure 2. One Degree-of-Freedom System
The initial value problem given by Eq. 1 can be solved by numerical schemes such as the
Runge-Kutta procedure when the initial conditions at τ = 0 are given. For example, when the initial
rotation angle   0  = 0.008 and the initial angular velocity   0   0 at τ = 0 are assumed, the
results that are obtained for the dimensionless load Q = 0.4000, 0.4100, 0.4153, and 0.4154 are
shown in Figure 3 as variations of the rotational angular response    with the dimensionless
time τ. It can be seen from Figure 3 that when the load Q = 0.4000, 0.4100, or 0.4153 is suddenly
applied, the motion of the system is simply oscillatory with small amplitudes. The oscillation takes
place between the initial position   0  = 0.008 and a maximum amplitude of    . When the
load Q = 0.4154 is suddenly applied, the amplitude of the motion of the system becomes so large
that an escaping motion, i.e. dynamic instability of the system, occurs as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Variations of the Rotational Response with Dimensionless Time
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Variations of the maximum response amplitude max with the dimensionless load Q are shown in
Figure 4. It can be seen that there is large jump in the maximum amplitude max at Q = 0.4154.
According to the Budiansky-Roth criterion [6], the dynamic buckling load is estimated to be Q =
0.4154.
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Figure 4. Variations of the Maximum Amplitude max with the Dimensionless Load Q
2.2

Energy Criterion for Elasto-Dynamic Instability

Although the equation of motion approach can be used with numerical methods to deal with a
continuum subjected to a number of initial conditions, calculations in this approach require an
excessive amount of time, which often makes its application very difficult. In addition, the accuracy
of this approach often depends on the number of degrees-of-freedom of the reduced system and on
the accuracy of the numerical method adopted [13-14].
For a dynamic instability analysis, what is actually needed is to establish the critical states for the
instability and so the complete dynamic solution is usually not needed. Herein, an effort will be
devoted to finding the criterion that makes it possible to determine the dynamic instability load
without actually having to solve the equations of motion for the arch system. A dynamic load
generally is one whose magnitude, direction, or point of application varies with time, and it is
difficult to solve the dynamic instability problem of a structure analytically under a general
dynamic load. This paper concentrates only on step loading with infinite duration, which is a
special form of dynamic loading and is suddenly applied at the time t = 0.
Because the structure and the step load of infinite duration form a conservative system, the total
energy of the system must satisfy the principle of energy conservation, i.e.

 

 

E ,   T   U    constant ,

 

where E , 

(2)

 

is the dimensionless total energy, T 

is the dimensionless kinetic energy of

the system and is given by
m[ L(t )]2 1 
 [  ]2 ,
T  
2
2kL
2

 

(3)
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and U   is the dimensionless total potential energy of the system and is given by
U   



1  sin   1  sin  0



2

 Q(cos  0  cos  ) .

(4)

 

The necessary conditions for extremes of the total energy E , 



E , 

are given by



  T    0 ,

 

(5)



  U     0 .

(6)

and



E , 

The condition given by Eq. 5 leads to

    0 .

(7)

 

The value of the total energy E , 

of the system is determined by the initial condition before it

is subjected the step loading. At t  0 , it is assumed that the system is free from loading and is at
rest, and so   0   0 and the displacement   0    0 . In this case, the total energy





 

 

E (0), (0)  0 at t  0 . Because of the principle of energy conservation, for t > 0





E ,   T   U    E (0), (0)  0 .

(8)

Substituting Eqs. 3 and 7 into Eq. 8 leads to
U ( )  0 ,

(9)

which indicates that vanishing of the total potential energy is a necessary condition for extremes of
the total energy.
Eq. 6 leads to another necessary condition for extremes of the total energy as
Q





1  sin   1  sin  0 cos 

sin  1  sin 
which is also the condition for the static equilibrium configurations of the system.

(10)

Variations of the total potential energy U   with rotation angle    0  are shown in Figure 5,
where Ai and Bi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the equilibrium positions obtained by setting U   0 .
Because the kinetic energy T  of the system is a positive definite function of the velocity 

 

and the system is at rest at t = 0 prior to loading, motion of the system is possible when the total
potential energy U   is non-positive and so the principle of energy conservation given by Eq. 8
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holds. It can be seen from Figure 5 that for loads Q  0.4000 or 0.4100, the total potential energy
U    0 at a stable equilibrium position Ai, so the principle of energy conservation given by Eq.
8 holds and the system will oscillate about Ai. However, the total potential energy of the system
U    0 at the unstable equilibrium position Bi, so the principle of energy conservation given by
Eq. 8 is violated and the oscillation of the system cannot reach the unstable equilibrium position Bi.
When the total potential energy at an unstable equilibrium position vanishes ( U     0 ), the
principle of energy conservation given by Eq. 8 holds if the kinetic energy also vanishes. In this
case, the oscillation of the system can reach the unstable equilibrium position and so dynamic
buckling is possible. The dynamic buckling load and the corresponding rotation angle can then be
obtained by solving U    0 given by Eq. 9 and U     0 given by Eq. 10
simultaneously as Qd  0.4154 and  = 0.174698 (B3 in Figure 5), which is the same as that
obtained from the equation of motion.
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The static equilibrium positions of the arch system given by Eq. (10) are compared with its
dynamic responses given by Eq. 1 in Figure 6 for loads Q  0.4000, 0.4100, 0.4153, and 0.4154. It
can be seen that when the load Q  0.4000, 0.4100 and 0.4153, the arch system oscillates through
the stable equilibrium positions  = 0.047307, 0.056118, and 0.063097 respectively and that the
oscillations cannot reach the unstable equilibrium positions  = 0.235087 (for Q  0.4000),
0.197357 (for Q  0.4100), and 0.175143 (for Q  0.4153). However, when the load Q  0.4154,
the arch system moves through the stable equilibrium position  = 0.06326 first, and then reaches
the unstable equilibrium position  = 0.174698 and escaping motion, i.e. dynamic instability of the
system occurs.
If the load is slowly applied to the system, it can be considered as a static load and the system may
buckle in a static instability mode. The static instability load of the system needs to satisfy
 2U
 0.
 2

(11)

Solving Eqs. 10 and 11 simultaneously yields the static instability load as Qs  0.4252 (Figure 5)
which is higher than the dynamic instability load Qd  0.4154 .

3.

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR SHALLOW STEEL ARCHES

It is assumed that the dynamic response of the arch is undamped and so the Lagrangian  of the
shallow pin-ended steel arch and load system can be expressed as

  T U ,

(12)

where T is the kinetic energy of the system given by
T

1
mA S / 2 2
m  v 2  w 2 dV 
v  w 2  ds,



V
S
/
2

2
2

(13)

and U is the total potential energy of the system given by
S 2
1 S2
E 2 dAds     s Qvds


S 2
2 S 2 A
(14)
S 2 1

2
2

    AE m  EI x v     s  Qv ds,
S 2 2


where   s  is the Dirac-delta function, E is the Young’s modulus of steel, A is the area of the
cross-section, and Ix is the second moment of area of the cross-section about its major principal
axis.

U

In Eq. 14, the longitudinal normal strain  at an arbitrary point of the cross-section consists of the
membrane strain m and bending strain b as [1, 2]

   m  b

with  m  w  v R  v2 2 and  b   yv ,

(15)
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where ( )= ( )/ s, s is the axial coordinate (Figure 1), v and w are the radial and axial
displacements of the centroid, R is the initial radius of the circular arch, and y is the coordinate of
the arbitrary point in the principal axis system of the cross-section.
The equations of motion can be derived from Hamilton's principle which can be stated as



t2

t1

t2

δ dt   δ T  U dt  0 with δv  δw  0 at t  t1 , t2 for  S / 2  s  S / 2.
t1

(16)

Integrating Eq. 16 by parts and considering that δv and δw are arbitrary, leads to the differential
equations of motion as
  0 and EI x v iv  AE m v  A E m R  mAv   ( s )Q R ,
 m  mAw

(17)

in the axial and radial directions; and to the boundary conditions v  v  w  0 at s   S / 2 .
In this study, the arch is assumed to be free from loading and at rest at t = 0 before the step loading.
  0
Hence, the initial conditions of the arch are v  v  v  w  w  w
at t  0
for  S 2  s  S 2 .

4.

ELASTO-STATIC INSTABILITY OF SHALLOW STEEL ARCHES

4.1

Nonlinear Elasto-Static Equilibrium

In order to use the principle of energy conservation to investigate the dynamic instability of a
shallow arch under central step loading of infinite duration, knowledge of the static primary
equilibrium path and of the static instability of the arch under a central static load is essential. The
static instability of a shallow pin-ended circular arch was investigated by Bradford et al. [1]. For the
static instability analysis, the displacements v and w are independent of time t and so
  0 .
v  v  w  w
From the first equation of Eq. 17, the membrane strain is a constant and can be written as

m  

N
AE

(18)

where N is the axial compressive force.
The differential equation of equilibrium for the radial direction can then be obtained from the
second differential equation of motion of Eq. 17 as
v iv



2

 v 

 sQ
NR



1
,
R

(19)

where μ is the axial force parameter and is defined by

2 

N
.
EI x

(20)
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The solution for v can be obtained from Eq. 19 and the boundary conditions v  v  0 at
s   S / 2 as
v


cos   s 
1 
1
2
2
   S 2     s  
1 
2


 R  cos   S 2  2


Q
 tan   S 2  cos   s    S 2  H  s   s  sin(  s )    ,
S 2


(21)

where the dimensionless load Q is given by
Q

Q  S 2
2EI x

2



QRS
,
4 EI x

(22)

and the step function H() is given by
 1 for s  0
H s  
.
1 for s  0

(23)

From Eqs. 15 and 18, it can be obtained that

w  

N
v v2
.
 
AE R 2

(24)

Substituting Eq. 21 into Eq. 24 and integrating it over the entire arch leads to the nonlinear equation
of equilibrium for the external central load and the internal axial force as
A1Q 2  B1Q  C1  0,
where

A1 

B1 

1
4   S 2

4

1
2   S 2

4

(25)

 2
3tan   S 2  
 3 ,
 tan   S 2  
S 2



(26)

 2 cos   S 2    S 2sin   S 2  
 2 ,

cos 2   S 2 



(27)

2

  S   S / 2  sin(  S / 2) cos(  S / 2) 1
C1  

 
4(  S / 2)3 cos 2 (  S / 2)
6
 2 

with  

 S /2
S2

,
2 rx
4rx R

(28)

in which  is the geometric parameter of the arch, which is a function of the half included angle 
and the slenderness S / rx of the arch.
4.2

Limit Instability

A typical nonlinear elastic behaviour obtained from Eqs. 21 and 25 for an arch with a geometric
parameter  = 6.5 is shown in Figure 7a as variations of the dimensionless central displacement
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vc f with the dimensionless load Q , and in Figure 7b as variations of the internal axial force
parameter  S 2 with the dimensionless load Q , where vc is the central radial displacement and f
is the arch rise. It is assumed that the arch is loaded in a displacement-controlled manner. It can be
seen from Figures 7a and 7b that as the displacement increases, the load and the internal force
parameter increase along the stable equilibrium path 0a until the upper limit point a is reached. As
the displacement continues to increase, the load decreases along the unstable equilibrium path ab
and the internal axial force parameter increases first and then decreases until the lower limit point b
is reached. As the displacement increases further, the load increases again but the internal axial
force continues to decrease along the stable equilibrium path bf. The loads corresponding to the
upper and lower limit points are known as the upper and lower limit instability loads, respectively.
However, in practice, an arch is usually loaded in a load-controlled manner. When the load is
increased further from the limit point a by an infinitesimal amount, there is no adjacent stable
equilibrium state and the only possible stable equilibrium state exists at a finite distance apart, i.e.
at the state corresponding to the stable equilibrium point c as shown in Figures 7a and 7b.
Therefore, the arch snaps through from the limit point a to the equilibrium point c, as indicated by
the dashed lines in Figures 7a and 7b, which are not an equilibrium path.
When the external load decreases, the arch follows the path fcb until the lower limit point b is
reached. If the load is further decreased by an infinitesimal amount, there is no adjacent stable
equilibrium state and the arch will snap-through to the stable equilibrium point d. Because of the
snap-through phenomenon, the upper and lower limit instability loads are also known as the upper
and lower snap-through buckling loads.
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Figure 7. Static Limit Instability
Eq. 25 expresses the load Q as an implicit function of the axial force parameter  as F (Q,  )  0 .



Setting Q    F  Q,   

  F Q,  

Q



leads to the following equation for the upper

and lower limit points a and b
A2Q 2  B2Q  C2  0,
A2 

1
8   S 2

4

 15 tan   S 2 
2   S 2  tan   S 2  
7


8 
,
8   S 2
cos 2   S 2 
cos 2   S 2 



(29)
(30)
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1
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4

2
2
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 S 2
2   S 2 

8
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,
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cos   S 2  cos   S 2  
 cos   S 2 


(31)


3 tan   S 2  2   S 2  tan   S 2     S 2 
3


.
 2

S 2
2
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2
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2

The limit instability loads obtained by solving Eqs. (25) and (29) simultaneously are shown in
Figures 7a and 7b.
4.3

Bifurcation Buckling

Considering equilibrium in the prebuckled and the adjacent buckled configurations, and that the
buckling membrane strain  mb  0 , leads to the differential equation for elasto-bifurcation buckling
of the arch as

vbiv

2

 vb  0,

(33)

where vb is the buckling displacement. The solution of Eq. 33 can be written as
vb  E1 cos   s   E2 sin   s   E3 s  E4 .

(34)

Substituting Eq. 34 into the boundary conditions vb  vb  0 at s   S 2 leads to a group of four
homogeneous algebraic equations for E1, E2, E3, E4. The condition for nontrivial solutions of the
group of equations for E1, E2, E3, and E4 leads to a characteristic equation as
sin(  S 2) cos(  S 2)  0.

(35)

The fundamental solution of the first factor sin(  S 2)  0 of Eq. 35 is  S 2   and
substituting this into the nonlinear equation of equilibrium given by Eq. 25 yields the equation for
the bifurcation buckling load as
A3Q 2  B3Q  C3  0

with

A3 

3
4

, B3  
4

2



, C3 
4

1 2

 .
4 2 6  2
1

(36)

Typical bifurcation buckling behaviour for an arch with a geometric parameter  = 13 obtained
from Eqs. 22, 25 and 36 is shown in Figure 8a as variations of the dimensionless central
displacement vc f with the dimensionless load Q and in Figure 8b as variations of the internal
axial force parameter  S 2 with the dimensionless load Q . It can be seen from Figures 8a and
8b that as the displacement increases, the load increases along the stable equilibrium path 0a until
the upper bifurcation point a is reached. As the displacement continues to increase, the internal
axial force remains a constant but the load decreases along the secondary bifurcation unstable
equilibrium path ab until the lower bifurcation point b is reached and at the lower bifurcation point
b, equilibrium of the arch bifurcates from the secondary bifurcation equilibrium path back to the
primary stable equilibrium path bf. After that, as the displacement increases, the load again
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increases but the internal axial force continues to decrease along the stable equilibrium path bf.
The curve for the primary equilibrium path is also shown in Figures 8a and 8b. It can be seen that
the upper limit instability load at the limit point as is higher than the upper bifurcation buckling
load, while the lower limit instability load at the limit point bs is lower than the lower bifurcation
buckling load. Hence, limit instability of this arch cannot occur.
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Figure 8. Bifurcation Buckling
In practice, an arch is usually loaded in a load-controlled manner. When the load is increased
further from the bifurcation buckling point a by an infinitesimal amount, there is no adjacent stable
equilibrium state and the only possible equilibrium state exists at a finite distance apart, i.e. at the
state corresponding to a remote stable equilibrium point a1 as shown in Figures 8a and 8b.
Similarly to the limit instability, the arch snaps from the bifurcation buckling point a to the remote
stable equilibrium point a1, as indicated by the dashed lines in Figures 8a and 8b, which is not an
equilibrium path.

5

ELASTO-DYNAMIC ISTABILITY OF SHALLOW STEEL ARCHES

The criterion for the elasto-dynamic instability developed for the one degree-of-freedom idealized
arch system can be applied to the elasto-dynamic instability analysis of shallow pin-ended arches
under central step loading with infinite duration.
The dimensionless total potential energy of the arch and load system can be obtained by
substituting solutions for the membrane strain m given by Eq. 18 and for the radial displacement v
given by Eq. 21 into the expression for the dimensionless total potential energy given by Eq. 14 and
then integrating the expression as
U

EI x
A Q 2  B4Q  C4  ,
2  4
R

where

(37)
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2
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(38)

2

 2 S 2 cos 2   S 2 

3 tan   S 2   2 S 3   S / 2 
S
S


C4  

 .
2 4 cos 2   S 2 
2
8   

(39)

2

(40)

Before being subjected to the central step loading, the shallow arch is assumed to be free from
loading and at rest. Hence, the total energy of the arch is equal to zero, i.e. E = 0 at t = 0. From the
principle of energy conservation, for t > 0
E  T U  0 .

(41)

It is noted that the kinetic energy T of the arch imparted by the step loading is a positive definite
function of the velocities. When the load is sufficiently small, from Eq. 14, the potential energy U
of the arch and load system at a stable equilibrium position is non-positive, the principle of energy
conservation given by Eq. 41 may hold and the arch will oscillate about the stable equilibrium
position. However, when the load is so small that the total potential energy U of the system at an
unstable equilibrium position given by Eq. 14 is positive, the total energy E does not vanish and the
principle of energy conservation given by Eq. 41 is violated. In this case, the motion of the arch to
the unstable equilibrium position is impossible. As the value of the step load increases, it can be
obtained from Eq. 14 that the total potential energy U decreases. Because the kinetic energy of the
arch is a positive definite function, its minimum value is equal to zero. From the principle of energy
conservation given by Eq. 41, the necessary condition that the arch can move to the unstable
equilibrium position with the zero kinetic energy is vanishing of the total potential energy U of the
arch, i.e.
U  A4Q 2  B4Q  C4  0 .

(42)

In this case, the elasto-dynamic instability of the arch under the central step loading of infinite
duration is possible. Because the elasto-dynamic instability load corresponds to an unstable
equilibrium position, it also needs to satisfy the equilibrium equation given by Eq. 25. The
elasto-dynamic instability load can then be obtained by solving Eqs. 25 and 42 simultaneously.
Since Eq. 25 describes the primary equilibrium of the arch, the solution obtained is the upper
elasto-dynamic instability load.
The total potential energy may also vanish on the secondary bifurcation unstable equilibrium path.
In this case, the lower elasto-dynamic instability load can be obtained by solving Eq. 42 with
S 2 .
Typical solutions for the upper and lower elasto-dynamic instability loads for an arch with an arch
geometric parameter  = 14 are shown in Figure 9, where the solid line is the primary equilibrium
path under static loading, the dashed line is the secondary equilibrium path for bifurcation buckling,
and the dot-dashed line represents the variation of the dimensionless load Q and axial force
parameter  S 2 for the condition of zero total potential energy ( U  0 ). The intersection point du
of the zero total potential energy curve and the unstable branch asbs of the primary equilibrium path
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defines the upper elasto-dynamic instability load while the intersection point dl on the zero total
potential energy curve and the secondary bifurcation equilibrium path ab defines the lower
elasto-dynamic instability load.
λ = 14
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Figure 9. Upper and Lower Dynamic Instability Loads
The variations of the dimensionless upper and lower elasto-dynamic instability loads QS2/16EIx
with the arch geometric parameter  are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the elasto-dynamic
instability load increases with an increase of the arch geometric parameter. The variations of the
elasto-static instability loads QS2/16EIx of the arches given by Eqs. 25, 29, and 36 with the
geometric parameter  are also shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that both the upper and the lower
elasto-dynamic instability loads are lower than the corresponding elasto-static instability load.
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Figure 10. Comparisons of Dynamic Instability Loads with their Static Counterparts

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The principle of conservation of energy was used in this paper in conjunction with a one
degree-of-freedom idealized arch system to establish an energy criterion for the elasto-dynamic
instability of a conservative structural system. The merit of the criterion is that it can determine the
critical instability load without the need to solve the equations of motion of the system. The energy
criterion was applied to the elasto-dynamic instability analysis of shallow pin-ended circular steel
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arches that are subjected to central step loading with infinite duration. The exact total potential
energy, and the exact primary equilibrium and the secondary bifurcation equilibrium paths have
been obtained, which are essential for the elasto-dynamic instability analysis based on the principle
of energy conservation. Analytical solutions for the upper and lower elasto-dynamic instability
loads of shallow pin-ended arches under the central step loading with infinite duration have been
obtained. Because they are based on the exact total potential energy and equilibrium paths, the
solutions for the elasto-dynamic instability loads are accurate. It has been found that the
elasto-dynamic instability load for a pin-ended arch increases with an increase of the arch
geometric parameter. It has also been found that the elasto-dynamic instability load of a shallow
pin-ended arch due to the central step loading is lower than its elasto-static counterpart.
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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the testing results of two full-scale partially overlapped circular hollow section
(CHS) K-joints. The two specimens were designed in such a way that partially overlapping is inevitable in order to
eliminate the eccentricity of the resulted joints. Experimental studies were carried out by applying static loadings at
the end of the through braces of the joints. The stress distributions of the partially overlapped CHS K-joints tested
under the three basic loading cases (axial (AX), in-plane (IPB) and out-of-plane bending (OPB)) and their
combinations were carefully recorded during the test. For each specimen, experimental study was carried out to
investigate the stress concentration factor (SCF) and the hot spot stress (HSS) distributions along the brace-chord
intersections. The experimental results obtained show that even for a simple combination of AX and IPB loading
cases, the maximum HSS could be located either on the brace side or the chord side of the joints. The SCFs obtained
from the experimental studies are compared with the SCF formulae suggested by Efthymiou and Durkin [1] and
those from finite element analyses. It is observed that Efthymiou’s formulae may not be completely suitable for the
design of partially overlapped CHS K-joints.
Keywords: Partially overlapped circular hollow section K-joint, stress concentration factor, hot spot stress, fatigue
assessments

1.

INTRODUCTION

Simple non-overlapped circular hollow section (CHS) K-joint is one of the most widely used
connection types in offshore structures. However, due to the existence of a gap between the braces,
under some geometrical configurations, eccentricity and unbalanced moment could be generated on
the chord and this may lead to undesirable brittle responses of the joints (BOMEL [2]). Hence, in
many design codes (Zhao et al. [3] and EC3 [4]), an upper limited is imposed on the eccentricity for
non-overlapped K-joints. In practice, any eccentricity for a non-overlapped CHS K-joint could be
eliminated by partially overlapping the braces. When compared with a non-overlapped K-joint, a
partially overlapped CHS K-joint normally has a higher fabrication cost due to the more complex
intersection profile. However, due to their optimized load transfer pattern and zero eccentricity
property, partially overlapped CHS K-joints often offer a higher residual capacity and ultimate
strength (Bouwkamp [5-6]). In a study carried out by Healy [7], it was found that in case the
through brace was in tension, the capacity of partially overlapped joint was much better than when
it was otherwise loaded. Dexter and Lee [8-9] examined numerically the effects of several
geometrical parameters and the overlapping percentage on the behaviour of overlapped joints. It
was founding that, in general, overlapping the braces has a beneficial effect on joint strength for the
joints with relatively thick brace walls. Furthermore, it was also reported from Dexter et al. [10]
that partially overlapped CHS K-joints are expected to have increased strength up to a certain
amount of overlap and then decrease when the joint is completely overlapped. Besides strength
enhancement, partially overlapped joint could also lead to more cost effective joint design. In a
study carried out by Tizani et. al. [11], it is found that after considering both material and
fabrication costs, the use of a partially overlapped joint could lead to the cheapest solution with the
addition fabrication cost actually offset by avoiding the use of canned gap joint as an alternative.
The Hong Kong Institute of Steel Construction
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In the study of fatigue performance of partially overlapped CHS K-joints, works by Bouwkamp
[5-6] found that the stress concentration factor (SCF) could be reduced by more than 30% when
compared with the non-overlapped CHS K-joints having the same parameters and properties.
Fessler et al. [12] also observed that the hot spot stress (HSS) of a partially overlapped CHS K-joint
is 40%-45% less than a gap joint. Furthermore, having compared the results of overlapped and
gapped CHS K-joints, Gibstein [13] concluded that fatigue strength improvements could be
obtained by using a partially overlapped joint with same chord and brace diameter. So far, the most
detailed work related to the SCF and the HSS distributions of this joint type was published by
Efthymiou and Durkin [1]. Over 100 partially overlapped CHS K-joints were analyzed using finite
element (FE) models for nine different load cases. Parametric equations were then developed for
each load case and the results were experimentally verified by Dharmavasan and Seneviratne [14]
using acrylic models. It was found that overlapping helps reduce the chord SCFs significantly.
Despite the above mentioned advantages of a partially overlapped K-joint, equations for the fatigue
design of this type of joints are not commonly available in design code. Efthymiou and Durkin [1]
had published some formulae but they were not adopted in the EC3 [4]. Furthermore, not many full
scale testing results related to the SCF and the HSS values for partially overlapped CHS K-joints
were reported (Lee et al. [15]). The main objective of this study is to investigate experimentally the
SCF distribution around the brace-chord intersection for this type of joints. Static tests were
conducted for two carefully designed full scale partially overlapped CHS K-joints. Basic (AX, IPB
and OPB) and combined loadings were applied to the joints and detailed measurements for the
stresses induced along the joint intersection were made. A comparison between the experimental
results obtained with Efthmiou’s formulae [1] and those obtained from FE modeling are then
carried out.

2.

SET UP OF THE TEST RIG AND THE LOADING SYSTEM

The tests of the partially overlapped CHS K-joints were carried out using the “orange” rig (Figure 1)
located in the Construction Technology Laboratory, School of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Nanyang Technological University. This test rig is designed for static and fatigue tests of hollow
section joints under AX, IPB and OPB loads or combinations of them. The test rig has three
actuators namely, Actuators 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 2) installed at one end of the rig which are able to
apply cyclic loadings with adjustable frequency to the specimen along three mutually perpendicular
axes. In this study, Actuators 1 and 2 which have a maximum capacity of 250kN were employed to
apply AX and IPB loadings, respectively. Actuator 3 with a maximum capacity of 150kN was
employed for the generation OPB loading. All three actuators can apply both tension and
compression loadings and they can be operated individually or concurrently to create combined
loading conditions.

3.

THE SPECIMENS TESTED

In this study, two full scale partially overlapped CHS K-joints (Specimen I and Specimen II) were
test. The typical test set up of the two specimens and their geometrical properties are shown in
Figures 1 and 3. Each joint specimen comprises the chord, a through brace and an overlapping
brace. The angles between the braces and the chord are equal to 45 and 60 for Specimens SI and
Specimen SII, respectively. These two joints were fabricated using structural steel pipes compiled
to the BS EN10210-S355 J2H standard. The joints were welded according to the AWS
specifications [16]. Ultrasonic checking was conducted along all the welding paths to ensure that
the welding at the intersections of the chord and braces was complete penetration groove weld with
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standard flat profile. In the set up of each specimen, both ends of the chord and the overlapping
brace were welded onto the flat plates and bolted directly onto strong reaction panels of the rig. The
end of the through brace was welded onto a flat plate and bolted directly onto the actuators (Figure
2). The physical dimensions and other important non-dimensional parameters of the specimens are
listed in Table 1. The material properties of the sections obtained from standard coupon tests are
summarized in Table 2. Note that the section sizes and configurations of these two specimens were
carefully selected in such a way that if they are fabricated as non-overlapped joints with minimum
gap spacing, the eccentricity of the resulted joints shall exceed the maximum limit imposed by the
EC3 [4].

Through brace
Overlapping brace

Chord

Figure 1. The “Orange” rig and the Partially Overlapped CHS K-Joint Specimen

+OPB

Actuator 3
+IPB
+AX

Actuator 2

Actuator 1

Figure 2. Actuators and Loading Directions
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Table 1. Dimension of Specimens
Specimen
SI
SII

D(mm)
273
355.6

T(mm)
26
16

d(mm)
244.5
323.9

t(mm)
20.0
16

1()

2()

45
60

45
60

OV(%)
21
45.35

e(mm)
0
0

(a) Physical Dimensions
Specimen
SI
SII

=2LC/D

=d/D

42.789
27.146

0.895
0.91

2=D/T
10.50
22.22

=t/T
0.769
1.00

(b) Non-Dimensional Parameters
Table 2. Material Properties of the Specimens
Specimen

Member

Yield strength
(MPa)

Tensile strength
(MPa)

SI

Chord
Braces
Chord
Braces

403.9
426.9
428.17
424.23

553.6
585.1
526.00
564.94

SII

4.

Modulus
of Elasticity
(GPa)
207.5
201.9
204.21
200.89

STRAIN AND STRESS MEASUREMENTS

Since the main objective of this study is to investigate the HSS and the SCF distributions along the
intersections of the tubular sections, extensive strain measurements were conducted by installation
of strain gauge arrays at the joint. At the joint intersections, three curves, namely, Curves A, B and
C were identified (Figure 4). Curve A is the intersection between the through and the overlapping
brace. Curves B and C are the intersections between the chord and the overlapping and the through
braces, respectively. From Figure 4, it can be seen that for each side of the joint, these three curves
meet at a junction point. Along these three curves, strain gauges were installed at locations near the
weld toe of the chord and the braces to record the strain distributions. As from many past studies
(Lee et al. [15, 17]), the quadratic extrapolation method (Zhao et al. [3]) is needed to obtain
accurate strain measurements, three rows of strain gauges were installed at each measurement
location along the line perpendicular to the weld toe at distances equal to 0.4t, 1.0t and 1.4t (t is the
thickness of member) from the weld toe (Figures 4 and 5). Three types of strain gauge
arrangements were deployed in this study (Figure 5). At locations far way from the junction point
and the saddle and crown of the intersections, a single perpendicular strain gauge arrangement is
used. At the saddle and crown of the intersections, an arrangement of a pair of strain gauges
arranged in the perpendicular and the parallel directions to the weld toe was adopted. Finally, in
order to capture the complex strain pattern, rosettes were deployed at regions close to the junction
point. Besides along the intersection curves, eight strain gauges were also installed at the two
cross-sections along the through brace to detect any secondary bending moment caused by load
eccentricity and joint flexibility (Figure 6). During the test, all strain gauges were connected to four
TML ASW-50 switchboxes and a TML TDS-801 data logger. The data logger was then connected
to a personal computer where special software for monitoring, collecting and processing of the
testing data was installed.
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Figure 3. Dimensions and Configuration of the Specimens

Chord
Overlapping
brace

Through brace

Junction point
Curve B

Curve C

Curve A

Figure 4. Close up View of the Partially Overlapped Joint and the Three Welding Curves
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Curve B
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Curve C
100

Through brace
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Chord
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0

Weld toe
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Weld toe

SCT7
STC8

Through brace

STC0

Weld toe

single strain gauge
Chord
two strain gauges at 90
Rosette

(b) Strain Gauges Locations on Chord and Braces, SI

Overlapping brace

Weld toe

SOT3

STO3

SOT0

STO0

SOT-3

STO-3

Through brace

Weld toe

Chord

single strain gauge
two strain gauges at 90
Rosette

(c) Strain Gauges Locations on Through and Overlapping Braces, SI

SCT0

SOC8
SOC0
Overlapping brace

SCT8
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(a) Plan View of the Intersection
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Overlapping brace
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STC8

STC0

Through brace

single strain gauge
Chord
two strain gauges at 90

Weld toe

Rosette

Weld toe

(d) Strain Gauges Locations on Chord and Braces, SII

Weld toe

Chord

Weld toe

SOT4

STO4

SOT0
Overlapping brace

STO0

Through brace

STO-4
single strain gauge
two strain gauges at 90
Rosette

(e) Strain Gauges Locations on through and Overlapping Braces, SII
Figure 5. Strain Gauges Locations for Specimens
Table 3. Peak HSS for the Maximum Basic and Combined Cases Applied in the Test
Specimen

SI

SII

Load cases
AX (200kN)
IPB (+45kN)
IPB (-45kN)
OPB (30kN)
AX (200kN) +
+ IPB (+45kN)
AX (200kN) +
IPB (-45kN)
AX (100kN)
IPB (+12kN)
IPB (-12kN)
OPB (16kN)
AX (100kN) +
+IPB (+12kN)
AX (100kN) +
IPB (-12kN)

HSS (MPa)
Chord
20.5
110.61
253.60
89.93

Brace
20.81
345.11
111.19
127.00

178.89

364.67

285.92

125.44

14.75
113.49
116.24
109.58

7.87
71.49
72.11
80.10

121.9

95.44

97.44

56.42
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L1=2446/3
L2=24462/3

Figure 6. Eight Strain Gauges at the Midway of the through Brace
5.

STATIC TEST PROCEDURE

In the static test, a series of basic loading cases and combinations of them were applied. The basic
load cases were employed to obtain the SCF and the HSS distributions from the specimens and to
validate the results against the published equations (Efthymiou and Durkin [1]). Prior to the actual
test, the specimen was subjected to at least six loading and unloading sequences. This precaution
shall test for the satisfactory performance of strain gauges and eliminated any drift of strain
measurements due to the fabrication of the joints. In the actual test, each specimen was first
subjected to an incremental static load on one axis, and the strains were checked against linearity
and zero drift to indicate shakedown of residual stress. The eight strain gauges installed at the cross
sections of the joint members were monitored by data logger to manage the applied loads in such a
way that secondary loads would not be involved. The actuators were then ramped to the
predetermined loads. During the static test, in order to ensure that the joint remained fully elastic,
the maximum static load applied was carefully computed so that the peak HSS generated in all
loading cases shall not exceed 85% of the corresponding material yield stress of the sections (Table
3). It should be mentioned that while only positive value of AX and OPB loadings were applied in
the test, both positive and negative IPB loadings (Figure 3) were applied. During the tests, the
actuators were ramped to the maximum load in at least six loading increments. At each step, the
actuators were held in place and the strain readings were recorded. The loads were then increased to
the next level and measurements were repeated. After reached the maximum load, the above steps
were repeated by releasing the applied load in several increments to zero.
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TEST RESULTS

SCF Computations
At locations where only the single strain gauge arrangement was used, the strain values measured
were directly converted to the stress values by multiple them with the Young’s modules and the
stress-strain conversion factors (Lee et al. [17]). Quadratic extrapolation was then applied to obtain
the stress at the weld toe for SCF computation. At locations where the two strain gauges
arrangement was used, the corresponding strain concentration factor (SNCF) is first computed as

SNCF 

HSSN
SN nominal

(1)

where SNnominal is the nominal strain computed from the eight strain gauges readings at the center of
brace sides. The SCF value is then computed using the following equation:

SCF  SNCF

(1  νξ|| /ξ  )

(2)

(1  ν 2 )

In Eq. 2 strains  and  are, respectively the perpendicular and the parallel strain components
recorded by the strain gauges and =0.3 is the Poisson’s ratio. Eventually, quadratic extrapolation
was again employed to compute the SCF at the weld toe. At location where rosettes were deployed,
the principal strain and stress could be directly computed and the SCF values at weld toe were then
obtained by extrapolations.

Through brace ( AX)
Through brace (OPB)
Through brace (-IPB)

Overlapping brace ( AX)
Overlapping brace (OPB)
Overlapping brace (-IPB)

4.00

SCF

3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
-1.00
0

20

40

60

80

100

Distance from STO0 (mm)

(a) Curve A

120

140

160
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Chord (AX)

Through bace (AX)

Chord (+IPB)

Through brace (+IPB)

Chord (OPB)

Through brace (OPB)

3
2.5
2
SCF

1.5
1
0.5
0
-0.5 0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

-1
Distance from SCT0 (mm)

(b) Curve C
Figure 7. Variations of SCF along the Welding Curves A and C of SI
SCF Distributions
For Specimen I, it is found that critical SCF values were induced along Curve A and Curve B. In
particular, a positive and a negative IPB loading induced high values of SCF along Curve C and
Curve A, respectively. The SCF distributions along Curves A and C for Specimen I under different
basic loading cases are shown in Figure 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. In Figure 7(a), the SCF
distributions along both the through and the overlapping braces are plotted. From Figure 7(a), it can
be seen that in general, the SCF distributions along the through brace are higher than that along the
overlapping brace. For Curve C, as shown in Figure 7(b) for the SCF distributions along the chord
and the through brace, the SCF distributions along the through brace are higher than that along the
chord.
For Specimen II, similar plots for the SCF distributions are shown in Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b)
for Curve A and Curve C, respectively. From Figure 8(a), it is again observed that for Curve A
under the same basic loadings, the SCF induced along the through brace are in general higher than
that along the overlapping brace. However, for Curve C, it is found that the maximum SCF induced
along the chord is higher than that along the through brace. Hence, it could be concluded that
besides the magnitude, the location of maximum SCF could also be influenced by the geometrical
parameters of the joint.
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Figure 8. Variations of SCFs along the Welding Curves A and C of SII
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HSS Distributions
In this study, three different approaches were employed to evaluate the HSS of the joints tested
under combined loading conditions. Besides direct strain and stress measurements obtained during
the experimental study, the standard superposition method (Zhao et al. [3]) was also employed to
compute the HSS from the SCF values obtained from the basic load cases. When the superposition
method is used, for the combined load cases, (p), the stress at a given point p at the weld toe is
calculated as

(p)=SCFAX(p)n-AX + SCFIPB(p)n-IPB + SCFOPB(p)n-OPB

(3)

where SCFAX(p), SCFIPB(p) and SCFOPB(p) are, respectively, the SCFs at point p for the AX, the
IPB and the OPB loads. n-AX, n-IPB and n-OPB are the corresponding nominal stresses. Finally,
HSS values were also evaluated by carrying out a detailed finite element analysis using 3D solid
elements model developed for fatigue performance study (Chiew et al. [18]). Figure 9 shows the
3D solid finite element meshes adopted in the numerical modelings. From Figure 9, it can be seen
that high density of small elements were placed along the intersection part of the joint. Note that a
similar quadratic extrapolation method was also adopted to extract the HSS values from the FE
models. Hence, the HSS values obtained from numerical modeling could be directly compared with
the corresponding results obtained from the experiments and the superposition method.
After some detail comparisons among all the results obtained, it is found that when the joints were
subjected to combine AX and IPB loadings, peak HSS was induced along Curve C. Figure 10(a)
and Figure 10(b) show the HSS distributions obtained by the three approaches along Curve C for
Specimens I and II, respectively. For Specimen I, it can be seen that for all the three approaches
used, HSS distributions along the through brace are higher than the corresponding distribution
along the chord. Note that this observation is different from most results obtained in other T/Y and
gapped K-joints studies in which the peak HSS location was almost all reported to be located along
the chord side of the joint. For Specimen II, from Figure 10(b), it can be concluded that under the
AX and IPB loading combination, the peak HSS is located along the chord side of the joint while
the results obtained from all three different approaches show reasonable agreement. Hence, it can
be concluded that when one would like to carry out fatigue assessment of an uncracked partially
overlapped CHS K-joint, cares shall be paid on the locations of the peak HSS which could either be
located along the chord side or the brace side of the joint.
Comparison with Efthymiou’s Formulae
The maximum SCF values obtained from the tests under the AX and IPB load cases and the
corresponding values obtained by using Efthymiou’s formulae [1] along the Curve C are plotted in
Figure 11 and Figure 12 for Specimens I and II, respectively. In addition, the maximum SCF values
for all loading cases obtained from the test, from the FE models and from the Efthymiou’s formulae
are summarized in Table 4. Note that in Figures 11 and 12, the SCF values from Efthymiou’s
formulae were plotted as horizontal lines since the these formulae only give a single SCF value but
not the distribution along the weld toe. Furthermore, since Efthymiou’s formulae do not give any
value for the load case of OPB, no comparison was made between the formulae and the
experimental results. From Figures 11 and 12 and Table 4, it can be concluded that the Efthymiou’s
formulae is conservative for both specimens for the IPB loading case. However, they are not always
conservative for the AX loading case (e.g. Specimen I, AX loading for both chord and brace side).
Hence, the use of these formulae in practical applications may not be always able to yield
conservative estimation of the fatigue life of a partially overlapped CHS K-joint.
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Figure 9. Finite Element Meshes used in the Numerical Modeling of the Specimens
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Figure 10. Comparison of HSS Obtained from Test, Superposition Method and FE Analyses
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Figure 11. Comparison of SCF Variations Obtained from Test and Efthymiou’s Formulae, SI.
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Table 4. Summary of SCF for Basic Loading Cases Obtained from Test,
Efthymiou’s Formulae and FE Analyses
Specimen
Basic load
cases
AX

+IPB
-IPB

OPB

7.

Methods
Test
Efthymiou
FEM
Test
Efthymiou
FEM
Test
Efthymiou
FEM
Test
Efthymiou
FEM

SI
Chord
2.86
1.55
0.98
0.8
1.55
1.61
1.56
1.56
0.72
1.71

SII
Brace
2.9
2.08
2.29
2.32
2.71
2.87
0.68
0.69
0.99
1.48

Chord
5.38
5.75
3.18
2.62
3.65
3.92
1.99
1.99
2.40
3.11

Brace
4.32
3.94
2.71
2.09
3.05
3.38
1.23
0.69
1.94
1.85

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a carefully planned experimental study was carried out to investigate the SCF and the
HSS distributions along the joint intersection of two full scale partially overlapped CHS K-joints.
The experimental results show that, depends on the geometrical parameters of the joint, the
maximum SCF could locate on either the brace side or the chord side of the joint. This is different
from the previous research findings on T-, Y and K-joints with gap in which the maximum SCF
normally locates on the chord side only. In addition, the experimental results also shows that
Ethymiou’s formulae [1] are conservative only when the joints were subjected to IPB loading, but
not for the case of AX loading. Hence, it is probably fair enough to say that the Efthymiou’s
formulae, which are currently the only formulae available in literature, may not be completely
suitable for the design of partially overlapped CHS K-joints. Therefore, there is a need to develop a
new design recommendation. Towards the end, the numerical examples given in this paper shown
that reliable SCF values could be obtained from a carefully constructed FE model. Hence, further
research works on both the experimental and parametric numerical studies could be conducted to
obtain a more complete picture for the responses of this type of joints under different loading
conditions.

NOTATIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

LC
D
d
e
T
t
OV




1

Length of Chord
Outside chord diameter
Outside brace diameter
Eccentricity
Chord wall thickness
Brace wall thickness
Percentage of overlapping
Chord length parameter (2L/D)
Brace-to-chord diameter ratio (d/D)
Chord radius-to-wall thickness ratio (D/2T)
Angle between chord and through brace
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(p)
SNnominal
SCFAX(p)
SCFIPB(p)
SCFOPB(p)

n-AX
n-IPB
n-OPB

CHS
AX
IPB
OPB
HSS
SCF
SNCF

Angle between chord and overlapping brace
Wall thickness ratio (t/T)
perpendicular strain component
parallel strain component
stress at a given point p at the weld toe
nominal strain
SCFs at point p for the AX load
SCFs at point p for the IPB load
SCFs at point p for the OPB load
nominal stress for the AX load
nominal stress for the IPB load
nominal stress for the OPB load
Circular hollow section
Axial load
In-plane bending
Out-of-plane bending
Hot spot stress
Stress concentration factor
strain concentration factor
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ABSTRACT: Co-rotational formulation is suitable for the incremental-iterative nonlinear analysis of framed
structure which can be divided into three stages: the predictor, corrector and error-checking phases. The corrector or
force recovery procedure determines the accuracy of the solution while the predictor affects only the convergence
speed and direction of iteration. This paper details the formulation of the incremental-iterative nonlinear analysis of
framed structure with PEP element and reviews the present existing force recovery procedures. A new force recovery
method is proposed and compared with total secant iteration method and pure incremental method. It is found
through three numerical examples that this incremental iteration force recovery procedure has a convergence rate
comparable to total secant iteration method and it is recommended for path-dependent analysis.
Keywords: Nonlinear analysis; framed structures; force recovery procedure; steel frame

1.

INTRODUCTION

The nonlinear analysis of 3Dimensional framed structures has been extensively studied by various
researchers. Geometric nonlinearity is an important nonlinear source because of the slenderness of
most framed structure members. Plasticity and semi-rigid connections also play an important role
for nonlinear analysis.. To obtain the nonlinear response of framed structure accurately, the
incremental-iterative technique provides a unique solution under a prescribed load level. In practice
the incremental and iterative solution strategy are employed to trace the load vs. deflection path of
a structure.
The incremental-iterative nonlinear analysis of framed structure can be divided into three stages:
the predictor, corrector and error-checking phases. The task of the predictor stage is to estimate the
structural displacements under a given load increment. The corrector is concerned with recovery of
the element forces for the obtaining element displacements and deformations. In the error-checking
phase the unbalanced forces are computed by comparing the internal resistant forces with the
applied loads. The predictor affects only the convergence and direction of iteration, while the
corrector determines the accuracy of solution [1].
In this paper the recovery procedure of the element forces is investigated and three force recovery
methods, namely as the total secant iteration, pure incremental and incremental secant iteration
force recovery procedures are described. The advantages and limitations of these three force
recovery methods are compared.
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CO-ROTATIONAL FORMULATION

It is well known that three Lagrangian kinematic descriptions are available for the finite element
analysis of geometrically nonlinear structures. Namely they are the total Lagrangian, the updated
Lagrangian, and the co-rotational formulation. The reference configuration in the total Lagrangian
formulation is the initial un-deformed configuration C0, whereas in updated Lagrangian formulation
is the last known deformed configuration C1. In co-rotational formulation the motion is split into
two components: rigid body motion and deformational motion. The rigid body motion is
represented by a reference frame which is rigidly attached to the end of the element and
continuously rotates with the element as shown in Figure 1. Consequently an important advantage
of the co-rotational formulation is that the volume integrations are generally performed over the
simple un-deformed shape of the element. This reference frame can be viewed as an intermediary
co-rotated configuration CR for clear physical meaning although from a mathematical standpoint
the explicit presence of this co-rotated configuration between initial and deformed configuration is
unnecessary. The motion can be measured between the deformed configuration and the co-rotated
configuration CR. The essence of the co-rotational formulation is that the deformational motion is
relatively small so that simplified strain measurement such as engineering strain can be used to
formulate the strain energy of the element. When this deformational motion is large such that more
complicated strain measurements are needed, the co-rotational formulation has little advantage over
the total Lagrangian formulation or the updated Lagrangian formulation.
The co-rotational formulation is especially useful in the formation for geometrically nonlinear
analysis of frame structures as the reference frame of every element can be easily determined by the
positions of two nodes of the element. The displacement of node a (a = 1, …, N) of the structures
can be represented by a set va = s. In contract to the translational displacement da which can be
represented by a vector and is always additive, the rotational displacement Ra does not transform as
a vector when finite rotations are considered. The key operation of the co-rotational formulation is
to extract the deformational components of the translations and rotations for each node when the
incremental nodal displacementΔva is given by the predictor. The deformation extraction operation
also involves the updating of element reference frame and nodal rotations. Several methods are
available to deal with large rotations in different situations as listed in the next section.

2

2

1

1

Figure 1. Co-rotational Formulation
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LARGE ROTATION CONSIDERATION

Chan [2] compared three different methods considering large rotations and found that the joint
orientation approach is a reliable formulation for genuinely large rotations in three-dimensional
space while simplified methods can be used for small or moderately large rotations, which is the
case of most practical engineering framed structures.
3.1

Large Rotations, Small but Finite Deformational Rotations

Strictly speaking, unit co-rotational triads which represents the directional matrix should be
attached to each node and element to account for finite or large rotations. The nodal rotations Ra
can be presented by the position of unit triads and should be updated through the incremental
rotations with Rodrigues Formula. To this, several forms of rotation transformation matrix can be
used. The deformational rotations can be determined by the angle of the rotation of nodal triads
relative to the rigid rotation of the element. The rigid body rotation can be represented by the
rotation of the element reference frame described by a set of Cartesian coordinate system where the
x axis is chosen to pass through two end nodes of the element and y and z axes are chosen to be the
principal directions of the cross section at the initial un-deformed state. This method was firstly
used by Oran [3] and has been detailed by Izzuddin and Elnashai [4] and others. The mathematical
deduction can refer to the paper by Felippa and Haugen [5].
3.2

Moderately Large Rotations, Small Deformational Rotations

With moderately large rotations but small deformational rotations, which is the case of most
engineering structures in practice, the above method is applicable but a more concise method can
be used. Instead of joint orientation triads, only the element orientation triad is used in element
orientation method and the incremental local deformational displacements can be obtained through
the incremental total displacements with incremental rigid body rotations eliminated. The total
deformational rotations can be accumulated by every increment and so do the rigid body rotations.
This approach has been used by many researchers [6-8] for its simplicity and easy implementation.
The rigid body rotations increments about local y and z axis can be obtained through the nodal
incremental displacements vl in local element coordinate system as,
sin  z  (v2  v1 ) L

(1)

sin  y   (w2  w1 ) L

(2)

 x  ( 2  1 ) 2

(3)

Where L is the element chord length by
L  ( X E ) 2  (YE ) 2  ( Z E ) 2

(4)

Where XE, YE, ZE and X0E, Y0E, Z0E is the global coordinate difference between two nodes of the
element in current and initial configuration and
X E  X E0  u2  u1

(5)
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YE  YE0  v2  v1

(6)

Z E  Z E0  w2  w1

(7)

The incremental element nodal displacementsΔvg in Equation below can be obtained by a
standard finite element procedure from the incremental structural nodal displacementsΔva which is
determined by an incremental-iterative predicting process. :
v g  u1 , v1 , w1 , 1 , 1 ,  1 , u2 , v2 , w2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 

T

(8)

Then the local incremental deformation Δul can be obtained by
u l  1 y , 1z , 1z , 1z , e,  x 

T

(9)

1 y  1   y

(10)

1z   1   z

(11)

 2 y   2   y

(12)

 2 z   2   z

(13)

e  Li 1  Li

(14)

 x   2  1

(15)

The member length Li is calculated by
Li  ( X Ei ) 2  (YEi ) 2  ( Z Ei ) 2

(16)

It should be noted that the rigid body rotation increment is assumed to be finite and a rotation
matrix is used to update the orientation of element local frame

T

r

 cos nsinycosx -sinzsinx

cos n
cosy

 siny
cosycosx

 sin sinysinzcosx  sinzsinx
z

cosy

where

cos nsinysinx  sinz cos x 




cosysinx

sinysinzsinx  cos ncosx 
cosy

cosy

cos n  1  sin y sin y  sin z sin z

(17)

(18)

The element orientation matrix T can be updated by incremental rigid body rotation in Eq. 17 such
that moderately large rotation can be accounted for.
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Small Rotations, Small Deformational Rotations

In this situation, the rotation can be represented by the rotational vector which is additive and the
total nodal displacements can be written as,
v g  u1 , v1 , w1 , 1 , 1 ,  1 , u2 , v2 , w2 ,  2 ,  2 ,  2 

T

(19)

It can be updated by directly addition with the displacement increments
v g  v 0g + v g

(20)

in which Δvg is the incremental displacements obtained an incremental-iterative predictor.
The deformational rotations can be obtained directly through the total rotations eliminating the
rigid body rotations. The total rigid body rotations can be cumulated by every incremental rigid
body rotation through Eq. 1 to 3 or obtained directly by the total form of these equations. Then the
total local deformation ul can be obtained through total form of Eq. 10 to 15 in which the total
global displacements and total rigid body rotation are used.
The component of the total element deformation is linked with the element internal forces in secant
relationship in beam-column element and can be listed as:
ul  1 y ,1z ,  2 y , 2 z , e, x 

T

4.

(21)

PEP ELEMENT FORMULATION REVIEWS

The PEP element proposed by Chan and Zhou [9] is derived in co-rotational formulation where
only basic deformations and the corresponding basic forces are involved. Besides the compatibility
conditions at the two end nodes, two additional constraints of equilibrium at the mid-span of an
element are considered for the evaluation of the displacement function which is a fifth-order
polynomial written as follows

vn  ( N1n N 2 n )( L1n L 2 n )T

(22)

Where n = y, z is two principle direction of cross section, θ1n and θ2n = nodal rotations at two ends,
N1n and N2n are shape functions which are given by

N1n  An H1n  Bn H 2 n

(23)

N 2 n  An H1n  Bn H 2 n

(24)

And
3

x
x
x
An  20  (80  qn )    4qn  
L
L
L

5

(25)
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2

Bn  6  (24 

qn  x 
x
)    2qn  
2 L
L

4

(26)

qn  PL2 EI n

(27)

H1n  80  qn

(28)

H 2 n  48  qn

(29)

The secant stiffness relationship can be formulated by the principle of stationary potential energy
and is given as follows:

M 1n 

EI n
 c1n  c2 n  1n   c1n  c2 n   2 n 
L 

M 2n 

EI n
 c1n  c2 n  1n   c1n  c2 n   2 n 
L 

e
2
2
P  EA    b1n 1n   2 n   b2 n 1n   2 n  
 L n x, y


Mx 

GJ  Pr 2
x
L

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

In which e = elongation of the element; Fl = {M1y, M2y, M1z, M2z, P, Mx}T is local internal force
vector; and E = elasticity modulus; In = moment of inertia; A = section area; L = length of the
element; And c1n, c2n and b1n, b2n are axial force relating coefficients and can be given by

c1n 

c2 n 

23
3(80) 2  10(80)qn  617 qn2  1260
qn3
H12n

(48) 2  6(48)qn 
H 22n

29
5

qn2 

11
420

qn3

(34)

(35)

b1n 

2
3
23
2(80) 2  267 (80)qn  46
21 qn  2520 qn
H13n

(36)

b2 n 

2
3
11
2(48) 2  145 (48)qn  66
35 qn  840 qn
H 23n

(37)

It should be noted that this secant stiffness relationship can be considered as the exact solution of
PEP element without rigid body rotation under the condition of small deformation.
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The tangent stiffness matrix can be obtained by taking a variation of the secant stiffness with
respect to the displacement degrees of freedom and the axial force due to which the second-order
effect is considered. And the final expression of the incremental stiffness relationship can be written
as:
t

kij 

FliT FliT q

ulj
q ulj

(38)

In which Fli and uli are the six components of conjugate pair of local internal forces Fl and local
deformation ul. The incremental stiffness can finally be determined by the tangent stiffness matrix
as,

G12y
 y (c1 y  c2 y ) 
H


 M 1 y 

 M 

2y 

 M 1z  EI 


 M 2 z  L 
 P 




 M x 





 y (c1 y  c2 y ) 
 y (c1 y  c2 y ) 

G1 y G2 y

G1 y G1z

G1 y G2 z

H
G22y G2 y

H
G2 y G1z

H
G2 y G2 z

H

H

H

 z (c1z  c2 z ) 

symmetrical

G12z
H

G1z G2 z
H
G23z
 z (c1z  c2 z ) 
H

 z (c1z  c2 z ) 

0
0
0
0



G1 y 

LH 
G2 y 

LH 
G1z 

LH 
G2 z 

LH 
0 

1 
LH 

(39)

in which G1n, G2n and H are parameters given by

G1n  2b1n 1n   2 n   2b2 n 1n   2 n 

(40)

G2 n  2b1n 1n   2 n   2b2 n 1n   2 n 

(41)

H



1

2





n y , z

GJ  Pr 2
EI

b'1n 1n   2 n   b' 2 n 1n   2 n 
2

n

2

(42)

(43)

where


n 

AL2
I
In
I

(44)

(45)
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FORCE RECOVERY PROCEDURE

When the corrector or force recovery procedure is exercised in the incremental iterative analysis,
the element deformation 0[ul] in last configuration and the present deformation increments 0[Δul]
are extracted from the incremental displacement computed by the predictor equations through Eq.
10 to 15. The task of the force recovery procedure is to recover the element internal forces 0[Fl]
+[ΔFl ] at the current configuration. There are mainly three methods to complete this task.
5.1

Total Secant Iteration Method

Like other beam-column elements, the PEP element has explicit secant stiffness relationship. So in
the corrector phase the element internal forces can be calculated directly by the secant stiffness in
Eq. 30 to 32 with the present element deformation [ul] cumulated from the element deformation 0[ul]
in last configuration and the present deformation increments 0[Δul ]. It should be noted that c1n, c2n
and b1n, b2n are axial force relating coefficients and is calculated based on the axial force of last
iteration. Iteration must be used for more accurate results.
5.2

Force Incremental Method

The prevalent approach to calculate the element recovery forces at each incremental step in finite
element method is cumulated from the force increments. In co-rotational method the displacement
incrementsΔu can be decomposed into two parts: the rigid body displacementsΔur and the natural
deformationsΔul. The effect of the rigid body displacementsΔur is to rotate the initial nodal forces
from the last configuration to the present configuration without generation of internal forces. So the
element force increments can be calculated by the natural deformations as,
f l  kne ul

(46)

in which ken is the element natural stiffness matrix. The accuracy of force increments is only used
in the first order of the displacement increments so every load cycle step should be small enough to
obtain a sufficiently accurate solution. The internal forces of the element can be updated by firstly
adding the incremental internal nodal forces as,
i 1

Fe  i Fe  f e

(47)

then the nodal forces from the last configuration are rotated to the present configuration through
member orientation matrix.
Chan [2] proposed an incremental secant formulation based on UL formulation and Cubic element
in which the same incremental stiffness is used as both the predictor and corrector. So actually it is
same with this force incremental method. It is also pointed out that this incremental method is
better than total secant formulation in dealing with non-vectorial rotations and has merits for use in
the genuinely large rotation case.
5.3

Incremental Secant Iteration Method

The relationship between the element internal forces with the element deformations of last
configuration in Eqs. 30-33 can be written in a simplified form as
Fl   ( Fl , ul )

(48)
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Given the deformation increments 0[Δul ], the element internal forces cannot be calculated directly
as the above functions are a set of implicit nonlinear functions of element internal forces Fl . To
solve this problem, the inverse form of the above equations can be written as
ul   ( Fl , ul )

(49)

These nonlinear equations can be solved readily by the Newton-Raphson procedure used in the
analysis of nonlinear systems and the iterative procedure can be written as
i

i

 u 
 Fl    l 
 Fl 

1
i

i

 ul  

 Fl  i
i
i

  ul   [k ]  ul 
 ul 

i 1

 Fl    Fl    Fl 

i 1

 ul   ul    ul   ul 

i

(50)

i

0

0

(51)
i

(52)

The iteration process of Eqs. 50-52 continues until the unbalanced deformation i[Δul ] is sufficiently
small. In this iteration the total deformation i[ul ] can be easily calculated by the reverse form of
Eqs. 30-33. And it should be noted that the tangent matrix in Eq. 50 is simply the element tangent
stiffness matrix and the incremental properties can be found from equation Eq. 51 and Eq. 52.

5.3

Comparison of Different Methods

Strictly speaking, the aforementioned force incremental method will introduce errors inevitable
cause the element tangent stiffness instead of accurate secant stiffness is used to calculate recovery
forces. As illustrated by Figure 2, the exact element forces that should be obtained in force recovery
phase is point A but with force incremental method we can only get point B. According to our
experience in numerical analysis, the stability and convergent speed of the total secant iteration
method are better than that of the pure incremental iteration in the case of moderately large load
step size. This is reasonable as the accuracy of force increments can only be ensured with
sufficiently small step size while the secant stiffness is accurate so long as the deformation is not
large and the accuracy becomes unrelated to the step size.
element forces, f

B

△f
A

△u
element deformations, u

Figure 2. Illustration of Force Recovery Procedure
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As far as material nonlinearity such as semi-rigid connection or plastic hinge analysis is concerned,
the incremental force recovery method is more suitable as the material nonlinearity is incremental
in nature. If plasticity is involved, the cross-section strength or yield state is determined by the
de-composition of axial force and moments. A procedure is required to be adopted for bringing
back a force point lying outside the full yield surface to this yield surface as the yield function
cannot be violated with any point outside the surface is a non-defined state for the element. With
0
[Fl] and[ΔFl ], it can be easily concluded if the next force point is outside the full yield surface and
the appropriate increment step can be adjusted to avoid a non-defined state. The total secant
iteration method has better accuracy and faster convergent rate than force incremental method with
moderately large step size but have defect in coping with plasticity as the force recovery procedure
is not incremental. With the proposed incremental secant iteration method, the correct recovery
forces are obtained and incremental manner is preserved which is crucial in the prediction of
formation of plastic hinges in the solution process.

6.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

6.1

A Simple Cantilever

A simple cantilever shown in Figure 3 is analyzed to illustrate the different convergence properties
of the three force recovery methods. A horizontal compressive force is applied to the tip of the
cantilever with a transverse disturbance load of 0.1%P to simulate imperfections. Only one element
is used for the analysis of the cantilever.
P

L

L=3.2m
P=1000N
EA=2.1e9
EI=1.75e6

Figure 3. A Simple Cantilever
Figures 4 and 5 show the load deflection paths obtained by the three force recovery methods in
conjunction with Newton-Raphson load control method and the load increments are 1 and 0.2
respectively. It can be found that the load deflection curves obtained by the total secant iteration
and the incremental secant iteration methods are exactly same while the force incremental method
haves apparent drift with that of the other two methods, especially when the load increments are
large. And the drift occurs at mid segment of the curve where the stiffness of the structure is very
small and a small load increment will lead to a large displacements. This is because the accuracy of
force increments obtained by force incremental iteration method is only in the first order of the
displacement increments so it is not load size but the displacements incremental size determines the
accuracy of the solution. It is recommended that single displacement control or arc length control
scheme be used with the force incremental iteration method. This can be confirmed in Figure 6
where very small arc length constraint needs to be specified for every step and nearly the same
curves are obtained by three different recovery methods.
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Figure 5. Load Displacement Path with Every Load Increment of 0.2
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Figure 6. Load Displacement Path with Arc Length Method

6.2

William Toggle

Figure 7 shows the well-known William toggle frame which has been extensively used to
investigate the snap-through buckling behavior. The Young’s modulus of elasticity is 1.0×103
N/cm2. The axial rigidity (EA) is 18550 N and the flexural rigidity (EI) is 9270Ncm2. Only one
element is used to model each inclined member and semi-rigid springs with flexural rigidity of 1/10
EI is attached to the two ends of elements. From Figure 8 it can be seen that almost same load
deflection paths can be obtained by the three force recovery methods in conjunction with arc length
method when the displacement is not large and there is significant differences between the force
incremental method and the other two secant related methods at the latter portion of the curves
where the deformations of members are large.
P
3.86mm
258.7mm

Figure 7. William Toggle
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Figure 8. Load Displacement Path of Toggle Frame

6.3

90 Member 3-Dimensional Space Frame

An example of a 90-member hexagonal shallow dome with its dimensions and properties shown in
Figure 9 is under a set of downward forces of 100N each acting on the non-supporting nodes. Only
one single PEP element is used to model a member and member initial imperfection of magnitude
equal to 1/1000th of member length is assumed for every curved PEP element. Members of a
shallow dome are typically under high axial forces because of the arch action and such an
arrangement for large nodal displacement and rotation is useful to validate the performance of the
proposed force recovery method.
Figures 10 and 11 show the load displacement path of vertical and lateral deflection respectively.
Almost the same curves are obtained by the three force recovery methods with minimum residual
displacement method in used with small step size .

E = 1.95e5 N/mm2
G = 0.80e5 N/mm2
A = 142.3 mm2

Figure 9. Hexagonal Shallow frame

Iy =1.44e4 mm4
Iz =1.44e4 mm4
J = 2.89e4 mm4
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Figure 10. Load-Vertical Displacement Path of Hexagonal Shallow Frame
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Figure 11. Load-Lateral Displacement Path of Hexagonal Shallow Frame

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper the recovery procedure of the element forces is investigated and three force recovery
methods, namely as the total secant iteration, force incremental and the incremental secant iteration
force recovery procedures are detailed and numerical results by these three force recovery methods
are compared. It is found that the three force recovery methods can get almost the same result if we
make the increments sufficiently small. And the total secant iteration and the incremental secant
iteration can always get the same result irrespective of the step size used. The force incremental
method has a considerable drift with that of the other two methods when the step size is large and
the difference is minimized when small load/displacement step size is used. The incremental
characteristic of force recovery procedure is important to forecast the formation of a plastic hinge
and thus engineer should be aware of the limitation of various formulations. The proposed
incremental secant iteration method can compute the internal forces in an explicit incremental
manner and has the same convergence characteristics identical to the total secant iteration. The
application of the proposed method in semi-rigid connection and plastic hinge analysis will be
illustrated after further investigation.
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